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To predict system performance to a higher degree of accuracy so 
that energy saving could be achieved on account of the required size of 
a mechanism means that an improved mathematical model of the system is 
needed. Nobody is interested in a mechanism that either vibrates or is 
too heavy in accordance to its need, reliability, failure, and perfor-
mance. With a more precise mechanism the phenomenon could be better 
understood and quality predicted. 
The demand for higher speeds in production and execution procedure 
in mechinery has created greater problems for designers. The elastic 
deformations of the machine components cause inaccuracies in position, 
fatigue, failure, and noise. Special effects are produced when a mechan-
ism is driven at resonant speed of its spring and mass. The performance 
of mechanisms at high speeds cannot yet be determined accurately in the 
design stage because there is not sufficient knowledge yet about the 
elastic properties of the links and effect of backlash in the bearing 
(22). 
A study of the dynamic behavior of a mechanism may begin logically 
with an investigation of its pr0perties which relate deflections to iner-
tial and applied forces. Force-deflection properties based on the static 
or vibrating equilibrium statesar.enot necessarily applicable to the same 
mechanism in the dynamic state. In mechanisms which transmit relatively 
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large forces or move at high speeds, there are often.considerable differ-
ences between the theoretical and actual motions. For this reason, it 
wou 1 d be des·i rab 1 e not on 1 y to. take into cons i de ration the e 1 ast i c prop-
erties of individual links but also to attempt a kinematic synthesis in-
"' eluding the effects of elastic deformations. The magnitude of the iner-
tia forces may be seve.ral times.as large as the static forces, and may, 
in addition, possess quite different directions. The term "inertia 
force 11 denotes a force which is equal in magnitude to the product of 
mass and acceleration of the body, and opposite in direction to the 
acceleration vector (1, 2, 22). Presently, experimental measurements of 
dynamic effects are particularly important because of the influences men-
tioned previously, which cannot yet be adequately taken ioto considera-
tion at the design stage. Dynamic investigations of mechanisms, taking 
into account the effects of inertia forces, are very time-consuming since 
not only the deformations, displacements, velocities, and accelerations, 
but also the static forces in a mechanism must be taken into considera-
tion. The total load on a machine element is due to the combined effects 
of static and dynamic forces. 
A general approach for the dimensional synthesis with or without 
optimization of rigid mechanisms would be very advantcigeous to the de-
signer. The existing methods, especially for planar or spherical mechan-
isms, are useful for the synthesis of particular cases. In linkage de-
sign, constraints are necessary to insure closure and to make sure that 
the mechanism will operate. For this reason, unconstrained minimization 
techniques are of no use to the designer. With the availability of opti-
mization methods which could handle inequality, parameter or function 
constraints, such as the penalty function approach of Fiacco and McCormick 
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(56), Marquardt's Algorithm (53), Gauss-Newton method, and Kubicek's 
algorithm (58), mechanism optimization became feasible. A method is 
needed to optimize the dimensional synthesis of mechanisms. Such consid-
erations require decisions to ·be made concerning the exact form of _the 
input motion, the form of the output motion, and the criteria for judg-
ing what constitutes an optimum configuration. Hence, the Variability 
of the number of parameters that take place is considerable according to 
every design requirement. 
The study of the dynamics of a systemofinterconnectedrigidbodies, 
that is, higher-order effect caused by the elasticity of individual mem-
bers is neglected, has been carried out by different approaches such 
as the joint force method (48), vector calculus, d 1 Alembert 1 s principle 
and the principle of virtual work (57), and Lagrange's equation. S.ince 
the advent of the finite element method, there have been great changes 
in providing versatile mathematical models in every area of science. 
The study of the dynamics of rigid bodies has not been approached yet by 
the finite element scheme. By this approach, it is believed that classi-
cal dynamics could wel I be revolutionized. 
The increasing use of digital computers and its time-saving ability 
to apply numerical techniques encouraged the development and application 
of finite element techniques. They can be formulated for almost any type 
of engineering problem, and solutions by classical methods that were con-
sidered impossible in the past years can now be obtained. In general, 
the finite element method provides the most efficient procedure for ex-
pressing the displacements of arbitrary mechanism configurations by means 
of a discrete set of coordinates. Better accuracy can be achieved in a 
dynamic analysis for a given number of degrees of freedom by using the 
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shape function method of idealization than by the lumped mass approach 
( 3} . 
Objectives 
The main objective of this study was to develop mathematical models 
for analysis of rigid link and elastic link mechanisms. There is a be-
lief that the models developed represent the phenomena with versatility, 
applicability, and reality. The major objective of this study can be 
broken down into the following categories: 
1. Development of a method for the synthesis of planar and spheri-
cal mechanisms with rigid links. The method is based upon solving a sys-
tem of nonlinear equations which represents the configurations of the 
mechanisms. The system of equations could be either solved iteratively, 
or by using Marquardt's algorithm, or the Gauss-Newton method. Optimiza-
tion is also obtained by using the former methods. 
2. Development of a mathematical model approached by finite ele-
ment analysis, to perform dynamic analysis of mechanisms with rigid links. 
3. Development of a general formulation of kineto-elasto-dynamic 
analysis which is applicable to study planar and space mechanisms with 
elastic links. The development of the mathematical model is based on 
finite element formulation and Hamilton's principle. 
4. Development of a new approach for performing stress analysis, 
length determination, and plotting of the deformed links of the mechan-
ism. The approach is b~sed upon the shape functions which represent the 
deformation behavior of the elements of the mechanism. 
5. An experimental analysis was conducted to select representative 
information to establish comparisons w1th analytical results. 
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The problem analysis is demonstrated by analyzing a four-link-crank-
rocker mechanism. The synthesis of rigid links might be extended up to 
spherical mechanisms. 
CHAPTER I I 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The 1 iterature in kinematics and dynamics of mechanisms has grown . 
so rapidly within the past decades that it is not possible to attempt to 
review all of them or even the major contributions in the field. In order 
to provide some focus, however, a few references in the areas related to 
this study are presented. 
The four-bar 1 i nkage is chosen as the mechanism to va 1 i date the 
applicability of the mathematical models developed because it is a com-
mon element in many engineering mechanisms and studied extens·ively. Al-
though its kinematics have been investigated widely, its dynamics--rigid 
or not--have been found less amenable to general treatment, possibly be-
cause of the length and complexity of the governing transcendental equa-
tions. However, now that the use of digital computers is routine, it is 
a simple matter to solve a variety of hitherto intractable dynamical 
problems by numerical means. 
There are various principles and techniques available for formulat-
ing mathematical models for the analysis of rigid mechanisms. Paul (72) 
reviews various principles and techniques available for formulating the 
equations of motion. Among those techniques are the vector methods, 
joint force analysis, d'Alembert's Principle, Lagrange's equations, and 
Hamilton's equations. Smith's (66) method reduces the calculation of re-
action forces for multi-degree of freedom, constrained, mechanical, 
6 
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dynamic systems based on Lagrange 1 s equations with constraints. Yang 
(67) formulates a dynamlc equation, where bearing reactions and inertia 
torques are obtained, based on dual vector and screw calculus. Andrews 
and Kesavan (68) describe a procedure for applying graph theory which is 
based on vector mechanics to the analysis of general, dynamic, lumped 
mechanical systems. Bagci (69) uses the joint force method for the anal-
ysis of planar mechanisms with Coulomb and viscous damping. Smith and 
Maunder (70) and Suh (48) also use the joint force method for the dynamic 
analysis of planar mechanisms. Woo and Freudenstein (71) use screw coor-
dinates for the dynamic analysis of planar or space mechanisms. 
A survey of literature which describes the kineto-elasto-dynamic be-
havior of mechanisms is discussed to present the state-of-the-art and 
establish comparisons. A supplementary bibliography that presents a sur-
vey of investigations in this area performed by Lowen and Jandrasits (94) 
and Erdman and Sandor (102) is recommended. 
In their analysis or synthesis, most of the works reviewed do not 
consider axial deformation due to known problems of instability. Several 
researchers have introduced this intrinsic phenomenon. Eringen and 
Woinowsky (28, 29) consider the effect of axial forces on bhe vibration 
of elastic bars. It was observed that axial stress increases rapidly 
with the decrease of the ratio of a nonlinear period over a 1 inear period 
or with the increase of frequency ratios. The vibration of an extensible 
bar, carrying no transverse load and having the ends fixed at the sup-
ports, causes axial tensile force with a period equal to the half-period 
of the vibration of the bar. Axial buckling is important and axial de-
formations should not be neglected in a stability analysis. 
The study of partially elastic mechanisms from a linear point of 
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view has been approached by several researchers. Broniareck and Sandor 
(100) studied the dynamics of a four-bar 1 inkage with massless elastic 
coupler and rigid cranks, connecting two rotating masses mounted on elas-
tic shafts by examining Mathieuts equation. Stability conditions of the 
system are determined with the use of the stability chart. 
Sadler and Sandor (64) use harmonic analysis for the study of mechan-
isms whereby one 1 ink is regarded as elastic. The equation of motion is 
derived by using Newton's second law and Lagrange's equation. Finally, 
employing harmonic analysis, the steady-state solution of the differen-
tial equation is obtained, and the dynamic coupler point path is deter-
mined for various speeds and damping ratios. 
Gandhi and Thompson (59) developed a finite element equation appro-
priate for the analysis of a flexible planar mechanical system using a 
mixed variational principle. The element is defined with four degrees 
of freedom to represent transverse deformation and rotation at the nodes. 
The inertial loading from the rigid body analysis is.used to continuously 
update the right-hand side of the following equation: 
[ M] ( s) . + [ K] ( S) = ( Q) • ( 2. 1 ) 
In their application they consider only one link to be flexible. The 
Newmark method was used to solve the system of linear differential equa-
tions. 
Gayfer and Mil ls (95) made a theoretical study of the small ampl i-
tude vibrations of a four-bar linkage. The mechanism considered has two 
flexible 1 inks and a rigid coupler; all members are of uniform cross sec-
tion. The natural frequencies are calculated by receptance methods and 
showed positive agreement with experimental results. The theoretical 
work is based on the assumption that only flexural vibrations are 
important. The theory deals with small amplitude, undamped flexural 
vibrations of the linkage by means. of receptance methods and it is 
assumed that changes in potential energy due to gravity are negligible. 
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Badlani and Kleinhenz (90) conducted a study of the dynamic stabil-
ity of a slider-crank mechanism with an undamped elastic connecting rod. 
The analysis is done by·application of the Euler-Bernoulli andTimoshenko 
beam theories. It is concluded that regions of instability exist when 
rotary inertia and shear deformation effects are included in the analy-
sis. Seveers and Yanz (103) also studied the dynamic stability of the 
slider-crank mechanism. 
Jandrasits and Lowen (33) performed a theoretical analysis of 
elastic-dynar;1ic behavior of a counter-weighted four-bar linkage rocker 
link which carries an overhanging mass. The equations of motion are ob-
tained using Hamilton's integral and Kantorovich's method. Hill's equa-
tions were used to furnish the time portions of the solutions and the 
Floquet theory is adopted for stability considerations. In general,good 
qualitative and quantitative agreement between analytical and experimen-
tal results was found. The Runge-Kutta method was used to solve the sys-
tem of differential equations. 
The methods used for the quasi-static.and vibrational analysis of 
structures have been extended to study mechanisms with elastic links by 
considering them as instantaneous structures. Ashok et al. (35) derive 
an iterative technique for analysis of elastk deformation of mechanisms 
which provides an approximate particular solution. The algorithm is time-
step size independent. The total system mass and system stiffness ma-
trices are constructed by utilizing the permutation vector method of 
structural analysis. The mechanism is regarded as an instantaneous 
structure at every position. 
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Smith and Maunder (79) determined the stability boundaries of the 
coupler of a four-bar linkage using a two-parameter perturbation method. 
Later, Smith (80) proposed a three-parameter perturbation method for the 
same problem. Starting from partial differential equations and assuming 
the shape function of the coupler to be a first mode sine function, they 
obtained a single undamped Hill's equation as the basis for the stability 
analysis. 
Iman, Sandor, and Kramer (37) extended the permutation method of 
structural analysis to obtain linkage mass and stiffness matrices for the 
determination of deflection and rotation equations at the nodal points. 
They introduced the rate of change of the eigenvalues with respect to the 
motion of mechanisms. The rate of change of the eigensystems with re-
spect to time has also been used for time efficiency (the modal analysis 
method was used to solve the system of differential equations) (61). The 
linkages are regarded as an instantaneous structure at every position. 
The equations of motion can be written as 
[M](s) + [D](s) + [K](S) = o (2. 2) 
where 
[M],[D],[K] =system mass, damping, and stiffness matrices; 
(Q) = inertia forces due to the gross rigid body motion of 
the mechanism plus external forces; and 
(S) =unknown generalized coordinates. 
Bagel and Kalaycioglu developed a method for the elasto-dynamic 
analysis of planar mechanisms. The finite element method and lumped 
mass system are used to formulate the equations of motion of a mechanism: 
11 




(S) ,(S),(S) =generalized coordinate displacement vectors and its 
first and second time derivatives, respectively; 
[F] =generalized coordinate external flexibility matrix; 
s 
[M] = diagonal mass matrix consisting of the mass~s and 
mass moments of inertia lumped to the generalized 
coordinates; 
[D] damping matrix; and 
(Q) = forcing vector which consists of any time dependent 
externally applied force components in the directions 
of the generalized coordinates. 
The method also includes inertial forces and inertial torques due to kine-
matic gross motion of the mechanisms. Axial deformation of link members 
is neglected. The system of differential equations is solved by the 
matrix exponent i a 1 method. 
Sandor (63) develops a method whereby the kineto-elasto dynamic 
analysis of mechanisms is approached by the lumped parameter technique. 
The system of differential equations obtained is solved by the Runge-
Kutta method. 
Syed and Soni (19) conduct the static elastic analysis of a path-
generating four-bar and its cognate mechanism. The flexibility method 
of structural analysis is employed to determine the elastic displacements 
of the coupler polnt. The deflections were observed to be nearly doubled 
when the speed was increased from 300 to 400 rpm. 
( S) = [b] T [ F ][b ]( Q) 
s 
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where [F] is the flexibility matrix. (Q) is the system force vector, and 
s 
[b] is the force-transfer matrix. 
Erdman (17) demonstrates how a flexibility matrix may be employed in 
setting up a system of coupled differential equations describing the vib-
rational behavior of a 1 inkage. The link deformations are represented 
mathematically by an operator. Each element consists of six degrees of 
freedom. The· different i a 1 equations of mot ion used a re formed by intro-
ducing a mass matrix, based on the lumped method and a damping matrix: 
[M] (S) + [D] (S) + [K] (S) = (Q) (2. 4) 
The Runge-Kutta method was used to solve the system of differential equa-
tions. Erdman et al. (17, 32, 60, 90) develop a kineto-elasto dynamic 
equivalence approach using the flexibi 1 ity matrix methods. Erdman,. Sandor, 
and Oakberg (60) first applied the flexibility approach of structural 
analysis to a quasi-static deflection investigation of mechanisms. The 
method was extended to spatial mechanisms. 
Ashok, Erdman, and Frohrib (39) develop a numerical closed-form algo-
rithm applicable to the design of elastic-link mechanisms. During each 
time step, the system parameter.s (mass, damping,end stiffness) are assum-
ed to remain constant in solving the equations of motion. The displace-
ment finite element is used to develop the mas~ and stiffness matrices of 
the linkage. The Wilson method (18) is used to construct the damping 
matrix. 
Alexander and Lawrence (30, 31) analyze two planar mechanisms with 
a mathematical model based upon the stiffness method of structural analy-
sis, and obtain an analytical coupler and output 1 ink strain variation. 
The axial strains are determined to be less than five percent of the bend-
ing strains in a four-bar planar mechanism. The obtained results matched 
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the experimental results. The Runge-Kutta method was used to solve the. 
system of differential equations. 
Midha et al. (23) demonstrate the effects of a multi-element ideal-
ization of the links of an elastic planar crank-rocker mechanism on 
modal frequencies. One-, two-, and four-element idealizations were used. 
Their method is based upon the stiffness method of matrix structural 
analysis, and determines the natural frequendes and normalized mode 
shapes of beam structures. A six-degree-of-freedom element was used. 
The undamped structural equations of motion are written as 
(Q) = [K] - w2[M](S) (2. 5) 
where 
[K] =structural stiffness matrix; 
[M] = structural mass matrix; 
(S) = vector of unknown displacements; 
w = undamped natural frequency; and 
(Q) =vector of applied forces on the structure. 
Midha et al. conclude that a multi-element idealization of the 1 inkage 
members was desirable. 
Winfrey (25, 62) uses the stiffness approach of structur~l analysis 
to perform the analysis of elastic planar and spatial linkages. He also 
utilizes the reduction of coordinate techniques for determining a parti-
cular deflection in a mechanism (26). Elements with six degrees of free-
dom are considered. The equations of motion are· 
[M ](S) + [ K] ( s) = ( Q) (2.6) 
where 
[m] .. = J1 m(x)•. (x)•.(x)dx 
I J 0 I J (2.7) 
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(2. 8) 
where (Q) is the vector of inertial forces computed previously from the 
gross rigid motion. The modal analysis method was applied to solve the 
system of equations, and was extended to the analysis of the Bennett 
mechanism. 
Midha et al. (18) presented a general approach for deriving the equa-
tions of motion of planar 1 inkages. The finite element method by way of 
Lagrange's equations is employed to devel·op the mass and stiffness proper-
ties of an elastic linkage. Each element consists of six degrees of free-
dom. The equations are expressed as 
[M](S) + [D](s) + [K](S) = - [M](Sr) (2. 9) 
where (Sr) is the rigid body acceleration vector. 
Nath and Ghosh (54) developed a method for the vibrational analysis 
of planar mechanisms. The equations of motion are developed by determin-
ing the element stiffness matrix, mass matrix, and load vector from the 
fol lowing equations (55): 
[K] T = f b xbdv, 
v 
(2.10) 
[M] T = f pa adv 
v 
(2. II) 
( cj>) T = f a qdv v (2. I 2) 
where 
b =matrix of strains due to unit displacements; 
x = component of the matrix of stress; 
p = density; 
a= matrix function of the position coordinate {in general, one 
can expect only approximate expressions for a); and 
Q = load vector. 
Several examples were worked out but no comparisons were establ is.hed. 
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Bahgat and Willmert (15) present the vibrational analysis of general 
planar mechanisms using a finite e.lement approach. The analysis consid-
ers both axial and lateral vibrations using a high order Hermite poly-
nomial approximation. The result is a system of 1 inear ordinary dLffer-
ential equations expressed as 
[M] (S) + .[D] (S) + [K] (s) = (Q) (2. 13) 
where the mass, the stiffness and damping matrices, and the force func-
tion are all functions of the rigid body motion of the mechanism; there-
fore, the rigid body dynamics must be solved first. They consider eight 
degrees of freedom per element. 
Boronkay and Mei (101) analyze a multiple flexible 1 ink mechanism 
using the finite element method in which the revolute joints are replaced 
by flexible joints. 
Maha 1 i ngam (96) attempts to imp rove the res u 1 ts of Gayfe r and Mi 11 s 
(97). He believes that the solution of the receptance equation for the 
entire range of configurations was tedious. He demonstrates that config-
urations in which natural frequencies are stationary are independent of 
the elastic characteristics of the input and output 1 inks, and depend 
only on the geometry of the system and mass distribution of the coupler. 
Kohli et al. (93) consider the effects of elastic links, elastic 
supports, and elastic shafts of a slider-crank mechanism by elasto-
dynamic analysis. The rigid displacements of the mechanism links due to 
deformations in the support are evaluated by the Taylor series approxima-
tion. The deformations of the links are approximated by using a finite 
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number of terms in a Fourier series employing the Raleigh-Ritz method. 
The equations of motion of the slider-'crank rocker are obtained by 
Lagrange equations. A set of linear ordinary differential equations is 
obtained. It is assumed that axial load does not vary over the length 
of the 1 ink: 
(2. 14) 
where matrices [Mb], [Mc], [Mk], and vector (Q) are functions of the 
time-dependent rigid body motion and the inertia and stiffness properties 
of the mechanism 1 inks and shafts. The Runge-Kutta method was used to 
solve the system of equations. 
The nonlinear analysis of elastic mechanisms has been approached by 
several researchers. Sadler and Sandor (38, 88, 89) develop an analyti-
cal lumped-parameter model. for the nonlinear vibration analysis of mechan-
isms. Application of finite difference approximations to the Euler-
Bernoull i beam theory leads to a system of coupled, damped, ordinary non-
linear differential equations. Axial deformations were ignored. The 
model is applicable for both periodic and nonperiodic mechanism motion 
and for both uniform and nonuniform cross-sectional links. The model is 
used to determine the bending deflections, dynamic stresses and strains 
of a four-bar-planar 1 inkage. 
Koh 1 i and Sandor (92) extend the 1 umped parameter approach for 
kineto-elasto dynamic analysis of planar mechanisms to the analysis of 
elastic spatial mechanisms. The Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the 
system of equations. 
Jasinski, Lee, and Sandor (82) derive the equations of motion of a 
slider-crank mechanism considering its connecting rod to be elastic. 
They neglect the nonlinear coupling term. The ratio of the length of the 
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crank to the length of the connecting rod is considered to be less than 
one. Longitudinal and transverse vibrations are considered. Two simul-
taneous nonlinear periodically time-variant partial differential equa-
tions represent the model. 
Chu and Pan (78) derive the equations of motion of a slider-crank 
mechanism with an elastic connecting rod. Assuming finst mode sinusoid-
al shape functions, they use the method of Kantorovich and the method of 
weighted residuals. Stability criteria are presented based on the 
Floquet theory. The resulting equations are solved numerically by use 
of the piecewise pol ynomi a 1 method and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
method. 
Viscomi and Ayre (83) study the nonlinear dynamic response of an 
elastic slider crank mechanism by assuming small displacements and ne-
glecting axial deformation. The energy method is used to develop the equa-
tion of motion which is solved by using Hemming 1 s modified predictor-
corrector method. 
Neubauer, Cohen, and Hall (81) examine the vibrations of the connect-
ing rod of the slider-crank. Longitudinal deformations, Coriolis, and 
relative tangential and relative normal components of acceleration are 
neglected. The equations of motion are derived by making use of the 
D'Alembert principle and the Euler-Bernoulli equation. Leibnitz's rule 
is used for differentiation of the obtained integral. The fourth-order 
partial differential equations are solved by the finite-difference meth-
od. The equations are also linearized and solved using the Runge-Kutta 
method. The periodic coefficient was approximated by a cosine term. 
Dressing (14) processes an algorithm to determine the periodic co-
efficients of the linear differential equations which describe the 
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relations between dynamic forces and motions in planar me.chanisms. The 
algorithm allows for calculations of vibrations in mechanisms with n de-
grees of freedom. The algorithm is represented by a system of nonlinear 
differential equations which are approached by means of a system of 
linear differential equations with periodic coefficients. 
Sutherland (77), using a mode analysis approach, presents the deriv-
ation of equations of motion of a fully elastic four-bar linkage. The 
problem is approached by forming the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion 
for the system in a manner similar to that which would be used for a com-
plex rigid body dynamic problem. A set of partial coupled ordinary dif-
ferential equations is produced. Joint reaction forces are automatical-
ly eliminated because the Lagrange approach is used to determine the 
equations of motion. The effect of axial forces on the lateral deflec-
tions of each member is considered, but the actual axial equilibrium con-
ditions for the members are not. The Runge-Kutta method is used to solve 
the system of equations. The validity of the mathematical model is then 
confirmed by the results of a physical experimentation. 
Variational calculus has also been used by several researchers to 
approach the elastic study of mechanisms. Thompson et al. (59, 97) devel-
op a variational approach whereby the physical system characteristics are 
embodied in a functional. The first variation of the functional yields 
the equations of motion of the complete mechanism. 
Cleghorn, Fenton, and Tabarrok (13) obtained a procedure for deter-
mining the equations of motion of a mechanism with flexible links. The 
governjng equations are derived using Hamilton's principle. The equa-
tions are discretized by the finite element method. The procedure con-
siders a flexible-axially~rigid beam subjected to prescribed translations 
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and rotations. Seven degrees of freedom are considered for the element. 
The equations obtained are: 
[M](S0 ) - 28 [B](S) + [[K] - 92 [M] - e0 [B] + p [A*] 
0 
+ Pl [ B 1~] + P 2 [ D] ] ( S) = ( Q) ( 2. 15) 
where the mass, gyroscopic, and stiffness matrices are observed. The 
different values of P represent the coefficients of a second degree poly-
nomial that represent the distribution of longitudinal load for rigid 
motion. 
There is a wide interest in the synthesis of elastic mechanisms. 
Many approaches that present several models have been published. In 
general, the approaches discuss the difficulty of taking the inertia 
forces into consideration in the synthesis of a mechanism. The mechanism 
should first of all be designed by considering its members rigid in order 
to determine the distribution of mass among the various members. If un-
favorable characteristics result, improvements can be made by changing 
the link dimensions (22). 
Patwardhan and Soni ·(20) present a method for synthesizing a planar 
crank-rocker mechanism with elastic links. Synthesis equations are 
developed, and the equations of motion are determined by obtaining the 
mass matrix and stiffness matrix separately. The mass matrix is obtained 
by application of the stiffness method. Six degrees of freedom are con-
sidered for each element. The equations obtained are: 
[M] (S0 ) + [D] (S) + [K] (S) = (Q) (2. 16) 
The synthesis equations are represented by three nonlinear algebraic 
equations .in three unknown link proportions. The unknowns involve 
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unknown deflections and their time rate of change. No calculated exam-
ples have been presented. 
Khan and Willmert (21, 24, 27) introduce the concept of a constant 
length finite element technique for vibrational analysis of planar mechan-
isms. The technique can also be applied to links of a mechanism which 
have variable cross-sectional sizes along their lengths. They consider 
each element to be axially rigid. A six-degrees-of-freedom element is 
used with vertical deformation, slope, and curvature at each node. The 
resulting form of the differential equations describing the vibrational 
motion is 
[M](S0 ) + [K](S) = (Q) (2. 17) 
The solutions of these equations give the vibrational deformation, slope, 
and bending moment as functions of time at the ends of the finite element. 
The method determines the optimal cross-sectional size of the elements, 
and minimizes the total weight of the mechanism subjected to limitations 
on the stresses in the links using an optimality criterion technique. 
Based on the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for an optimal solution, a recursion 
relation is derived which is used to change the values of the design vari-
ables from one iteration to the next. 
Erdman et al. (17, 32, 60, 91) present a synthesis method based on 
the Burmester theory, the complex number method, and the stretch rotation 
operator in an iterative synthesis-analysis-resynthesis algorithm. 
Sandler and Sandor (38) introduce a scheme for minimizing the maxi-
mum stress level in an elastic member of a given length without increas-
ing the total mass. The procedure is based on an iterative technique for 
finding the uniform strength shape where depth is the only variable. 
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Physical experimental studies have been performed by several re-
searchers with the main objective of establishing comparisons with the 
analytical results. The following works have been reviewed and are pre~ 
sented according to the publishing date. 
Gayfer and Mi 1 ls (95) perform an experimental study ofsmal 1 amplitude 
vibrations of a four-bar linkage. The fundamental natural frequencies 
of the linkage ar:e examined by free vibration tests, and fundamental re-
sonant response curves are obtained under conditions of forcing. The in-
put was a mechanical scotch yoke driven when links were flexible and an 
electromagnetic exciter operated when links were rigid. The two forms 
of instrumentation used were long exposure photography which give a blur-
red image of the amplitudes, and electrical capacitance gages whose sig-
nals were recorded through a multi-channel camera. 
Alexander and Lawrence (30, 31) present experimental results of 
strain histories of coupler and rocker midpoints of a four-bar linkage 
containing three elastic links. Strain gages were mounted at three 
points on both the coupler and output links of the four-bar mechanism 
experimental model. At each point, the gages were mounted on both upper 
and lower surfaces of the beam so that bending and axial strains could 
be recorded separately. A photocell was employed to obtain cycle timing 
data. Strain data were recorded using an oscilloscope equipped with a 
type Q transducer and strain gage preamp] ifier plug-in unit and a camera. 
Sutherland (77) investigates experimentally a constant speed elastic 
four-bar function generator. The prime mover was a master 1/3 hp ac in-
duct ion motor with an integral 7.5-60:1 variable speed reduction unit. A 
five-step cone sheave V-belt drive (for course speed range changes) was 
used to drive a shaft which was connected by timing belts to the split 
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crank. Each crank shaft had an 8 x 3/4 in. cast steel disk flywheel 
attached to reduce crank speed fluctuations. To obtain the angular posi-
t ion of the crank and follower shafts, 321 Servo Gamewell precision con-
ductive plastic single turn continuous rotation potentiometers were used. 
The shaft potentiometers were charged by an SCR variable potential de 
power supply, and output was observed on a Tektronix 502A oscilloscope. 
The recording was made on a Brush 1 i ght-beam osci l lograph. Good results 
were obtained by taking high speed 16mm motion pictures (1000 and 2000 
frames per second). 
Jandrasits and Lowen (33), in their experimental investigation, use 
a four-bar linkage consisting of rigid aluminum coupler and a thin brass 
rocker 1 ink with a counterweight m and end mass M. The crank is combined 
with the flywheel. The rocker link thickness and sizes of the.end mass 
and counterweight represent the tradeoffs to obtain sufficient deflection 
in the experiment without exceeding the elastic limit. Strain gages 
(SR-4 350 ohm foil) ane located at the top continuation of the rocker and 
middle of the rocker. The mechanism is directly driven by a variable 
speed 1/6 hp de motor, and its speed is monitored by a tachometer genera-
tor with a 60 cycle/resolution ac output. The zero angle of the input 
is determined with the aid of a photoelectric transducer and a reflecting 
tape attached to the flywheel. The range of speed was between 110 and 
200 rpm. 
Bagci and Kelaycioglu (34) use a full scale model to perform their 
experiment. The response of the model is tested by measuring normal 
strain at certain joint locations on the output link with strain gages 
fixed at the center of the output 1 ink. Normal strains are recorded 
using a Tektronix cathode ray oscilloscope equipped with a type Q 
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transducer, a strain gage amplifier plug-in unit, and a Polaroid camera. 
Different input crank speeds are used ranging from 85 rpm to 430 rpm. 
CHAPTER I 11 
SYNTHESIS OF-PLANAR MECHANISMS WITH RIGID 
LINKS BY A GEOMETRIC ANALYTIC METHOD 
The approach to be followed will be based upon the method developed 
in Reference (52) that was introduced for the design of_ spherical double 
rockers- class I and class 11 1 inkages. The method consists in solving, 
either iteratively or by Marquardt and Gauss-Newton techniques, a set of 
trigonometric equations obtained from the triangular configurations that 
the mechanism forms at certain steps.· The set of equations is also opti-
mized by application of Marquardt 1 s method and Gauss-Newton 1 s technique 
(53). The triangular configurations for a four-bar planar mechanism are 
shown in Figure 1. 
The existing methods consist in giving solutions to specific prob-
lems with specific conditions (50, 84, 86, 87). The problems they pre-
sented can be solved and, furthermore, optimized by the method presented 
here. 
To develop the method, one has first of all to consider that there 
is a total of seventeen unknowns. Sixteen of the unknowns are obtained 
from the -configurations of Figure 1 and one more that represents the 
oscillation angle of the output link c. It is only possible to obtain 
three independent trigonometric equations from each configuration, plus 
the equation that relates the two limit positions of the output link and 















equations is obtained which means that four unknowns at least have to be 
prescribed so that the system of trigonometric equations might be solved. 
It has been found that the number of trigonometric equations had to 
be equal to the number of unknowns so that a solution might be obtained. 
By Taylor series, every continuous and differentiable function may be ex-
pressed in a polynomial form; on the other hand, by Fourier series, any 
polynomial function may be expressed in terms of trigonometric functions. 
Therefore, the set of equations to be used depends upon the pre-
scribed conditions or assumptions for the problems to be either solved 
or optimized. The named thirteen equations could be used to define the 
complete synthesis of the four-bar planar mechanism, and the prescribed 
parameters might be chosen according to the designer's requirements. If 
optimization is required, then several different problems might be set 
up accordingly. Two cases are presented here in accordance with the 
needs of this study and to show the applicability of the method. 
The optimization of the two cases presented is carried out either 
by assigning a range of variability to the maximum transmission angle in 
the Marquardt's algorithm or by introducing the following expression. 
Min ~ Tr ~ Max (3. 1} 
Max - Min Tr= 2 sine +Mn (3. 2) 
where Tr represents the parameter upon which the optimization is based, 
Max and Min represent the 1 imits of variation of Tr, Mn is normally 
equal to the positive difference between Max and Min, and e is a new 
variable to be found. 
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Case Study I 
The oscillation angle A• and one limit position of the output link, 
the minimum transmission angle µ 1, and the fixed link length are pre-
scribed. 
The system of equations to be used has to be obtained from Configu-
rations I, 11, and IV of Figure 1. Hence, a total of six independent 
equations is sufficient and necessary to design the mechanism. The vec-
tor of unknowns is represented by: 
and the system of equations is represented by: 
- T . 
Fl (X) = •4 - •2 + A. 
F2 (i)T = µ 2 + e 1 + • 2 + 180 
F3(i)T = c sinµ 2 - d sine 1 
1 2 2 1/2 
= b - Z (c + d - 2cd cos.2) 
2 2 1 /2 
+ (c + d - 2cd cos.4) ) 
- T 2 2 1/2 F5 (x) =a - d + (b + c - 2bc cosµ 1) 
- T F6 (x) = 0 1 - arcos ((d - c cos.2)/(b +a)). 








The oscillation angle A• of the output link, the limit positions 
0 1, and e3 of the input link and the fixed link are prescribed. 
The system of equat i ens to be used has to be obtained from Confi gu-
rations 11 and IV of Figure 1. A total of seven independent equations 
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is sufficient and necessary to design the mechanism. The vector of un-
knowns Is represented by: 
and the system of equations is represented by: 
G2(X)T 
G3(X)T = µ - e + e - ~¢ - µ 4 l 3 2 
- T G4 (x) = c sinµ 4 - d sine 3 
G5(x) 1 = b - ~ c (~in¢2/sine 1 + sin¢4/sine 3) 
G6 (x)T a - (d - c cos¢2 - b cose 1)/cose 1 
G7(x)T = sin¢4 - ((b - a) siin8/c). 









Two computing programs in FORTRAN were written to solve iteratively 
the system of equations for Case Study I and 11, respectively. For the 
optimization procedure, Marquardt's method and Gauss-Newton 1 s technique 
were used together so that a much more accurate solution could be ob-
tained (see Appendix G). The checking out of the solutions was carried 
out by using Grashof 1 s criteria (85). 
Figures 2 and 3 show the design charts for the two cases presented. 
The solutions are optimized based on the transmission angle to range be-
tween 30 and 90 degrees. The two examples show ·the versatility and 
generality of the presented method, especially in the area of 
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optimization which could be done by using every type of constraints, 
whether it is either a parameter or a function constraint of any type. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DYNAMIC MODEL FOR RIGID-LINK PLANAR MECHANISMS 
BY A FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH 
To carry out the kineto-elasto-dynamic study of planar mechanisms 
it is necessary to have some general information concerning the rigid 
body motion. A finite element approach based on a variable cross-
sectional element is introduced. This method is believed to be applied 
here for the first time in the area of rigid linkage design. The ele-
ment has six degrees of freedom which represent forces and moments at 
the extreme nodes. The element is defined to have at its center of mass 
linear acceleration in the x and y directions, angular acceleration, ex-
ternal moment, and gravity force (see Figure 4). By analyzing such a 
figure, one can show the following relations to exist: 
T . (F) = (Fl f 2 F3 F4 F5 F6) 
(P) T = <Ci. G. 0. ET. MG.) 
JX JY J J J 
(R)T = ((Xk - Xi)/2 (Yk - Yi)/2) 
T (H) = ((Xk=-Xi)/2 (Yk - Yi)/2) 
( 4. l) 
(4.2) 
( 4. 3) 
(4.4) 
where for a constant cross-sectional element vectors (R) T and (H) T are 
equa 1. 
A crank-rocker-four-bar planar mechanism has one degree of freedom 
for motion. Therefore, only one torque is necessary to put the mechan-
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Figure 4. Rigid Element with Six Degrees of freedom for the Dynamic Study of 
























torque is applied. Hence, the torques at A, B, and Qare assumed to be 
zero since the revol.ute pairs are assumed to be frictionless. According 
to the general equations of motion for a rigid body in planar motion, we 
have (6, 8, 48) : 
l:F = m a 
.. 
l:M = 8 
The general equations of motion for the element are 
-F + F4 = m G I n nx 
-F2 + F5 = m G + MG n ny n 
.. 








( 4. 8) 
(4.9) 
These equations are expressed in matrix form by Equation (4.10). There, 
n is the number of elements that form the mechanism; matrix [d] is the 
instantaneous geometric matrix; and vector (f) is the force vector and 
• 
vector (e) is the inertial vector of the element. 
Fl 





0 -1 0 0 0 = m G + MG 
F4 
n ny n 
-R R -s s -1 I e ET 
(4. 10) 
ny nx ny nx 
F5 
n n n 
F6 
[d] ( f) = (e) ( 4. 1 Oa) 
To apply Equation (11. JO) to any planar mechanism, the assembling 
procedure will be shown through the dynamic study of a four-bar planar 
mechanism (see Figure 5). 
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One, two, and three elements per link are considered (see Figures 
6, 7, and 8). The global instantaneous geometric matrix [D] for the 






L x M 
where 
L = 3 x n 
M = 6 x n 
K = 3 x n + 3 
and the assembling matrix [a] 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
[a] 0 0 0 = 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




















which has been obtained and generalized through the use of Figures 6, 7, 
·and8. When boundary conditions are applied, then matrix [D] isa square 
matrix. The global equations of motion for the mechanism are structured; 
therefore, the force vector can be found at any step of the mechanism 
position. The vector of boundary conditions always eliminates the mo-
ments at the pin joints, except at the input pin joint. Finally, Equa-
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Figure 6. The Element Force System and the Joint Force System for a Four-Bar-Planar Mechanism. 

















Figure 7. The Element Force System and the Joint Force System for a 
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Figure 8. The Element Force System and the Joint Force System for a 






[D] (F) = (E) (4.16) 
LxL L L 
The information needed for the global inertial vector (E) of the 
mechanism is also needed in the kineto-elasto-dynamic study. To obtain 
this information, one starts first of all with Freudenstein's equation 
to determine the direction angle for each link (49, 50): 
where 
Kl = d/a 
K2 = d/c 
(a2 - b2 2 2 K3 = + c + d )/2ac 
By letting 
we have: 
K4 = d/b 
K = (c2 d2 - a2 - b2)/2ab 5 
K = ...:2 sine 1 7 . 
e3 ·= 2 arctan((-K7 ± (K~ - 4K6K8) 112 )/2K6) 















The angular velocities and accelerations for the coupler and output 
links are given by (49): 
. (ae 1sin(8 3 - e 1 ) ) I ( bs in ( 8 2 - 8 ) 82 = 3 (4.30) 
. ( ae 2 s i n ( 8 2 - 83))/(csin(8 3 - e ) 83 = 2 (4.31) 
82 = (H1H2 - H3H4)/(H3H5 - H6H2) (4.32) 
8 = 3 (HlH5 - H6H4)/(H3H5 - H6H2) (4. 33) 
where 
·2 ·2 ·2 
Hl = ae 1s i n8 1 + a8 1 cos8 1 + be 2cose 2 - c8 3cos8 3 (4.34) 
Hz = c cos8 3 (4.35) 
H = 3 c s i n8 3 (4.36) 
• 2 . •2 • 2 . 
H4 = a8 1cos8 1 - .a8 1sine 1 b8 2sine 2 + cs 3s in8 3 (4.37) 
H5 = b cos82 ( 4. 38) 
H6 = b s i n8 2 (4.39) 
The angular accelerations for nodes and center of mass are given by 
the following equations: 
8182c2 - s;cl 
8le3c3 - e~c2 
e~cl + 8183c3 
8~c2 + ele2c1 
(4.40) 
where S. represents the points whose accelerations are to be found. T. 
· I I 
represents a point where the accelerations are known. The position vec-
+c • · b tor 1s given y: 
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+ + + 
C = S - T (4. 41 ) 
where l and l are the position vector of points S and T, respectively. 
The transformation equations to be used are as follows: 
A = a coss 1 (4.42) x 
A = a sins 1 (4.43) y 
B = Q + c coss 3 (4.44) x x 
B = y ~ + c sine 3 (4.45) 
G = lx (M x +A )/2 x (4.46) 
G = (M + A )/2 (4.47) ly y y 
G = (A + B ) /2 (4.48) 2x x x 
G2y = (A + B ) /2 (4.49) y y 
G = (B + Q )/2 ( 4 .so) 3x x x 
G3y = (B + ~)/2 (4. 51) y 
where symbols A, B, Q, and M represent the nodes of the ideal mechanism 
of Figure 5. The center of mass of each mechanism is represented by G. 
Subscripts x and y represent the coordinate direction. 
Results and Discussion 
The mechanism of Figure 5 was analyzed for one, two, and three ele-
ments per link. Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the results when the input 
angle is zero. The analysis was carried out through 360 degrees of 
rotation of the input link. The results obtained showed a pattern of 





Figure 9. Solutions for a Four-Bar-Pla.r{ar Mechanism when the Input Angle is Zero. One Element 
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Figure JO. Solutions for a Four-Bar-Planar Mechanism when the Input Angle is Zero. Two Elements 
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Figure 11. Soludoris for a Four-Bar-Planar Mechanism When the Input Angle is Zero. 
Three Elements Per Link. Forces in lbf and Moments in 1 bf-ft. At 373 
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Figure 12. Moments at the Center of the Links of the Four-Bar 
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Figure 13. Forces in the x and y Directions at the Center of the 
Coupler Link of the Four-Bar Mechani"sm Rigidly 
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Figure 14. Forces in the x and y Directions at the Center of the 
Output Link of the Four-Bar Mechanism Rigidly 




14 presents the results for the moments at the center of the links. The 
greatest peak values are observed at the center of the input link. Fig-
ures 13 and 14 show the results of the forces at the center of the coup-
ler and output links. The gteatest peak values are observed at the cen-
ter of the output link. The results showed that the maximum inertial 
forces take place about -60 and 50 degrees of the input link motion. The 
biggest forces take place at -10 degrees of the input link. 
CHAPTER V 
SHAPE FUNCTIONS FOR THE ELEMENT 
The line element has eight degrees of freedom, four per node (see 
Figure 15). Two shape functions are used with a total of eight unknown 
coefficients or a total of eight generalized coordinates~ A fifth de-
gree polynomial is used to represent the transverse deflection, rotation 
or slope and curvature. A first degree polynomial is used to represent 
the axial deflection. The strain energy due to transverse shear is neg-
ligible compared to the strain energy due to bending and axial deforma-
tions. Hence the effect of shear deformation is neglected. Rotary iner-
tia and frictional forces at the joints are also neglected. 
w(x) (5. 1) 
(5.2) 
























































u (x) = (x) (A) 
The deformation vector (S) is defined to be: 
whose dimensions are: 
ql Unit 1 ength 
q2 Unit length 
q3 Radians 
(S) q4 Radians/Unit length = 
q5 Unit 1 ength 
q6 Unit length · 
q7 Radians 
q8 Radians/Unit length 
The vectors (A) and (S) are related by the boundary conditions: 








q = w(O) = A 2 0 (5. 9) 
q3 = dw(O)/dx = A1 (5. 10) 
2 2 q4 = d w(O)/dx = 2A2 (5. 11) 
At x = L: 
(5. 12) 
2 3 4 5 q6 = w(L) =AO+ A1L + A2L + A3L + A4L + A5L (5. 13) 
2 3 4 ql = dw(L)/dx = A1 +2A2L + 3A3L + 4A4L + 5A5L. (5.14) 
2 2 qB = d w(L)/dx = 2A2 + 6A3L + 12A4L2 + 20A5L3 ( 5. 1 5) 
In matrix form we would have: 
(S) = [C] (A) (5. 16) 
(A) = [C]-1 (S) (5. 17) 
where 
ql 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 BO 
q2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO 
q3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Al 
q4 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 0 0 A2 
= 
q5 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 Bl 
q6 0 1 L L2 0 L3 L4 L5 A3 
0 0 1 2L 0 3L 2 4L 3 5L4 A4 
0 0 0 2 0 6L 12L2 20L3 A5 
(5.18) 
The matrix [C]-l is obtained by partitioning and is shown by Matrix 
(6.23). From Equations (6.4), (6.6), and (6.17) we have: 
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w(x) = (X) T [C(l (S) (5. 19) 
u (x) = (X) T [C(l (S) (5.20) 
~(x) = (X)T [C]-1 <s> (5. 21 ) 
~(x) = (x)T [C(l (s) (5.22) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 /2 0 0 0 0 
-l/L 0 0 0 1/L 0 0 0 (5.23) 
0 -10/LJ -6/L2 -3/2L 0 10/L3 -4/L2 1/2L 
0 15/L 4 8/L3 3/2L 2 0 -15/L4 7/L3 -1/L2 
0 -6/L5 -3/L 4 -1/2L3 0 6/LS -3/LS 1/2L3 
CHAPTER VI 
KINETIC AND POTENTIAL ENERGY OF AN ELASTIC LINK 
It is to be understood that there are significant differences be-
tween a mechanism and a structure from an analysis standpoint. As far 
as the synthesis of el~astic mechanisms is concerned, these differences 
are wid.er. The concept of instantaneous structure considers the mechan-
ism as a structure with different mass, stiffness, and force matrices. 
The rigid body inertia forces due to gross motion of the mechanism which 
change in successive iterations due to elastic changes of the links, 
affect the deflection and stress characteristics of the mechanism. The 
rotation of the link about a principal axis produces an angular momentum 
which will keep the link rotating about that axis with constant angular 
velocity. If the torque on the link is not zero, the angular momentum 
experiences a change with respect to time which causes a procession of. 
the instantaneous axis of rotation. This is known as the gyroscopic 
motion whose effect on the link's elastic behavior has been coined in 
this study as the gyroscopic effect. In the case of a structure, any 
increase in the areas of cross-section of members would generally reduce 
the deflections. In the case of a mechanism, however, increase of area 
increases the rigid body inertia forces and the gyroscopic effect, and 
therefore may increase the deflections (16). 
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Planar Displacement of an Elastic Link 
Deformations such as transverse and axial deformations, rotation or 
slope and curvature characterize the deformation of a bar in planar mo-
tion. It is possible to observe in Figure 16 that the deformation of 
-differential element Q represented by differential element Q in the de.:. 
formed bar can be represented by vector~ in local coordinates, that is: 
-+ (l 1) (x + u{x)) r = 
w(x) 
(6. 1) 
(:) [cosa -s i na] ( x + u {x)) + cl) ~ = = sine case w(x) v1 (6.2) 
and 
' . 
-+ ct ( xcosa + u{x)cosa - w{x)sina + x1) R = J) 
xsinB + u(x)sinB + w(x)cosB + v1 
(6.3) 
-+ Vector R is very important, since it will be later used to deter-
mine the limits of integration to find the length of the deformed ele-
ment, and, furthermore, to determine the new position of the nodes in 
motion of the mechanism at any time (see Figure 17). 
To obtain the velocity of any differential element of the deformed 
element, it is done by differentiation of the displacement vector R (see 
Equation (6.4) on page 59). By rotation of the velocity vector R, we 
have Equations (6.5) and (6.6) (see page 59). By simplification, 
-; (~ (x) 
R = . 
xB + 
(6. 7) 




















































































• -+ + 
R = (I J) (-~8sin8 + 0 ~(x)cose - u(x'.8sine -.~(x)sine - w(x'.icose + 0 X1\ 
xecase + u(x)sine + u(x)ecase + w(x)case - w(x)esine + v 1 ~ 





(-x~s i nB 
xecase + ~(x)sine + u(x)ecase + ~(x)case - w(x)~sine 
+ ~]) 
+ yl 
+ ~(x)cose - u(x)esine - ~(x)sine - w(x)ecase 
+ 
. 
R = l 
• • 2 • • • 2 • 
-x8sin8cas8 + u(x)cas 8 - u(x)8sinecas8 - w(x)sin8cos8 - w(x)ecos 8 + X1cos8 
• • 2 • • • 2 • 
+ x8cas8sin8 + u(x)sin e + u(x)ecosesine + w(x)cos8sin8 - w(x)8sin 8 + v1sine 
. 2 • • 2 • 2 • • 
xBsin 8 - u(x)cos8sin8 + u(x)Bsin 8 + w(x)sin 9 + w(x)8cos8sin8 - x1sine 
•• 2. • 2. 2 • • 
+ x8cos e + u(x)sin8cos8 + u(x)8cos 8 + w(x)cos 8 - w(x)esin8cos8 + v1cose 











-X 1sin8 + v1cos8 
+ ~(x) - 9w(x). ·) 
+ xe + eu(x) + w(x) 
Kinetic Energy of Elastic Links 
60 
( 6. 8) 
( 6. l 0) 
·The kinetic energy of a differential element is obtained from the 
following equation: 
L _,. 
T = ~ J JR J 2 dx 
2 0 l 
(6.ll) 
where rotational kinetic energy has been neglected, hence 
L 
T = ~ ~ [(~l + ~(x) - ew(x)) 2 
(6.12) 
and by squaring, adding~ arranging, and integrating, we have from Appen-
.dices A and B: 
+ e2 (s)T[M](S) + 2yle(E)T(S) + 2yl(G)T(S) 
+ 28 2 (N)T(S) + 2e(L)T(S) + e2 (s)T[B](S) 
(6. 13) 
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Potential Energy of an Elastic Link 
·.The potential energy of an elastic element is due to its spring be-
havior and gravitational position. The potential energy due to the elas-
tic. behavior of the element is given by: 
L L 
= EA/2 J (ou(x,t)/ox) 2dx + El/2 J 2 2 2 (o w(x,t)/ox ) dx 
0 0 
(6.14) 
The potential energy due to the element gravitational position is given 
by: 
v2 (t) = mg/2 (2Y 1 + Lsine) ( 6. 15) 
To determine v1(t) one needs to know the mode functions for trans-
verse and axial deformation. We will start first with axial deformation. 
In Figure 18, we can observe the axial nodal deformations q1(t) and q5 (t) 
subject to the joint forces F1(t) and F5 (t). The axial displacement at 
any point x of the rod can be expressed as: 
(6. 16) 
where ~I (x) and ~ 5 (x) are the mode functions that must satisfy given boun-
dary conditions but are otherwise arbitrary. From Appendix C, we have: 
~ 1 (x) = - x/L ( 6. 1 7) 
~5 (x) = x/L (6.18) 
hence: 






, / q5(t) /x 
\ /F5(t) 





L 2 L 2 




L · 2 . 2 . 2 
EA/2 J (ou(x,t)/ox) dx = EA/2L (q 1(t) - 2q 1(t) q5 (t) + q5 (t)) 
0 
(6.21) 
For the case of transverse deformation, a given node can undergo 
translational and rotational deformation and curvature (see Figure 19). 
The displacement at any point in the element is given by: 
w(x,t) = ¢2 (x) q2(t) + ¢3(x) q3(t) + ¢4 (x) q4{t) 
+ ¢6(x) q6(t) + <P7(x) q7(t) + ¢s(x) q8{t) (6.22) 
where <ji. (x) (i = 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8) are the mode functions that must satisfy 
I 
given boundary conditions (see Figure i9). From Appendix C we have: 
¢2 ( x) = 1 - TOx3!L3 + 1Sx4!L4 - 6x5/LS (6.23) 
¢3 (x) = x - 6x3/L2 + 8x4!L 3 - 3x5!L4 ( 6. 24) 
<P 4 ( x) = x2/2 - 3x2/2L + 3x4/2L2 - x5/2L3 (6.25) 
¢6 (x) = 10x3!L 3 - 1Sx4!L4 + 6x5/LS ( 6. 26) 
<P 7 ( x) = -4x3/L2 + 7x4;L3 - 3x5!L4 (6. 2 7) 
<P 8 ( x) = x3/2L - x2/L2 + x5/2L 3 (6.28) 
Equations (5.23) through (5.28) are introduced into Equation (6. 14). The 
integration is carried out to obtain: 
y 












L 2 22 2 3 4 El/2 f (o w(x,t)/ox) dx = El/2(D0L+D 1L /2+D2L /3+D3L /4 
0 
where the coefficients D. (i = O~ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) are shown in Appendix D. 
I 
Hence: 
2 . 2 
V(t) = EA/2L (ql(t) - 2ql(t) qs(t) + q5(t)) 
+El/] (D0L + o1t 2/2 + o2L3/3 + o3L4!4 
+ o4L5/S + o5L6/6 + o6L7/7) 
+ mg/2 (2v 1 + Lsine) (6. 30) 
Equation (6.30) has to be expressed as a function of the displace-
ment vector (S). This might be done by application of the Taylor expari-
sion, ignoring terms of order three and higher. Therefore, see Appendix 
D: 
V(t) T 1 T 1 = (S) z [K1](S) + (S) z [K2](S) + mg/2 (2Y 1 + Lsin8) 
(6.31) 
or 
V(t) = (S)T ~ [K](S) + mg/2 (2Y 1 + Lsin8) (6.32) 
where 
(6.33) 
CHAPTER V 11 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN ELASTIC ELEMENT 
The calculus of variations (6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 65) is a vastly important 
area of classical mathematics with applications in science and engineer-
ing. The earliest work of what is currently named variational calculus 
was an attempt to extend the concepts of the calculus of Newton and 
Leibniz .to the problem of finding the minimum of a functional. It has 
been observed that many of the laws which govern the phenomena of nature 
emanate from the principle of a path minimum time between two points. 
Problems of this class are of the following general form (6). Find y(x) 
such that: 
x2 
g = f x ¢[x, y(x), y' (x)] dx 
1 
(7. 1) 
is a minimum. Hamilton's principle (1805-1865) is one of these princi-
ples. Hamilton's principle is a cornerstone to the variational approach 
to mechanics. It is a unifying influence on analytical thought and pro-
vides such a powerfully elegant tie between the mathematics of variation-
al calculus and physics of natural systems (6). 
The equations of motion are to be obtained by application of 
Hamilton's principle. In the discussion to follow, the variational prob-
lem will be supplied by what is known in classical mechanics as Hamilton's 
principle. Our system may be considered to be conservative; that is, each 
force that acts is derivable from a potential. Let T and V denote the 
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total kinetic and potential energies, respectively. Introducing the 
Lagrangian function (6-12): 
LF = T - V (7.2) 
Hamilton's principle states that the actual motion connecting two 
known states of the system, say at times t 1 and t 2 , is the one that mini-·. 
mizes the integral (6, 7, 8): 
(7. 3) 
The general type of the Lagrangian has the form: 
(7.4) 
it fo 11 ows that 
t2 
LF (ql' ... 'qn; t) 
t2 (T - V) (7.5) Jt q 1 ' . ' q ; dt = It dt l n 1 
has an extreme value, or: 
t2 
a ( LF ( q 1 , ... , qn; q 1 , .. • t)) (7. 6) Jt . ' q ; dt = 0 1 n 
where we denote by a(LF) the variation in LF from its value in the actu-
al motion at the instant t to its value at the same instant in the var-
iedpath (8,10,11,12). 
From previous chapters one knows T and V, and LF is obtained by 
subtraction: 
l •2 •2 2· • 3•2 • T • L F = 2 m ( Lx 1 + Ly 1 + L y le + L e I 3 + 2 x l ( E) ( s) 
+ e2 (s) T [M] (S) + 2yla (E) T (S) + 2yl (G) T (S) 
+ 2e 2 (N)T(S) + 2a(L)T(S) + e2 (s)T[B](S) 
+ 2e(s)T[A](S) + (S)T[M](S)) ~ ~ (S)T[K](S) 
1 . 
. - 2 mg {2y 1 + Ls i ne) 
Taking variation with respect to (S): 
a (LF) = } m (2~ 1 (E) Ta (s) + (s) T [B]a (s) + a (s) T [B] (s) 
- 2e(s)T[AJa(s) - 2ea(s)T[AJ(s) - 2~ 1 e(G)Ta(s) 
+ e2 (S) T [B]a (S) + e2a(S)T[B] (S) + 2e (S) T[A]a (S) 
+ 2ea (s) T [A](s) + (s)T [M]a (s) + a (s) T[M] (s)) 
- } ( s) T [ K] a ( s) - ~ a ( s) T [ K] ( s) 
Adding equal terms and arranging, we have: 
1 • T • •T • ••T 
a (LF) = 2 m (2xl (E) a (S) + 2 (S) [B]a (S) - 28 (S) [A]a (S) 
- 2e(s)T[A]Ta(s) - 2~ 1 a(G)Ta(s) + 2e 2 (s)T[M]a(s)· 




+ 2e(s)T[A]Ta(s) + 2(S)T[M]a(s)) - (S)T[K]a{S) (7.9) 
The term a(S) has to be eliminated so that Hamilton's integral might 
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be applied. To do that, integration by part has to.be carried out by 
using the following ~quationf 
d[(u)T(v)]/dt = d[(u)T(v)]/dt + (u)T[d(v)/dt] 
or 
d[(u)T(v)]/dt - [d(u)T/dt](v) = (u)T[d(v)/dt] 
By integration, we have: 
J((u)T(d(u)/dt))dt = (u)T(v) - J(d((u)T(v))/dt)dt (7 .·10) 
Hence, by application of this equation to those"terrns with a(s),we,have: 
( T • T u) = 2x 1 (E) ,, (v) = a (S) 
(7.11) 
(u)T = 2(S)T[B], (V) = a(s) 
(7.12) 
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(u)T = 2S(S)T[A]T, (v) = a(s) 
Jtt2 2S(S)T[A]Ta(S)dt = 2e(S)T(A]Ta·(s) t 2 -/2 (iti(S)T[A]T 
1 t 1 t 1 
(7.13) 
T • T (u) = 2y 1 (G) , (v) = a(s) 
(7.14) 
(u)T = 2S(L)T, (v) = a(s) 
(7.15) 
t 
6. ft 2 2e(s)T[A]a(~)dt 
1 . 
(u)T = 2e(s)T[A], (v) = a(s) 
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t2 T T t2 t2 T ft 28 (s) (A]a (s)dt "" 28 (s) [a]a (s) - f (2e0 (s) [A] 
1 t 1 t 1 
+ 2s(s)T[A])a(s)dt 
t . t I/ 28(s)r[A]a(s)dt = -ft2 (2i:i(s)r[A] + 2e(s)r[AJ)a(s)dt (7:16) 
1 l 
T • T (u) = 2(5) [M], (v) = a(s) 
Since all of the terms with a(s) have been transformed to terms 
with a(s), Hamilton's integral might be applied. 
+ 2; 1s(E)ra(s) + 2; 1(G)Ta(s) + 28 2 (N)Ta(s) 
+ 2S(L)Ta(S) + 2e 2 (s)T[B]a(s) + 2S(S)T[A]a(s) 
+ 2S(S)T(AJTa(s) + 2{S)T[M]a(S)) 
- (S)T[K]a(s))dt = 0 
t2 I •• T T T ft C2m(-2x1(E) a(s) - 2(S) [B]a(s) - 28(s) [A]a(s) 
1 
( 7 ! 17) 
{7.18) 
+ 2e 2 (s)T[M]a(S) + 2yle(E)Ta(S) - 2yl (G)Ta(S) 
+ 2e 2 (N)Ta(s) - 2~(L)Ta(s) + 28 2 (s)T[B]a(s) 
- 2Ei(s) T [A]a (S) - 2e (S) T [A]a (S) + 2e (S) T [A] T3 (S) 
- 2(S)T[M]3(S)) - (S)T[K]a(s))dt = 0 
- 2El(S)T[A] - 2e(s)T[A] + 2S(S)T[A]T - 2(S)T[M]) 




Applying Hamilton 1 s integral, we have: 
Ordering: 
•• T ••T • • T •• T T • • T T 
-mxl (E) - m(S) [B] - me (S) [A] + me (S) [A] + me (S) [A] 
• • . T ·2 T • • T •· T •2 T 
- mx 1 e ( G) + me ( s) [ M] + my 1 e ( E) - my 1 ( G) + me ( N) 
- me" ( L) T + me 2 ( S ) T [ B ] - mt) ( S) T [A] - mB ( S ) T [A] 
+ me(S)T[A]T - m(S)T[M] - (S)T[K] = 0 
m(S) T [M] + m(s) T [B] + me (S) T [A] - me (S) T [A] T + m8 (S) T [A] 
- me (S) T [A] T - mS0 (S) T [A] T - me 2 (S) T [M] - me 2 (S) T [B] 
•• T T •• T •• T 
+ me (S) [A] + (S) [K] = my 1e (E) - mx1 (E) 
• • T •• T •2 T •• T 






(S0 )T(m[M] + m[B]) + (S)T(me[A] - me[A]T +~[A] - me[A]T) · 
+ (S) T ( [K) - mB0 [A] T - m0 2 [M] - me 2 [B] + rne0 [A]) 
• • T •• T • • T •• T •2 T 
= my 1e (E) - mx1 (E) - mx 1e (G) - my 1 (G) +.me (N) 
•• T 
- me (L) 
[MD] = m[M] + m[B] 
T [AD] = m[A] - m[A] 
T •• T •• T •• T •• T ( Q) = my 1 e ( E) - mx 1 ( E) - mx 1 e ( G) - my 1 ( G) 
• 2 T •• . T 










Matrices [MD]' [AD]' and [KD] are shown in Appendix G. Matrix [MD] 
is called the total translational mass matrix, matrix [KD] is called the 
total translational stiffness matrix, and matrix [AD] is called the total 
trans 1 at i ona 1 gyroscopic matrix. The transformations to gl oba 1 coordinates 
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are also carried out. See Appendices E and F. Those transformations 
are carried out based on the assumption that we are only dealing with 
small deformations of the element. It can be observed that it is not 
necessary to solve the rigid body dynamics to find the answers to Equa-
tion (7.28). 
CHAPTER VI I I 
ASSEMBLING AND CONDENSING PROCEDURE LENGTH AND 
STRESS OF THE DEFORMED ELEMENT 
Assemb 1 ing 
Since the equations of motion of ah elastic element in planar motion 
have been defined, it is now ne'cessary to present the procedure of how to 
assemble those elements so that a mechanism could be studied. The pro-
cedure to follow is developed based on the analysis of a four-bar planar 
mechanism by considering each 1 ink as one element. However, the proce-
dure could easily be extended to as many elements per link as necessary 
so that accuracy could be achieved. Figure 20 shows a four-bar-planar 
mechanism defined by 20 degrees of freedom of deformation. These degrees 
of freedom have to be assembled from the element's degrees of freedom. 
The procedure to achieve the-assembling is based: on forming matrix [Z] which 
is obtained by using Figure 21. The Matrix [Z] -is shown in Appendix E. 
The assembling procedure is then carried out by using the following 
equation which is appli~d to the stiffness matrix expres~ed in global 
coordinates, but it is valid also for the other matrices forming the 
equations of motion: 
[Kl] 0 0 
[K] = [Z) T 0 [K2] 0 [Z] (8. 1) 
20x20 20x24 24x20 












Figure 20. ·Elastic Degrees of Freedom in Global Coordinates of a Four-
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Figure ·i1. The Element Deformation System and the Joint Deformation System for a Four-Bar-




where [K.] is the stiffness matrix for each element (i = 1, n), and n is 
I 
the number of elements of the mechanism. The number of second order 
1 inear differential equations to describe the motion of the mechanism is 
obtained by using the following relation: 
Ne = 4 x Nd - 5 (8. 2) 
where Ne is the number of second order linear differential equations, and 
Nd is the number of nodes of the mechanism after. division into the number 
of elements required. 
The global matrices of the equations of motion of the mechanism have 
to be reduced according to the boundary conditions. This is done in the 
way shown in Figure 22. If it is necessary to carry out a reduction 
of the number of degrees of freedom, the procedure is shown in Appendix E. 
Length Strains and Stresses 
When the equations of motion are solved, the deformation vector (S) 
in generalized coordinates of the mechanism is obtained. To obtain the 
deformation vector (s) and the coefficient vector (A) of each element 
e e 
in local coordinates, the following procedure is·.used: 
(S~) = [Z] (Se) 
24xl 24x20 20x1 
(8. 3) 
Then the deformation vector (s') of the elements of the mechanism is par-
e 
titioned to obtain the deformation vector (S11 ) of each element in global 
ei 
coordinates: 




by pa rt i t ion 
i = 1 , n 
(8.4) 
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(B) =· (1 2 8 10 14 16 17 18 20) 
Vector of Boundary Conditions for the Four-Bar Mechanism. One Element 







= [T ]T (S 11 ) 
e . e . 
(8.5) 
I I I 
where (s ) is the deformation vector for each element in local coordi-
e i 
nates, and [T ] ·is the transformation matrix for each .element shown in 
. . e. i 
Appendix E. The coefficient vector (A) of each element can now be ob-





= [C ( 1 {s ) 
e . e 
I 
(8.6) 
To obtain the strains and stresses of each element, it is known that 
2 2 
a= Eh(d w(x)/dx ) + Edu(x)/dx (8. 7) 
where h is the cross-sectional depth, E is the modulus of elasticity, and 
w(x) and u(x) are shape functions. In matrix form: 
/Bo\ 
I A0 I .. 
(:~)=E[: 0 h 2h 0 6hx 12hx2 3]1 Al \ 20hx , 2 \ 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 61 f 
\ A3 i 
A4 I 
\As/ 
( 8. 8) 
a=a + 1 02 (8. 9) 
The positions of the joints of the mechanism that are in motion are 
obtained by using Equation (5.3) of Chapter V. Then the lengths of the de-
formed elements or links may be found. The lengths of the elements or 
links due to transverse or axial deformations are obtained by using the 
fo 11 owing eq ua t ion : 
81 
(8.10) 
where ~(x) repr~sents the shape functions. 
CHAPTER IX 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Since linearization and approximations are introduced in the equa-
tion derivations, it is desirable to have some means of comparisons. Due 
to the difficulty of obtaining results i.n the desired forms from other 
research experiences, a suitable physical model of a four-bar planar me-
chanism has been designed, constructed, and tested. The experimental 
work was carried out according to the available instrumentation. 
It is of basic importance, if economy is to be obtained, to design 
mechanisms so that the full strength of the engineering materials is 
utilized within the margins of safety in order that waste resulting from 
inefficient design be reduced to a minimum. Many machines and mechanisms 
are constructed too heavy; in some there is a waste of considerable 
amounts of essential materials and space. An exact determination of the 
forces to which a mechanism is subjected, together with a rational analy-
sis of the stresses and strains caused by these forces, wil I lead to a 
lighter design. This will not only s~ve materials, but will reduce the 
cost of the product and may improve its performance. Such a rational 
consideration of actual service conditions will put strength where it is 
needed and will eliminate material where it does not serve a useful pur-
pose. 
The principle of the strain gage is based on the physical property, 
called strain sensitivity, of certain metallic alloys and carbon 
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compounds to change their electrical resistance when subjected to strain. 
The ratio of unit resistance change to unit strain for the material is 
known as the strain-sensitivity factor. 
Experimental Model 
An in-line four-bar crank-rocker mechanism was designed and built . 
• 
Its synthesis and dynamic analysis were carried out by the analytical 
methods introduced in this study. The mechanism was built with split 
I inks to maintain as much as possible an in-line motion. Figures 23 
through 27 show the characteristics of the mechanism a~d its installa-
tion. The mechanism had the following physical characteristics: 
Minimum transmission angle 17.76 degrees 
Fixed link 11. 00 i n. 
Input Ii nk 7.00 in. 
Coupler link 10.00 in. 
Output l ink 12.00 in. 
Density 5.292 slugs/ft 3 
Total width I. 00 in. 
Thickness 1/8 in. 
Modulus of elasticity 10. 3 106 lb/in. 2 
The mechanism was belt-driven by a variable speed 1/2 horsepower de 
motor. Two belts were used for input motion placed on either side of the 
plane of the coupler link. This arrangement was used to ensure symmetry 
of input loading and thus maintain planar motion of the mechanism. Each 
crank shaft had 6 x 12/16 in. aluminum disk flywheel attached to reduce 
crank speed fluctuations. Aluminum shafts were used to reduce inertia. 





























































































S1D08K were used for support of the shafts. Fafnir MSlK ball bearing 
units were used as the floating bearings. The total weight of the bear-
ings with sleeves at each end of the coupler was 0. 13128 lbf. 
·Inst rumen tat ion Setup 
Figure 28 shows the instrumentation setup used in the experiment. 
Micromeasurements type ED-DY-375BG-350 strain gages were mounted at one 
point on both the coupler and output links, as shown in Figure 29. At 
each point the gages were mounted on both the upper and lower su.rfaces 
of the beam so that bending and axial strains could be recorded separate-
ly. The zero angle of the input link and the triggering system for the 
wave recorder were determined with the help of a magnetic sensor, which 
is a non-contact transducer which converts mechanical motion into electri-
cal energy. The period of the mecha~ism was recorded by a universal coun-
ter. Strain data were registered and amplified by using bridge amplifier 
meter model BAM-1. ·The data were recorded in a wave recorder. The out-
put was observed on a Tektronix 502A dual beam oscilloscope. Representa-
tive traces were then recorded on an X-Y recorder. 
Results and Discussion 
The first natural frequencies of the input, coupler, and output links, 
when considered as nonrotating uniform pinned end beams, were calculated 
to be 304.25 Hz of lateral vibration and 28697.58 Hz of longitudinal 
vibration for the input link, 124.73 Hz of lateral vibration and 5022.10 
Hz of longitudinal vibration for the coupler, and 79.07 Hz of lateral 
vibrat~on and 4185.08 Hz of longitudinal vibration for the output l i~k. 
The mechanism was operated at three different crank speeds controlled 
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by a motor control, and experimental data were taken using the apparatus 
previously described. Experimentally, the natural frequencies of lateral 
vibration were found to be 125.0 Hz for the coupler and 78.13 Hz for the 
output l i lik. Typical records a re shown in Figures 30 th rough 41 , where 
the bending and axial strains at gages A and B (middle p6sition of the 
links; see Figure 29) are presented for input link spe~ds of 95, 241, and 
373 rpm. The frequency component of the wave form shown for gages A and 
B extends from about -60° to 50°. Peak values are observed at about be-
tween 25° and 40°, and between -25° and -40° of the input link position 
angle. Figures 30, 31, 36, and 37 show the presence of noise in the out7 
put and coupler link records. This is mainly due to settings of the 
bridge amplifier meters and the wave recorder so that an enlarged figure 
could. have been obtained. Figures 32 and 38 show al so the presence of 
noise but at a lower rate than the previous observation. 
A sweep of 0.2048 s/in. was used during the experimentation. The 
experimentally determined response frequencies shown in Figures 31, 33, 
and 35 resulted in about 78. 125 Hz. Therefore, the first natural fre-
quency of the output link was excited by the high acceleration of the 
link at the limit position in which the input link position angle is 
44.66°. The beating effect is believed to be due to the small minimum 
transmission angle used. It is known that if the transmission angle be-
comes less than 40°, the linkage tends to bind because of friction in the 
joints; also, the coupler and output link tend to align and may lock. 
The experimentally determined response frequencies for the coupler result-
ed in the same effect as previously discussed. 
Table I shows the average peak values of strains in µin./in. and per-
centage obtained for the output and coupler links of the four-bar planar 
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Figure 30. Axial Strains for the Output Link at 95 rpm of the Input Link. Strain Variation 













Figure 31. Bending Strains for the Output Link at 95 rpm of th~ Input Link. Strain 













Figure 32. Axial Strains for the Output Link at 241 rpm of the l~put Link. 












Figure 33. Bendin~ Strains for th~ Output Link at 241 rpm of the Input Link. 
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Figure 34. Axial Strains for the Output Link at 373 rpm of the Input Link. 
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Figure 35. Bending Strains for the Output Link at 373 rpm of the Input Link. 
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Figure 37. Bending Strains of the Coupler Link at 95 rpm of the Input Link. 
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Figure 38. Axial Strains of the Coupler Link at 241 rpm of the Input Link. 
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Figure 39. Bending Strains of the Coupler Link at 241 rpm of the Input 
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Figure 40. Axial Strains of the Coupler Link at 373 rpm of the Input link. 





AVERAGE PEAK VALUES OF STRAINS IN µIN./IN. AND PERCENTAGE 
OBTAINED EXPERIMENTALLY FOR THE OUTPUT AND COUPLER 
LINKS OF A FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
ouq~ut 
Speed (+) (-) (+) 
rpm Strain µin.fin. Percent µin.fin. Percent µin.fin .. Percent 
95 Bending 80.788 100.00 16.214 100.00 12.381 100.00 
Axial 9.359 11 . 59 6.568 40.51 28.583 230.86 
Bending 281. 541 100.00 
241 
118.407 100.00 66.284 100.00 
Axial 12.601 4.48 18.012 15.21 33.349 50.312 
Bending 509.222 100.00 191. 322 100.00 79.343 100.00 
373 



















mechanism model. It can be observed that a tendency of the bending 
strains is to increase very rapidly with respect to the axial strains as 
the speed of the mechanism increases. 
The general effects of linkage ~eometry, which is intimately related 
to the minimum transmission angle and the operating speed, are clearly 
demonstrated. The wave forms ref.Ject the fact that the natural frequency 
characteristics of the mechanisms change with crank position .. The follow-
ing observed characteristics are believed to directly or indirectly influ-
ence the results: 
1. The arrangement of split links caused a counter-vibration pheno-
menon in the I inks. 
2. The support system of_ the mode 1. 
3. The minimum transmission angle was too small (17.76°) and cre-
ated vibrational reactions in the system. 
4. The wire system of the strain gages--a slow rotation of the me-
chanism produced small but measurable bending strains due to flexure of 
the strain gage wires acting as a torsional spring between the coupler 
and output links. 
5. The effect of gravity. 
6. The frictional moments in the journal bearings. 
7. The enlargements at the bearing locations, which influence both 
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Figure 41. Bending Strains of the Coupler Link at 373
 rpm of the Input Link. 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE KINETO-ELASTO-
DYNAM IC STUDY OF A FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
The finite element model developed in this study for the analysis of 
elastic mechanisms has been applied in the elastic analysis of the four-
bar-planar mechanism that has been rigidly and experimentally analyzed. 
The solution of Equation (7.28) might consist of: (1) solution of 
the eigenvalue problem, (2) transformation into a set of uncoupled equa-
tions, and (3) determination of the transient response of the system by a 
direct integration method. The third approach has been carried out in 
this study by utilizing numerical procedures. The use of numerical meth-
ods for solving differential equations generally yields solutions which 
differ from the true solutions. The difference between the numerical 
solution and the true solution, at any given step, is known as the total 
error at that step. 
The total error at any step results from: (1) a roundoff error which 
is due to a 1 imited number of significant digits, (2) a truncation err~r 
due to the use of approximate formulas, and (3) an error is present at a 
given step because of errors introduced in preceding steps. The roundoff 
error introduced at each step is generally very small for most methods .. 
However, if an unstable method is used and if the integration involves a 
large number of steps, the cumulative effect can lead to serious total 
error. The use of higher precision is an effective means of controlling 
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total roundoff error. The truncation error at each step is minimum in 
methods which employ formulas having truncation errors of higher order. 
Thi.scan be reduced, in any method, by reducing the step size. However, 
in reducing the per-step truncation error by decreasing the size, a limit 
is reached at whi~h further reduction in step size increases the total 
number of steps to a point where roundoff error becomes dominant, and the 
total error will increase with further reducti6n in step size. The cumu-
lative effect of small per-step truncation errors and their magnification 
in 6alculating subsequent steps can lead to serious total errors. 
The resulting coupled second order ordinary differential equations 
of this study are very unstable. Unconditionally stable integration· 
schemes 1 ike the Wilson e method and the Newmark method were used. Condi-
tionally stable integration schemes like the Gears method and the Runge-
Kutta-Verner fifth and sixth order method were also employed. The system 
of equations with its eleven degrees of freedom could not be solved by 
the named methods due to roundoff error and an instability problem. A 
reduction of coordinates was carried out to eliminate axial deformation 
that represented the high frequency parameters. The resulting coupled 
1 inear second order ordinary differential equations with eight degrees of 
freedom were finally solved numerically by use of the Runge-Kutta-Verner 
method. 
First, the problem was solved without taking into account the end 
masses of joints in motion due to the bearing system. The results showed 
good solutions as far as the coupler 1 ink was concerned. However, the 
solutions for the output were too small. The problem was then solved by 
considering the masses of the joints as lumped masses and added to the 
system. The step size used wa~ 0. 16 degrees or 7, 14924 10;_5 seconds of 
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the input link. Two computing programs in FORTRAN were written to deter-
mine the deformations, strains, stresses, lengths of links, and deformed 
positions of the nonrigid joints of the mechanism. The results obtained 
are shown in Tables I through VI and Figures 42 throug~ 44. 
Table I I presents the bending strains at the center of the links of 
the m~chanis~ at 373 rpm of the input link. Figures 42, 43, and 44 show 
the graphs of the bending strains of the mechanism determined at the cen-
ter of the 1 inks. The pattern fol lowed by the curves Is similar to those 
obtained experimentally. The response curves obtained analytically and 
experimentally are out of phase. This disagreement is not too detrimental 
from a design standpoint since the amplitudes and their positions corre-
spond fairly well. The experimental and analytical response curve for 
the coupler link shows a fair similarity in peak values. However, a wide 
difference·in the positive peak value between the experimental and analy-
tical r~sponse curves is observed. The difference can be explained 
through the conclusions of the experimental analysis (Chapter IX). The 
analytical results show peak values around 350 degrees of the crank. 
Tables I I I and IV show ho~ the joints that connect the input link 
with the coupler and the coupler with the output link move with respect 
to the rigid position due to the degrees of freedom of deformation of the 
mechanism. Axial rigidity of the input link can be observed at 180 and 
360 degrees of the position of the crank. 
Table V shows the eight degrees of freedom of deformations in global 
coordinates of the mechanism at 373 rpm of the input 1 ink. The deforma-
tions are presented with respect to the position angle of the crank link. 
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Figure 42. 13endi ng Strains at the Center of the Input Link of the Four-Bar-
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Figure 43. Bending Strains at the Center of the Coupler Link of the Four-Bar-









Figure 44. Bending Strains at the Center of the Output Link of the Four-Bar-






















BENDING STRAINS AT THE CENTER OF THE LINKS 
OF THE FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
AT 373 RPM OF THE CRANK 
Crank Input Link Coupler Link Output Link 
· (Degrees) (µ in./in.) (µin./in.) (µin.Jin.) 
0 277 .072 -132.519 261.481 
8 . 197.584 -113.038 75.360 
.16 29.568 -21. 284 -174.031 
24 -155.690 56.253 -265.965 
32 -279.064 81.629 -238.412 
40 -269.612 63.081 -188.416 
48 -140.062 27.265 -136. 177 
56 3.211 2. 175 -91 .227 
64 96. 397 -7.803 -64. 847 
I 
72 94.334 -9.898 -50.927 
80 75.256 -10.189 -43.504 
88 . 83.260 -23.851 -58.333 
96 -2. 198 0.530 -9.668 
104 -38.356 4.435 -23.905 
112 -70.001 -1. 929 -18.604 
120 -32. 130 0.031 1.253 
128 32.281 -0. 185 5. 329 
136 -15.443 -0.465 6.812 
1'•4 -17.933 -0.773 10.206 
152 -24.223 -1. 374 13. 709 
160 -34. 199 -2.217 16.888 
168 -43.226 -3.341 19.617 
176 -51.507 -4.661 21 . 878 
184 -58.500 -6. 100 23.302 
192 -64.867 -7.621 23. 752 
200 
-69.273 -9.090 23. 432 
208 
-72. 072 -10.304 22.486 
216 
-73.473 - l I. 292 21 . 032 
224 
-73. 629 -12.039 19.379 
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TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Crank Input Link Coupler Link Output Link 
(Degrees) (µ in./in.) (µin.fin.) ( in.fin.) 
232 -72. 367 -12.430 17.799 
240 -70.424 -12.58.5 16.365 
248 -69. 271 -12. 775 15. 218 
256 -72.273 -13. 676 14.481 
264 -75. 113 -19.464 14.337 
272 . -38. 151 -44.667 10.805 
280 -32.492 26.802 14. 186 
288 218. 182 1. 690 16. 712 
296 -68.759 -1. 188 20.287 
304 42 .275 2.537 25.842 
312 28.986 3.451 34.695 
320 53. 470 1 4.340 49. 181 
328 88.416 3.607 73.216 
336 137.909 -3. 551 113.341 
344 203.977 -27.739 177. 209 
352 265.292 -79.748 255.296 
360 277. 072 -132.519 261. 481 
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TABLE 111 
COORDINATES OF JOINT "A" OF THE FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
IN RIGID AND DEFORMED STATES AT 373 RPM OF THE CRANK 
Crank Rigid Deformed Rigid Deformed 
Pas i .ti on Abs~} ssa Abs~} ssa Ord i4nate Ordi4nate (Degrees) oo- ft) (lo- ft) (10- . ft) ( 10- ft) 
0 5833.330 5833.330 0.000 -52. 965 
8 5776. 560 5782.107 811. 843 772.375 
16 5607.360 5609. 803 1607.880 1599,359 
24 5329.020 5318.071 2372.630 2397. 222 
32 4946.950 4919.242. 3091. 200 3135.543 
40 4468.590 4434.386 3749.590 3790.353 
48 3903. 260 2881.542 4335.010 4354.565 
56 3261. 960 3261.249 4836.050 4836.529 
64 2557. 170 2573. 301 5242. 970 5235. 102 
72 1802.600 1859.294 5547.830 5539. 157 
80 1012.950 1049.732 5744.710 5738.224 
88 203. 580 215.535 5829.780 5825.870 
96 -609.749 -619.291 5801.380 5800. 377 
104 -1411.210 -1407.071 5660.060 5661.092 
112 -2185.210 -2185.572 ·5408.570 5408.424 
120 -2916. 670 -2916.844 5051.810 5051.710 
128 -3591. 360 -3591.671 4796.730 4596.487 
136 -4196. 150 -4197.191 4052.170 4051.092 
1'•4 -4719. 270 -4720.991 3428.750 3426.381 
152 -5150. 530 -5152.658 2738. 580 2734.579 
160 -5481.540 -5483.664 1995. 120 1989.284 
168 -5737,500 -5738.998 1053.030 1044.866 
176 -5819.120 -5819.785 406. 913 397.401 
184 -5819.120 -5818.360 -406.913 -417.780 
192 -5705. 860 -5703.345 -1212.820 -1224.652 
200 -5481.540 -5477.077 -1995. 120 -2007,381 
208 
-5150.530 -5144. 144 -2738. 580 -2750.591 
216 
-4719. 270 -4711 .099 -3428.750 -3439,996 
224 -4196. 150 -4186.415 -4052. 170 -4062.251 
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TABLE I I I (Continued) 
Crank Rigid Deformed Rigid Deformed 
Position Abscissa Abscissa Ordinate Ordinate 
(Degrees) (10-4 ft) (10-4 ft) ( 10-4 ft) ( 10-4 ft) 
232 -3591. 360 -3580. 457 -4596. 730 -4605.249 
240 -2916.670 -2904.952 -5051.810 -5058.575 
248 -2185.210 -2172.804 -5408. 570 -5413.582 
.256 -1411.210 -1397.567. -5660.060 -6553.462 
264 -609.749 -590. 161 -5801. 380 -5803.439 
272 203. 580 198.033 -5829.780 -5830.672 
280 1012.950 1006.357 -5744. 710 -5745.873 
288 1802.600 1801. 4 75 -5547.830 -5548. 195 
296 2557. 170 2555.909 -5242.970 -5243.585 
304 3261 . 960 3259. 320 -4836. 050 -4837.831 
312 3903. 260 3898.983 -4335.010 -4338.861 
320 4468.590 4462.410 -3749.590 -3756.955 
328 4946.950 4938.683 -3091.200 -3104.429 
336 5329.020 5318.969 -2372.630 -2395.205 
344 5607.360 5597. 164 -1607.880 -1643.437 
352 5776. 560 5769. 729 -811 . 84 3 -860.446 
360 5833.330 5833.330 0.000 -52. 965 
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TABLE IV 
COORDINATES OF JOINT 11611 OF THE FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
IN RIGID AND DEFORMED STATES AT 373 RPM OF THE CRANK 
Ci rank Rigid Deformed Rigid Deformed 
Pos i<t ion Abscissa Abscissa Ordinate Ordinate 
(Degrees) (1 o-4 ft) . (10-4 ft) (1 o-4 ft) · ( 10-4 ft) 
0 2916. 670 . 2771.600 7806.250 7699.081 
8 5050.570 4942.647 9113. 470 9064.097 
16 7156.710 7148.941 9795,920 9789,329 
24 8709.420 8756.732 9989.540 9988. 277 
32 9621.990 9670 .671 9989.630 9982.211 
40 10021. 300 10046.222 9963.410 9951. 360 . 
48 10051.000 10057. 863 9960.820 9949. 141 
56 9819.230 9827. 774 9978.690 9967.360 
64 9401.230 9417.663 9997.250 9988.958 
72 8850. 100 8872. 364 9994.990 9993, 331 
80 8205.240 8234. 492 9953, 680 9960.058 
88 7497.680 7596. 196 9859.740 9880. 150 
96 6753.080 6724.236 9704.360 9739. 761 
104 5993.400 5992.028 9483. 160 9494.878 
112 5237,790 5224.530 9195.860 9220.986 
120 4502.880 4490. 156 8845. 850 8870.290 
128 3802.910 3789.578 8439.800 8464.613 
136 3149.610 3134.839 7987. 180 8011. 726 
144 2552.010 2536. 170 7499,750 7522. 584 
152 2016.260 1999.576 6990.830 7011. 354 
160 1545.550 1528.436 6424.450 6492.135 
168 1066.650 1049.576 5864.270 5878. 128 
176 797. 375 780.792 5473, 110 5484.394 
184 512.701 497.053 5010.880 5019. 189 
192 279. 796 265.356 4585. 140 4590.813 
200 91.611 78.701 4200.400 4203.763 
208 
-58. 979 -70.206 3858.430 3860.013 
216 -178.619 -188. 146 3558. 880 3559. 131 
224 -273.142 -280.834 3300.000 3299.221 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Crank Rigid Deformed Rigid. Deformed 
Position Abscissa Abscissa Ordinate Ordinate 
(Degrees} (10-4 ft) (lo-4 ft) (lo-4 ft) (10-4 ft) . 
232 -347.425 -353,356 3079. 290 . 3077. 888 
240 -405.380 -409.472 2894. 120 2892.355 
248 -450.029 -452.289 2742.110 2740.220 
256 -483.608 -483.558 2621. 490 2619.606 
264 -507.648 -502. 797 2531. 330 2529.449 
272 -523.025 -536. 118 2471.820 2460. 635 
280 -529.941 -499.000 2444.550 2450.456 
288 
-527. 799 -532.000 2453.030 2451. 763 
296 -514.902 -519.572 2503.·440 2501. 469 
304 -487.810 -489.889 2605. 97'0 2604. 4 72 
312 -440.019 -444.624 2776. 980 2772.926 
320 -359. 140 -367.687 3042.860 3033.819 
328 -220.687 -236.419 3446.390 3427.251 
336 25.990 -3.603 4055.620 4016.917 
344 487.585 430.698 4967. 250 4895.337 
352 1368. 650 1264.247 6260.270 . 6150. 851 
360 2916.670 2771. 600 7806.250 7699. 0.81 
TABLE V 
DEFORMATIONS IN GLOBAL COORDINATES OF THE FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECHANISM 
AT 373 RPM OF THE INPUT LINK 
Crank ql q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 
(Degrees) (Rad) (Rad/ft) (Ft) (Rad) (Rad) (Rad) (Rad) (Rad) 
0 -0.8444E-2 -0.9481E-5 -0.5297E-2 -0.9801E-2 -o.3366E-l -o.4485E-2 -0.2727E-2 0.3256E-1 
8 -0.6968E-2· 0.3731E-4 -0.3947E-2 -0.6665E-2 0.2660E-1 0.4144E-3 0. 1254E-1 0.1382E-1 
16 -0.2376E-2 0.2470E-4 -0.8521E-3 -0.5345E-3 0.3654E-2 0.2584E-2 0.2294E-1 -0. 1463E-1 
24 0.3446E-2 0.2140E-4 0.2459E-2 0.5957E-2 -0. 1378E-1 0.1535E-2 0.2251E-l -0.2654E-1 
32 0.8024E-2 . -0.2045E-4 0.4434E-2 0. l004E-1 -0.2058E-1 0 .1988E-2 0.1951E-1 -0.2401E-1 
40 0.9001E-2 -0.3248E-4 0.4076E-2 0.9264E-2 -0. 1705E-1 0.3291E-2 0. 1845E-1 -0. 1797E-l 
48 0.5428E-2 -0. 10l2E-4 0. 1955E-2 0.4546E-2 -0.8335E-2 0.3266E-2 O. 1534E-I -0. 1232E-l 
56 0.5919E-3 -0.2195E-5 0.4793E-4 -0.3559E-3 -0.2148E-2 0.2883E-2 0.9930E-2 -0.8367E-2 
64 -0.2722E-2 0.6170E-5 -0.7868E-3 -0. 3485E-2 0.9069E-3 0.1959E-2 0.5376E-2 -0.6568E-2 
72 -0.4560E-2 0.1219E-4 -0.8673E-3 -0.5115E-2 0.2580E-2 0.5473E-3 0.2343E-2 -0.5738E-2 
80 -0.6223E-2 0.4008E-4 -0.6486E-3 -0.6640E-2 0.378lE-2 -0.7800E-3 -0. 1399E-5 -0.5569E-2 
88 0. 3638E-2 -0. 1010E+O 0.1527E-4 0.1016E-2- 0.2982E-2 -0.5056E-2 0.4767E-2 0.2005E-2 
96 O. 3198E-2 -0.3320E-1 -0. 1463E-4 0.3756E-3 0. 4772E-2 -0.5675E-2 0.8334E-3 "."0.2104E-2 
104 0. 9211 E-3 -0. 3366E-2 -0. 1316E04 0. 1101E02 0.5553E-2 -0.5867E02 -0.7922E-5 -0.1017E-2 
112 0.2392E02 -0. 1049E01 -0. 1004E-4 0. 1861 E02 0.5907E02 -0.5511E-2 0.2472E-3 0.2428E-3 
120 0.4569E-3 0.5246E-2 -0.9202E-5 0.6073E-3 0.5683E-2 -0.5708E-2 0.1806E-3 0.5065E-3 
128 -0.7248E-3 -0. 1759E•2 -0.2431E-4 -0.6290E-3 0.5929E-2 -0.5641E-2 -o.3006E'.-3 0.5819E-3 
136 0.2393E-3 0. 1160E-2 -0. 1078E-3 0.479/iE..:.3 0.6054E-2 -0.5767E-2 .-0. 5000E-3 0.7053E-3 
1'•4 0.4096E-3 0.3391E-3 -0.2369E-3 0.6452E-3 0.6087E-2 -0.5646E-2 -0.7199E-3 0.1067E-2 
152 0. 6303E-3 -0.2529E-4 -0.4001E-3 0. 9072E-3 0.6058E-2 -0.5441E-2 -0.9036E-3 0. 1454E-2 
160 0.9108E-3 -0. 1967E-4 -0.5836E-3 0. I 253E-2 0.5990E-2 -0.5125E-2 -o. 1068E-2 0. 1858E-2 
168 0.1177E-2 -0.5071E-5 -0. 7780E-3 0.1578E-2 0.5910E-2 -0.4727E-2 -0. 1214E-2 0.2106E-2 
176 0. 14 35E-2 -0.4355E-5 -0.9512E-3 0. 1868E-2 0.5790E-2 -0.4251E-2 -0. 1368E-2 0.2345E-2 
184 0. 1660E-2 0.2686E-4 -0. 1087E-2 0.2109E-2 0.5663E-2 -0.3754E-2 -0. 1993E-2 0.2485E-2 
192 0.1852E-2 0.2165E-4 -0. 1183E-2 0. 2334E-2 0.5548E-2 -0.3257E-2 -0.1552E-2 0.2523E-2 
200 0.2016E-2 -0.1657E-4 -0. 1226E-2 0.2486E-2 0.5392E-2 -0.2748E-2 -0.1571E-2 0.2476E-2 
208 0.2124E-2 0.6818E-5 -0. 1201E-2 0. 2573E-2 0.5195E-2 -0.2270E-2 -Q. 1562E-2 0.2358E-2 \.D 
Crank ql q2 
(Degrees) (Rad) (Rad/ft) 
216 0.2178E-2 0. 1737E-4 
224 0.2224E-2 0.7921E-6 
232 0.2217E-2 -0.1950E-5 
240 0.2190E-2 -0.3428E-5 
248 0.2190E-2 -0.5024E-5 
256 0.2337E-2 -0. 1063E-4 
264 O. 3323E-2 -0.5523E-4 
272 0.3880E-2 -0.7580E-4 
280 -0.7601E-2 0.7851E-1 
288 -0.3502E-2 -0.1822E-1 
296 0.2171E-2 -0.5751E-2 
304 -0.8658E-3 -0. 1142E-2 
312 -0.7456E-3 0.7596E-3 
320 -0. 1297E-2 0. 1260E-3 
328 -0.2152E-2 -0.7790E-4 
336 -0.3444E-2 -0.2863E-4 
344 -0.5310E-2 -0.2685E-4 
352 -0.7354E-2 -0.8469E-5 
360 -0.8444E-2 -0.9481E-5 
TABLE V (Continued) 
q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 
(Ft) (Rad) (Rad) (Rad) (Rad) 
-0.1125E-2 0.2618E-2 0.4971E-2 -0. 1839E-2 -0. 1510E-2 
-0. 1008E-2 0.2610E-2 0.4701E-2 -0.1423E-2 -0.1445E-2 
-0.8519E-3 0.2554E-2 0.4366£-2 · -0.1038E-2 -0. 1390E-2 
-0.6766E-3 0.2474E-2 0.4003E-2 -0.6862E-3 -0. 1343E-2 
-0.5013E-3 0.2420E-2 0.3640E-2 -0.3316E-3 -0. 1313E-2 
-0.3402E-3 0.2507E-2 0.3361E-2 0.1045E-3. -0.1306E-2 
-0.2059E-3 0.3454E-2 0. 3653E-2 0. 1059E-2 -0. 1305E-2 
-0.6059E-3 0.8065E-2 0.7565E-2 0. 1056E-2 -0.2025E-2 
-0.1163E-3 -0.6278E-5 0.5090E-2 0.6297E-2 -0. 1924E-2 
-0.3654E-4 -0.4937E-2 O. 1034E-2 -0.8792E-:-3 -0. 1983E-2 
-0.6148E-4 0. 1521E-2 -0.8817E-3 -0.9997E-3 -0.2263E-2 
-0. 1781E-3 -0. 1781E-3 -0.3202E-3 -0.4355E-3 -0.2818E-2 
-0.3851E-3 -0. 1161E-2 -0.6450E-3 -0.9691E-3 -0.3678E-2 
-0.7365E-3 -0.2024E-2 -0.5597E-3 -0. 1795E-2 -0.4952E-2 
-0. 1323E-2 -0. 3302E-2- 0. 3297E-3 -0.3124E-2 -o.6766E-2 
-0.2258E-2 -0.5141E-2 0.3012E-2 -0.5083E-2 -0.9065E-2 
-0.3556E-2 -0.7527E-2 0.9751E-2 ~O. 7188E-2 -0. 111 SE-1 
-0.4860E-2 -0.9635E-2 0.2239E-1 -0.7809E-2 -0. 1062E-1 


























VARl-ATl-ON ,;OF THE POSIT.I ON ·ANGl.:.E. O.F- THE INPUT 
. ..· .. - "' 
LINK OF THE FOUR-BAR-PLANAR MECli.AN I SM AT 
373 RPM OF THE CRANK ,. 
Rigid Actual ~igid Actual 
·. Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees 
0.00 -o.48 8.00 7.60 
16.00 15.86 24.00 24.20 
32.00 32.46 40.00 40.52 
'48.00 48.31 56.00 56.03 
64.00 63.84 72.00 71.74 
80.00 79.64 8~.00 88~21 
96.00 96. 18 104.00 104.05 
112. 00 112.14 120.00 120.03 
128.00 127 .96. }36.00 136.01 
144.00 144.02 152 .00 152.04 
160.00 160.05 176. 00 176.08 
184.oo 184. 10 192.00 192. 11 
200.00 200.12 208.00 208~ 12 
216.00 216.12 224.00 224.13 
232.00 232. 13 240.00 240. 13 
248.00 248. 13 256.00 256.13 
264.00 264. 19 272. 00 272.22 
280.00 279. 56 288.00 287.80 
296.00 296.12 304.00 303.95 
312.00 311. 96 320.00 319.93 
328.00 327.88 336.00 335.80 
344.00 343.70 352.00 351.58 
360.00 359.52 
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occur between about -30 and 30 degrees of the input link. This pattern 
of behavior is confirmed by the rigid and experimental analysis. 
Table VI shows the elastic variation of the position angle of the 
input link. The variation of the position ~ng1e of the· crank, as ever~ 
other degree of freedom, is measured from the rigid position of the links 
and joints. The input link moves from its rigid position up to almost 
one degree from i ts r i g i d pos i t ion. 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary and Cone 1 us ions . 
An investigation was undertaken to develop simplified, advanced, and 
genera 1 procedures for the synthesis and opt i mi zat ion of a rigid 1 ink me ch-
anism and the application of the finite element method to the analysis of 
either rigid or elastic 1 ink mechanisms. The accomplishments of this in-
vestigation may be summarized as follows: 
I 
1. An analytic model consisting of a system of equations that repre-
sents the geometric configurations a mechanism forms during its motion is 
introduced for the synthesis of rigid-link-planar linkages. The method 
~ould be applied with or without optimization. The optimization con-
straints could be either functions, parameters, or inequalities. The 
geometric-analytic method that was introduced was successful by means of 
the ca 1 cul ated examp 1 es. I ts app 1icabi1 i ty could be so extended to a 11 
planar and spherical mechanisms that general procedures might be estab-
1 ished for their synthesis. 
2. The dynamic analysis of rigid link mechanisms has been, for the 
first time, approached by the finite element method. A dynamic-rigid-
planar element with nonuniform cross-sectional area was defined and proved 
to be suitable for the analysis of planar mechanisms. The investigation 
of a four-bar-planar mechanism was analyzed by considering its links to 
be formed by one, two, and three elements, respectively. An assembling 
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procedure for the elements of the mechanism is introduced and generalized. 
The method proved to be successful and it is believed that by defining 
other planar elements, the study of planar rigid link mechanisms could be 
·dynamically studied by a ~eneral finite element approach. The method 
could we 11 be extended to the analysis of space mechan i snis. 
3. The finite element method and Hamilton•s principle were employed 
to derive a mathematical model of a dynamic planar element in motion, for 
the study of planar mechanisms. The model proved to be an effective and 
evolved tool in determining the deformations and elastic characteristics 
of mechanisms. The defined dynamic vibrating element, according to the 
literature reviewed, is shown to be the most advanced mathematical algo-
rithm in comparison to the existing ones. It was also evidenced that 
solving the system of differential equatio~s that results from the finite 
I 
element method is a separate problem that deserves more investigation. 
The elastic responses of the mechanism with it:s eleven degrees of freedom 
element may be determined by direct numerical integration by using either 
higher computational precision like quadruple precision or by decoupling 
the system of linear second order ordinary differential equations or by 
employing a piecewise po lynomi a 1 approach. The four-bar-p 1 ana r mechanism 
was analyzed by conducting a reduction of coordinates to eliminate the 
high frequency motions associated with axial vibration of the links. The 
analytical results compared to the experimental results showed good com-
patibility which asseverates the validity of the analytical model. How-
ever, further refinements in the experimental model and in solving the 
system of differential equations are necessary to broaden and extend these 
conclusions. 
4. A new procedure for determining strains, stress, and length of 
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the deformed element is introduced. This is achieved through the use of 
Equations (5.3), (6. 17), and (8.8). Their applicability and versatility 
were demonstrated by means of the calculated example. 
5. An experiment was conducted to obtain axial and bending strains 
at the middle of the coupler and output links of a four-bar-planar mechan-
ism model. The general effects of linkage geometry, which is intimately 
related to the minimum transmission angle, the operating speeds, and the 
bearing system .of the joints in motion, are clearly demonstrated. The 
experimental results show a poor correlation with those presented by the 
proposed theory. This poor correlation is attributed to the physical 
parameters that govern the behavior system, to a possible oversimplifica-
tion in the mathematical model, and computational difficulties in obtain-
ing a reasonably acceptable solution of the governing equations. 
Recommendations 
Based on the observations made during the course of this study, the 
following recommendations are made: 
l. The procedure developed in the present study for the synthesis 
of rigid mechanisms should be extended so that a general method, with 
optimization, can be produced for the synthesis of planar and spherical 
mechanisms. The input method of constraints should provide facilities 
for those constraints to be parameters, functions, or inequalities. 
2. The results of the previous recommendation will be useful in 
developing design charts for various situations which will eventually 
replace the existing ones that are based upon direct synthesis without 
optimization. 
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3. The application of the finite element method which has been in-
troduced into the analysis of rigid mechanisms should be extended to the 
analysis of all planar and space mechanisms. This could be achieved by 
defining more appropriate elements and the generalization of assembling 
procedures. ·Methods like the Lagran9e 1 s equations, Hamilton 1 s principle, 
dual numbers, and screw calculus may be employ~d for defining advanced 
elements. 
4. The finite element technique described in this study for the 
analysis of elastic-element mechanisms should be extended to the analysis 
of space mechanisms. Elements with nonuniform cross-sectional area and 
more degrees of freedom should be defined. Among those degrees of free-
dom ·there should be included rotary inertia, shear deformation, and bear-
ing friction. Gravity, external forces, and moments should be physical 
characteristics of the element. 
5. It has been i 11 ustrated by the 1 i terature review and observations made 
in this study that solving the system of differential equations resulting 
from the finite element technique is a distinct topic. Therefore, it is 
highly recommended that investigations should be conducted to determine 
better methods or to improve and adjust existing ones. It should be taken 
into account that instability due to truncation and roundoff errors is the 
main problem, and it increases with the increase of degrees of freedom. 
Higher order computational precision is advised. The step size along the 
X or Y axis might have to be replaced by a step size along the curve. 
6. The results of the previous recommendation will be useful in ex-
tending the finite element technique to the variable length element so 
that accuracy can be achieved efficiently. It will also facilitate the 
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extension of the method to the analysis of space mechani$ms and the syn-
thesis of elastic 1 ink mechanisms. 
7. The synthesis of elastic link mechanisms by an iterative proce-
dure might be established without much handicap via the use of the equa-
t·ions obtained in this study. However, this is a very costly and time 
consuming procedure. Instead, it is possible to use Equations (6.20) and 
(7.28) for optimization procedures. 
8. More experimental work should be conducted. The conclusions gen-
erated in this study should be considered. Experimental equations could 
be developed that would serve for design purposes and for establishing 
comparisons with analytical models. The investigation should be extended 
to space mechanisms. 
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KINETIC ENERGY FORMULA 
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We have that: 
• • • 2 • • 2 • • • [(xi +u(x)) -w(x)e] =(xi +u(x)) -2w(x) e(xl +u(x)) 
+ (w(x)) 2 62 
·2 • • • 2 
= x1 + 2x1u(x) + (u(x)) 
- 2w(x) 6~ 1 - 26~(x) w(x) 
+ (w(x)) 2 82 (A.I) 
[{y 1 +xe) + (u(x)e + ~(x))] 2 = (y 1 +xe) 2 + 2(y 1 +xe) (u(x)a 
' • • 2 
+ w(x)) + (u(x)e + w(x)) 
•2 • • 2•2 
= y1 + 2y 1xa + x a 
+!wy 1u(x)· + 2y 1 ~(x) 
•2 ~-+ 2xu(x)e + 2xew(x) 
2•2 •• 
+ (u(x)) a + 2u(x)e w(x) 
• 2 
+ (w(x)) (A.2) 
Hence: 
' 1 fl ·2 ·2 ' • • 2•2 • • • 2 
T = 2m O (x1 + yl + 2y 1xa + x a + 2x1u(x) + (u(x)) 
•• • • 2•2 • • 
- 28u(x) w(x) - 2w(x)e x1 + (w(x)) a + 2y 1u(x)e 
• • ' ·2 • 2•2 
+ 2ylw(x) + 2xu(x)e + 2xew(x) + (u(x)} a 
•• • 2 
+ 2u(x}ew(x} + (w(x}) ]dx (A. 3) 





JL • 2 2 3• 2 
. e x dx = L e /3 0 . 
(A. 7) 
L • • T • J0 2x1u(x)dx = f 2x1 (x) [D] (S)dx (A. 8) 
L • .2 L T • 2 J (u (x)) dx = f ( (x) [D] (S)) dx 
0 0 
JL (((x)T [D] (S))T ((x)T [D] 0 . . (s)))dx 
f L ( (S) T [D] (x) (x) T [D] (S)) dx (A. 9) 
0 
JL 2e~(x) w(x)dx = JL (2e(x) T [D~ (S) (X) T [D] (S))dx 
0 0 
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JL 2e [ (x) T [D] (S)] T (x) T [D] (S) dx 
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/L 2e(s)r [olr (x)(x)r Col (s)dx 
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. L • L • • T J0 2x1ew(x)dx = f0 2x1e(X) [D] (S)dx 
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0 0 
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JL •2 L •2 T 
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0 . 0 . 
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L. • L. T T • J 20u(x) w(x)dx"" J 28 (x) [D] (S) (X) [D] (S)dx 
0 0 
fl 2~(S)T [D]T (x)(X)T [D] {~)dx. (A.18) 
. 0 . . . . . 
fl (~(x)) 2 dx =fl (§)T [D]T (X)(X)T [D] (~)dx · (A.19) 
0 0 . 
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DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF MATRICES 
(E), [B], [A), (G), [M], (N), (L) 
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From Appendix A we have the following integrals: 
l 
(E)T = f (x)T [D]dx (B. 1) 
0 
l 
[B] = f [D] T (x) (x)T [D]dx (B.2) 
0 
l 
[A] = J [D]T (x)(X)T [D]dx (B. 3) 
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L 
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XS= -4x4/L2 +7xS/L3 +21x6tL4 -74x7/LS+86x8/L6 -4sx9/L7 +9x_101L8 
X6 = x 4 /2L - xS /L 2 - Sx6 /2L 3 + 20x7 /2L4 - 2Sx8 /2LS + 14x9 /2L 6 "" 3x lO /2L7 
Zl = x212- 3x3/2L+ 3x4/2L2 -11x5/2L 3 +4Sx6!2L4 -81x7!2LS + 73x8!2L6 - 33x9/2L] +6x1012L8 
Z2 = x3/2 - 3x4/2L - 3x5!2L2 +2Sx6/2L 3 - 4Sx7/2L4 + 39x8/2LS-17x9/2L6 + 3x1012L7 
Z 3 = x 4 I 4 - 6 .XS I 4 L + 1 S x 6 I 4 L 2 - 2 Ox l I 4 L 3 + 1 S x BI 4 L 4 - 6 x9 I 4L S + x 1 O/ 4 L 6 
Z4 = lOxS /2L 3 - 4Sx6 /2L 4 + 81 x7 /2LS - 73} /2L 6 + 33x9 /2Ll - 6x lO /2L S 
ZS = -4xS /2L 2 + 19x6 /2L3 - 36x7 /2L 4 + 34x8 /2LS - 16x9 /2L 6 +3x10 /2L 7 
Z6 = xS /4L - Sx6 /4L 2 + 10x7/4L 3 - 10x8 /4L 4 + sx9 /4LS - x lO /4L 6 V1 N 
Al= lOx3!L3 -1sx4!L4 +6xS/LS-100x6/L6 +300x7!L7 -34Sx8!L8 +18ox9!L9 -36xlO/LlO 
A2 = lOx4!L3 -1SxS/L4 -S4x6/LS + 170x7!L6 -186x8!L7 +93x9!L8 - 18x101L9 
A3 = lOxS /2L3 - 4Sx6 /2L 4 + 81 x7 /2LS - 73x8 /2L6 + 33x9 /2L] - 6x lO /2L S 
A4 = 100x6/L 6 - 300x7 /L] + 34Sx8 /LB - 180x9 /L9 + 36x lO /L lO 
AS = -4ox6 /LS+ l 30x7 /L 6 - 1 S9x8 /L] + 87x9 /LS - 18x lO /L9 
A6 = 10x6 /2L 4 - 3Sx7 /2LS + 46x8 /2L 6 - 27x9 /2L7 + 6x lO /2L B 
Bl= -4x3/L2 +7x4!L3 -3xS/L4 +4ox6/LS-130x7!L6 +1S9x8!L7 -B1x9!L8 +18x101L9 
82 = -4x 4 /L 2 + 7xS /L 3 + 2 lx6 /L 4 - 74x7 /LS+ 86x8 /L 6 - 4Sx9 /L 7 + 9x lO /L 8 
B3 = -4xS /2L 2 + 19x6 /2L 3 - 36x7 /2L 4 + 34x8 /2LS - 16x9 /2L 6 + 3x l O /2L] 
B4 = -40x6/LS+130x7!L6 -1S9x8!L7 +87x9/L8 -18x101L9 
BS = 16x6 /L4 -S6x7/LS + 73x8/L6 - 42x9 /L] + 9xlO /La 
86 = -4x6 /2L3 + 1Sx7!2L 4 - 21x8/2LS + 13x912L6 ... 3x10 /2L7 
Cl = x3 /2L - x 4!L2 + xS /2L 3 - 10x6 /2L 4 + 3Sx7 /2L5 - 46x~/2L6 + 2 7x9 /2L 7 - 6x lO /2L 8 
C2 = x4/2L- x5!L2 -sx6!2L3 +2ox7/2L4 -2sx8!2LS + 14x9/2L6 - 3x1012L7 
C3 = x5!4L-Sx6/4L2 +10x7/4L 3 -1ox8/4L4 +Sx9/4L5 -x10/4L6 
C4 ,.; 10x6 /2L 4 - 35/ /2LS + 46x8 !iL 6 - 27x9 /2L] + 6x lO /2L S 
CS= -4x6/2L3 +1Sx7/2L4 -21x812L5 +13x9/2L6 -3x1012L7 
C6 = x6/4L2 -2x7!2L3 +6x8/4L4 -2x9/2LS+x10/4L6 \Tl w 
L 
[M] = I [M]dx 
0 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 A B c 0 D 
0 B G I 0 E 
[M] = m I 0 c I H 0 F 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 o· E F 0 A 
0 -E -K -L 0 -B 
0 F L J 0 c 
A = 181 L/462 B = 311 L 2 I 4620 
F = 181 L3/55440 G = 52 L3/3465 










C = 281 L3/55lt40 
H = LS/9240 
D = 25 L/231 E = 151 L2/4620 





T L - L · 2 2 (N) = J x(E)dx = J ((x - x /L) 0 0 0 x /L 0 0 0) dx 
0 0 
(N)T = (L2/6 0 0 0 L2/3 0 0 0) 
L T L 
(L) = J x(G), dx =J 
0 0 
Matrix ( L) 
0 
4 3 5 4 6 
x - 10x /L + 15x /L - 6x /L5 
x2 - 6x4/L2 + 8x5tL3 - 3x6tL4 
x3/2 - 3x4/2L + Jx5/2L2 - x6/2L3 
0 
10x4tL3 - 15x5tL4 + 6x6tL5 
-4x4/L2 + 7x5tL 3 - 3x6tL4 
x4/2L - x5tL2 + x6/2L3 
dx 
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.·u(O,t) = q1(t) at x=O 
u(L,t) = q5 (t) at x = L 
4>1(0) = 1 
cJ> 1(L) = 0 
cj> 5(o) = O at x = O 
cj> 5(L)=l atx=L 
From Equation (6.2), we have 
where, by inse~ting the boundary conditions, it gives: 
cf> (0) = B = l 1 0 
cf> (L) = B = B L = 0 1 O I 
hence: 
hence: 
cj> 1 ( x) = l - xi L 
For mode function cj> 5 (x), we have: 
cj> (0) = B = 0 5 0 
cj> 5 (L) = B0 + B1L = 
157 




( c. 5) 
(C.6) 
( c. 7) 





<Ps (x) = x/L 
Transverse Deformations 
From Figure 9 (page 43), we have: 
w(O,t) = q2(t) 
w(L,t) = q6(t) 
ow(L,t)/ox = q7(t) 
ow(O,t)/ox = q3(t) 
2 2 . 
ow (O,t)/ox = q4(t) 
2 2 




Hence, the mode function <P 2 (x) must satisfy the boundary conditions: 
<P2(0) = 1 
<P 2 (L) = 0 
dcp 2 (0)/dx = 0 
dcp 2 (L)/dx = 0 
icp~ (0) /dx2 = 0 
icp2 (L)/dx2 = 0 
Introducing this information into the following equation: 
and by solving the system of six equations, we have: 
The mode function cp 3(x) must also satisfy the boundary conditions: 
<P3(0) = 0 
cp 3 (L) = 0 
dcp 3(0)/dx = 1. 
dcp 3(L)/dx = 0 
i<1>3(0)/dx2 = 0 
i<t> 3(L)/d} = 0 
hence, from the system of six equations, we have: 
(C.15) 
(C. 16) 
3 2 4 3 5 4 
ct> 3 (x) = x - 6 x /L + 8 x /L - 3 x /L 




<1>4(0) = 0 
<t> 4 (L) = 0 
d<f> 4 ( o) I dx = o 
d<t> 4(L)/dx = 0 
2 2 d <1> 4(0)/dx = 1 
i¢ 4 (L)/dx2 = 0 
2 . 3 4 2 5 3 
ct> 4 (x) = x /2 - 3 x /2L + 3 x /2L - x /2L 
fun ct ion ct> 6 (x) must also satisfy the boundary conditions: 
<1>6(0) = 0 d<t> 6 (O) /dx = o 
2 2 d <1> 6 (0)/dx = 0 
cf>6 (L) = 1 dct>6 (L)/dx = 0 
2 2 d <t>6 (L)/dx = 0 
The mode function <1> 7 (x) must also satisfy the boundary conditions: 
and 
<1>7(0) = 0 
<1> 7 (L) = 0 
d<f> 7 (o)/dx = 0 
d<f> 7 (L)/dx= 1 
i<1> 7 (o)/dx2 = 0 
d2<1> 7 (L)/dx2 = 0 
The mode function ct> 8 (x) must also satisfy the boundary conditions: 
cp 8 (o) = 0 
•s<L) = o 
dcf> 8 (o)/dx = o 
def> 8 ( L) I dx = o 
2 2 d ct> 8 (o)/dx = o 
2 2 d <1> 8 (L)/dx = 1 
159 
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We have that: 
w(x,t) = (1 - 10x3JL3 + 15x4JL4 - 6x5JL5) q2(t) + (x - 6x3JL2 + 8x4JL3 - 3x5JL4) q3(t) 
+ (x2/2 - 3x3/2L + 3x4/2L2 - x5/2L3) q4(t) + (10x3JL3 - 15x4;L4 - 6x5;L5) q6(t) 
+ (-4x3JL2 + 7x4tL3 - 3x5JL4) q7(t) + (x3/2L - x4!L2 + x5!2L3) q8(t) (D. 1) 
Differentiating with respect to x, we have: 
cw{x,t)/ox = (-30x2/L3 +. 6ox3JL4 - 30x4tL5) q2(t) + (1 - 18x2/L2 + 32x3tL3 - 15x4tL4) q3(t) 
+ (x - 9x2/2L + 12x3/2L2 - Sx4/2L3) q4(t) + (30x2!L3 - 6ox3JL4 + 30x4!L5) q6(t) 
+ (-12x2/L2 + 28x3!L3 - 15x4tL4) q7(t) + (3x2/2L - 4x3tL2 + 5x4!2L3) q8(t) (D.2) 
2 2 3 24 35 2 23 34 . 
ow (x,t)/cx = (-60x/L + 180x /L - 120x /L ) q2(t) + (-36x/L + 96x /L - 60x /L ) q3(t) 
+ (1 - 9x/L + 1sx21L2 - 10x3tL3) q 2 (t~- + (60x/L 3 - 180x2tL4 + 120x3!L5). q6(t) 
+ (-24x/L2 + 84x2tL3 - 6ox31L4) q7(t) + {3x/L - 12x21L2 + 10x3tL3) qs(t) (D.3) 
Ordering it gives: 
2 2 3 2 3 2 
cw (x,t)/ox = q4(t) + (-60 q2(t)/L - 36 q3{t)JL - 9 q4(t)/L + 60 q6(t)/L - 24 q7(t)/L 
4 2 . 4 
+ 3 qa{t)/L)x + (180 q2(t)/L + 96 q3{t)/L3 + 18 q4(t)/L - 180 ~6(t)/L 
+ 84 q7(t)!L3 - 12 q8(t)/L2)x2 + (-120 q2(t)/LS - 60 q3(t)/L4 - 10 q4(t)/L3 




ao = q4 
3 2 
a1 = -60 q2/L - 36 q3/L - 9 q4/L + 60 
3 2 q6/L - 24 q 7/L + 3 q8/L 
4 3 2 
a2 = 180 q2/L + 96 q3/L + 18 q4/L 180 q 6/L4 + 84 q 7!L3 - 12 
5 4 3 5 4 a3 = -120 q2/L - 60 q3/L - 10 q4/L + 120 q6/L - 60 q7/L + 10 
The coefficients of the product of two· polynomials are: 
2 
DO = aO 
o1 = 2a0a 1 
2 o2 = 2a0a2 + a 1 
o3 = 2a0a 3 + 2a 1a2 
2 o4 = 2a 1a 3 + a2 
o5 = 2a2a 3 
2 
06 = a3 
Hence: 
DO = q~(t) 
q /L2 8 
q /L3 8 
(D.5) 
( D. 6) 
( D. 7) 
( D. 8) 
. (D. 9) 
(D.10) _ 
( D. 11) 




( D. 16) O' w 
3 2 2 3 2 . o1 = -120 q2q4/L - 72 q3q4/L - 18 q4/L + 120 q4q6/L - 48 q4q/L + 6 q4q8/L 
2 6 2 4 2 2 . 2 6 2 4 2 2 5 
o2 = 3600 q2/L + 1296 q3/L + 117 q4/L + 3600 q6/L + 576 q7/L + 9 q8/L + 4320 q2q3/L 
4 6 5 4 . 3 . 5 
+ 1440 q2q4/L - 7200 q2q6/L + 2880 q2q7/L - 360 q2q8/L + 840 q3q4/L - 4320 q3q6/L 
4 3 4 3 2 ·5 
+ 1728 q3q7/L - 216 q3q8/L - 1440 q4q6/L + 600 q4q7/L - 78 q4q8/L - 2880 q6q7/L 
4 3 
+ 360 q6q8/L - 144 q7q8/L 
o3 = -21600 q~/L 7 - 6912 q~/L5 - 344 q:/L3 - 21600 q~/L 7 - 4032 q~/L5 - 72 q~/L 3 
6 5 7 6 5 
- 24480 q2q3/L - 5640 q2q4/L + 43200 q2q6/L - 18720 q2q7/L + 2520 q2q8/L 
. 4 6 5 . 4 5 
- 3144 q3q4/L + 24480 q3q6/L - 10565 q3qlL :'" 1440 q3q8/L + 5640 q4q6/L 
- 2496 q4q/L 4 + 344 q4q8/L 3 + 18720 q6q/L 6 - -2520 q6q8!L5 + 1080 q7q8/L 4 . 
2 8 2 6 2 4 2 8 2 6 2 4 o4 = 46800 q2/L + 13536 q3/L + 504 q4/L + 46800 q6/L + 9936 q7/L + 204 q8/L 
7 6 8 7 . 6 
+ 50400 q2q3/L + 9840 q2q4/L - 93600 q2q6/L + 43200 q2q7/L - 6240 q 2q 8/~ . 
5 7 . 6 5 . 6 
+ 5256 q3q4/L - 50400 q3q6/L + 23328 q3q7/L - 3384 q3q8/L - 9840 q4q6/L 
5 . 4 7 6 5 
+ 4584 q4q7/L - 672 q4q8/L - 43200 q6q7/L - 6240 q6q8/L - 2856 q7q8/L 
o5 = -43200 q~/L9 - 11520 q~/L7 - 360 q~/L5 - 43200 q~/L9 - 10080 q~/Ll - 240 q~/L5 
( 0. 17) 





. 8 7 9 8 7 44640 q2q3/L - 7920 q2q4/L + 86400 q2q6/L - 41760 q2q7/L + 6480 q2q8/L 
. . 6 8 7 6 7 
- 4080 q3q4/L + 44640 q3q6/L - 21600 q3q7/L + 3360 q3q8/L + 7920 q4q6/L 
6 5 8 7 6 
- 3840 q7q7/L + 600 q4qg/L + 41760 q8q7/L ~ 6480 q6q8/L + 3120 qlqB/L 
2 lci 2 8 2 6 . 2 10 2 8 2 6 06 = 14400 q2/L + 3600 a3/L + 100 q4/L + 14400 q6/L + 3600 q7/L + 100 q8/L 
9 8 10 9 . 8 
+ 14400 q2q3/L + 2400 q2q4/L - 28800 qq2G/L + 14400 q 2q7/L - 2400 q2q8/L 
7 . 9 8 7 8 
+ 1200 q3q_4/L - 14400 q3q6/L + 7200 q3qJ'L - l200 q3q8/L - 2400 q4q6/L 
7 6 . . 9 8 7 
+ 1200 q4q7/L - 200 q4q8/L - 14400 q6q7/L + 2400 q6q8/L - 1200 q7q8/L 
Hence, the resulting polynomial is: 
2 3 4 5 6 D(x) = o0 + o1x + o2x + o3x + d4x + o5x + o6x 
and 
2 2 2 . (o w(x, t) /ox ) = D(x) 
Introducing D(x) into the equation of the potential energy, we have: 
1 L . 2 2 2 








1 L 2 3 4 5 6 (D.26) v (t) =-El I (D0 + o1x + o2x + o3x + o4x + o5x + o6x )dx 2 2 0 
Integrating: 
V2 (t) = t El (D0 L + D1L2/2 + D2 L3/3 + o3L4/4 + D4 L5/5 + o5L6/6 + o6 L7/7) (D.27) 
-x 0 0 0 -x 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(s)r .!. I o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I ( S) , (S) T i [Kl] (S) or: 
2 -x 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 B c F 0 -B c -F 
0 c G J 0 -c N -M 
(S)T ~ I 0 F J H 0 -F M p I (S) ' (S) T i [K2 ](S) or: 
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -B -c -F 0 8 -c F 
0 c N M 0 -c G -J 




X = EA/L B = 120 El/7L3 C = 60 EI /7L 2 F = 3 El/7L 
G = 192 El/35L H = 3 El L/35 J = 11 El/35 N = 108 El/35L 
M = 4 El/35 P = EI L/70 
From matrix [K1] and [K2], one obtains matrix [K] which is shown by Equation (D.28): 
x 0 0 -F -x 0 0 0 
0 B c F 0 -B c -F 
0 c G J 0 -c N -M 
0 F J H 0 -F M P I [K] = I 
-x 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 
0 -B -c -F 0 B -c F 
0 c N M 0 -c G -J 









let [t] denote the transformation matrix to be used in this study. 
It should be understood that there are different transformation matrices 
[t] for different elements. If the elements have some of their general-
ized coordinates in the same orientation in space, then the local coor-
dinates corresponding to these orientations are parallel. Hence, in 
this case we have that 
cose 
s i n8 









































Fiqure 45 shows the graphical representation used in this study. 
The above equations might be combined so as to apply it to the entire 














x cose -sine 0 0 0 0 0 0 xl 
y sine cose 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y1 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 zl 
w 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 wl 
= (E. 4) 
x 0 0 0 0 cose -sine 0 0 x2 
y 0 0 0 0 sine cose 0 0 Y2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ·O z2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w2 
or 
(U) = [T] (u) (E. 5) 
where 
[T] = [: :J. (E.6) 
Transformation of the Kinetic and Potential Energy 
(S) = [T] (s) (E. 7) 
where (S) and (s) represent the global and local deformation vectors, 
respectively (43, 44). The kinetic energy T(t) might be written in the 
form of: 
l T T(t) = '2 (s) [m](s) ( E. 8) 
where 
(s) = [T] T(S) (E. 9) 
hence 
where 
T(t) = ~ (S)T[T][m)[T]T(S) 
T(t) = ~ (S)T[M](S) 
[M] = [T] [m] [T] T 




V(t) = ~ (s) 1 [k](s) · 
T (s) = [T] (s) 
V(t) = ~ (S)T[T][k]{T]1 (S) 
V(t) = ~ (s) 1 [K](S) 







( E. 15) 
(E. 16) 
(E. 17) 
For the right-hand side vector or force vector, we know that the 
virtual work has the expression: 
hence 
where 
T oW = (s) (q) 
oW = (s) 1[T](q) 
(Q) = [T] (q) 
(E.18) 
(E. 19) 
( E. 20) 
173 
is recognized as the vector of the joint forces in terms of the global 
components. 
Reduction of Degrees of Freedom 
The applications for analyses of computerized finite-element methods 
have evolved to a high level of sophistication and accuracy and are now 
accepted as necessary tools in the analysis of extremely complex struc-
tures and mechanisms. The current state-of-the-art is such that system 
idealizations with many degrees of freedom may be systematically assem-
bled by programming techniques based on linear matrix analysis (75, 76). 
At the same time, the extension of these analyses to solve mechanism 
dynamical problems for natural vibration modes, or transient responses 
by modal techniques, has been hampered by ~ifficulties in accurately and 
efficiently handling eigenvalue problems or degrees of freedom of compar-
able large size. 
A typical structure or mechanism may have too many degrees of free-
dom for economical treatment. Bagci and Kalaycioglu (34), working on 
kineto-elastodynamic analysis of mechanisms experienced that for four 
cycles at 125 rpm, using a step size h = O.OOOOls and ten terms in the 
matrix exponential series, the Xerox Sigma 6 digital computer required 
18.11 hours CPU time. Accordingly, we call on the eigenvalue economizer 
(73, 74, 75, 76) to eliminate many or most degrees of freedom from the 
problem. Let: 
( D) = (T] (D ) 
r 
(E.21) 
nxl nxm mxl 
where 
n = total degrees of freedom; 
m = reduced degrees of freedom; 
(D) = complete set of n degrees of freedom; 
(D ) = condensed set of m degrees of freedom; and · 
r 
[T] =condensing matrix. 
we have ( l): 
([K].:. c./[M])(D) = 0 
From Equations (E. 1) and (E.2) 
([K] - c/[M])[T](D) = 0 
r 
multiplying by [T]T 
[T]T([K] - w2 [M]) [T] (D ) = 0 
r 
{[T]T[K][T] - w2 [T]T[M][T])(D) = 0 
r 
hence 
[K] = [T]T[K] [T] 
r 
mxm mxn nxn nxm 
[M] = [T]T[M][T] 
r 
mxm nxn 
In the same way, it could be shown that: 
[A ] = [T] T [A] [T] 
r 
mxm nxn 
(Qr) = [T] T (Q) . 
.mxl nxl 













[I]= identity matrix; 
[CI] 
[ c ] D 
For 
= matrix of 
= matrix of 
the four-bar 
u = 0 2 
-u = 0 3 
u4 = 0 
independent coordinates; 
dependent coordinates. 





cos 92 (::) 
~ ~:) [ c~s a sin a ] (::) -sin a cos a 
u2 = q3 cos e 1 + q4 sin e 1 




(E . 30) 
























CJ_ ::: ~ I l C'J 
~-q,, 
Figure 46. Graphical Representation of the Independent and Dependent Generalized 







(E. 39) . 
and 
q3 cos 8 1 + q4 sin 8 1 = 0 (E.40) 
q3 cos 82 + q4 sin 8 = 2 q7 cos 82 + q8 sin 82 (E. 41) 
q7 cos 83 + q8 sin 8 = o 3 (E.42) 
If q4 is chosen as the independent generalized coordinate, we obtain the 
constraint relation: 
From Equation (E.40) 
q = 3 -q4 tan 8 1 (E.43) · 
From Equations (E. 40) , (E.41), and (E.42) 
-q 4 tan el cos e2 + q4 sin e2 = q7 cos e2 + q8 sin e2 






q = (q4 sin e2 - q4 tan 8 1 cos 82)/(cos e - sin e2) 7 2 sin 83 
q = 7 (q4 sin 82 sin e 3 - q4 tan e 1 cos e2 sin e3)/sin(8 3 - 8 ) 2 




q8 = (q4 tan el cos e2 cos e3 - q4 sin e2 cos e3)/sin (e3 - e2) 
(E.45) 
in matrix form: 
q3 -tan el 
q4 
= q4 (E. 46) q7 x 
q8 y 
where 
x = (sine 2 sin e 3 - . tan el cos e 21 s i n e 3) Is i n (a 3 - e 2) 
y = (tan el cos 82 <?OS 8 3 - sin e 2 cos e 3) Is in ( e 3 - e 2) 
and matrix [T] could be constructed (see Equation (E.47) below). 
179 
0 
N ...::3" 1..1'\ "° O"\ C" C" C" C" C" C" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CD 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
II 
0 
N M ...::3" Lt\ 
"° 
I"--. 00 O"\ 















APPENDIX F I 
MATRICES [M0], [MT], [A0], [AT], 
(K0], [KT], {Q), AND {QT) 
181 
[MD] = ( [M] + [B]) m 
-A 0 0 0 B 0 0 0 
0 D E F 0 G -H J 
0 E L M 0 H -N p 
0 F M Q 0 J -P WI ( F. 1} [MD] = I B 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 
0 G H J 0 · D -E F 
0 -H -N -P 0 -E L -M 
0 J p w 0 F -M Q 
A = (L/3) m B = (L/6) m 
D = (181 L/462) m E = (311 L2/4620) m 
F = (281 L3/55440) m G = (25 L/231) m 
H = (151 L2/4620) m J = (181 L3/55440) m 
L = (52 L3/3465) m M = (23 L4/18480) m 
N = (19 L3/J980} m P = (13 L4/13860) m 




c -s 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s c 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 c -s 0 0 
0 0 0 0 s c 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
AC -OS -ES -FS BC -GS HS -JS 
AS DC EC FC BS GC -HC JC 
0 E L M 0 H -N p 
0 F M Q 0 J -P w 
BC -GS -HS -JS AC -OS ES -FS 
BS GC HC JC AS . DC -EC FC 
0 -H -N -P 0 -E L -M 
0 J p w 0 F -M Q. 
A 0 0 0 B 
0 0 E F 0 
0 E L M 0 
0 F M Q 0 
B 0 0 0 A 
0 G H J 0 
0 -H -N -P 0 
0 J p w 0 
c s 0 0 0 
-s c 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 c 
0 0 0 0 -s 
0 0 0 0 0 






































AC2 + os2 ACS - DCS -ES -FS 
ACS - DCS AS2 + oc2 EC FC 
-ES EC L M 
[MT] = I -FS FC M Q 
BC2 + GS2 BCS - GCS -HS -JS 
BCS - GCS BS2 + GC2 HC JC 
HS -HC -N -P 
-JS JC p w 
-
where 
C = cose 
s = sine 
BC2 + GS2 BCS - GCS 
BCS - GCS BS2 + GC2 
-HS HC 
-JS JC 
AC2 + os2 ACS - DCS 






















T [A0J =[[A] - [A] J m 
-0 A B H 0 D -E F 
-A 0 0 0 -D 0 0 0 
-B 0 0 0 -E 0 0 0 
[A J = -H 0 0 0 -F 0 0 o I ( F. 3) I o D D E F 0 A · -B H 
-D 0 0 0 -A 0 0 0 
E 0 0 0 B 0 0 0 
-F 0 0 0 -H 0 0 0 
-
A = (5 L/14) m 
B = (13 L2/210) m 
H = (L3/210) m 
D = (L/7) m 
2 
E = (4 L /105) m 




c -s 0 0 0 0 0 
s c 0 0 0 0 ' 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 c -s 0 
·O 0 0 0 s c 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AS AC BC HC OS DC -EC 
-AC AS BS HS -DC OS -ES 
-B 0 0 0 -E 0 0 
-H 0 0 0 -F 0 0 
OS DC EC FC AS AC -BC 
-DC OS ES FS -AC AS -BS 
E 0 0 0 B 0 0 
-F 0 0 0 -H 0 0 
0 0 A B H 
0 -A 0 0 0 
0 -B 0 0 0 
0 -H 0 0 0 
0 0 D E F 
0 -D 0 0 0 
0 E 0 0 0 
1 -F 0 0 0 
FC c s 0 0 
FS -s c 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
HC 0 0 0 0 
HS 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 




















































0 AS 2 + AC2 BC 
-AC2 - AS 2 0 BS 
-BC -BS 0 
[AT]= I -HC -HS 0 
DS2 + DC2 0 EC 
-os2 - DC2 0 ES 
EC ES 0 
-FC -FS 0 
-
where 
C = cos8 
s = sine 
HC 0 DS 2 + DC2 
HS -oc2 - DS 2 0 
0 .:.Ee -ES 
0 -FC -FS 
FC 0 AS2 + AC2 
FC -AC2 - AS 2 0 
0 BC BS 




















[K0] = [K] - e2 [MD] - 6 [AD] 
A -B -D -E -F -H I -J 
B K L M H -N p -Q 
D L R u I -P v -z 
E M u x J -Q z y 
[Ko]= I -F 
-H -1 -J A -B D -E 
H -N -P -Q B K -L M 
- I p v z -o -L R -u 
J -Q -z y E M -u x 
•2 A = EA/L ~ {e L/3) m J = (a L 3 I 2 80) m 
B = ( 5 e L/ 14) m K = 120 El/7L3 - (181 e2L/462) m 
D = (13 eL2/210) m L = 60 El/7L2 - (311 e2L2/4620) m 
E = (eL3/210) m M = 3 El/7L ~ (281 e2L3/55440) m 
·2 F = EA/L + (e L/6) m N = 120 El/7L3 + (25 e2L/231) m 
.. 
P = 60 El/7L2 + (151 e2L2/4620) m H = (eL/7) m 
I = (4 eL2/105) m Q = 3 El/7L + (181 e2L3/55440) m 
( F. 5) 
R = 192 El/35L - (52 e2L3/3465) m 
U = 11 El/35 - (23 e2L4/18480) m 
V = 108 El/35L + (19 e2L3/1980) m 
Z = 4 El/35_+ (13 e2L4/13860) m 
X = 3 LEl/35 + (e2 L5/9240) m 
Y = LEl/70 - (e 2L5;11088) m 
00 
00 
c -s 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 
s c 0 O· 0 0 0 0 B 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 E 
0 0 0 0 c -s 0 0 -F 
0 0 0 0 s c 0 0 H 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 J 
AC-BS -BC-KS -DC-LS -EC-MS -FC-HS -HC+NS IC-PS 
AS+BC -BS+KC -DS+LC -ES+MC -FS+HC -HS+NC IS+PC 
D L R u I -P v 
E M u x J -Q z 
-FC-HS -HC+NS -IC+PS -JC+QS AC-BS -BC-KS DC+LS 
-FS+HC -HS-NC -1s:..pc -JS-QC AS+BC ""BS+KC DS-LC 
-I p v z -D -L R 
J -Q -z y E M -u 
-B -D -E -F -H 
K L M H -N 
L R u I -P 
M u x J -Q 
-H -1 -J A -B 
-N -P -Q B K 
p v z -D -L 
-Q -z y E M 
-JC+QS c s 0 
-JS+QC -s c 0 
-z 0 0 1 
y 0 0 0 
-EC-MS 0 0 0 
-ES+MC 0 0 0 
-u 0 0 0 






















































AC2 + KS 2 ACS - B - KCS -DC - LS -EC - MS -FC2 - NS2 
ACS + B - KCS AS2 + KC2 -OS + LC -ES + MC -FCS + H + NCS 
DC - LS OS + LC R u IC + PS 
EC - HS · ES + MC u x JC + QS 
-Fc2 - NS2 -FCS - H + NCS -IC+ PS -JC + QS AC2 + KS2 
-FCS + H + NCS -FS2 - NC2 -IS - PC -JS - QC ACS + B - KCS 
-- - - --
-IC - PS -IS + PC v z -DC + LS 
JC + QS JS - QC -z y EC - MS 
where 
C = case 
s = sine 
-FCS-+-NCS IC - PS 
-Fs2 - NC2 IS + PC 
IS - PC v 
JS - QC z 
ACS - B - KCS DC + LS 
AS2 + KC2 OS - LC 
-OS - LC R 
ES + MC -u 
-JC + QS 
-JS - QC 
-z 
y 
-EC - MS 






Y le L 
z-
xl S L 
-2-
X e L 2 1 
10 
X e L3 1 
120 




X a L 2 1 
10 









































e2 L 2 
3 
5 e L 2 
--w 







c -s 0 0 0 0 0 
s c 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 (QT) = I 
0 0 0 0 c -s 0 
0 0 0 0 s c 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A= (YleL/2 - XIL/2 + e2L2/6) m 
• • .. .. 2 
B = (-xleL/2 - YIL/2 - el /7) m 
C = cose 
D = (-XleL2/10 - Y1L2/10 - 4eL31105) m 









A AC - BS 
B AS + BC 
D D 
E E I 
F FC - GS 




F = (Y 1eL/2 - i 1L/2 + e2L2/3) m 
• • .. .. 2 
G = (-XleL/2 - YIL/2 - Sel /14) m 
H = (XleL2/JO + YIL2/JO + 13SL31210) m 
I = (-xleL31120 - YIL31120 - eL41210) m 
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OF le SAY •IS&l•I •le THIS llfAllS THAT 1a•1&aLI! 
• HAS 81!fl. Fl&l!D .. D THI! WALUI! llE GI 11'1!11 
llll'LICl1 •EAL•al --··-I 
CDIO .. WCSTff'IFC IClo •&alltlll ••"1• Ill •DEL TH 201 oOIELllWl ZOh 
I raa1ZhlUof'H.lollo•llTllAC••AT•aollASlllllh 
2 NFllAXo .. L&lo.lllllWo•&T11&.atFLA&•llD•EP,11£•Fl••• 
C0""11.,a~LSS,FLl•aaF•k••ELGF•lllETMD•KlLCP•CD•OF•~A•IT•L£8U• 
I ll&S ... olUUf'O 
CORllD.,CD&ll'Flll !Olhft !ODI aYSIGC !DOh•TS 
CO• ... A•••C•D•T•l•PH•• ... 2•DP~•U2eTH!e~4•PleIPRINTaL~ 
EsTll'NAL FUI& 
DATA lll oLf'iSoAI' 
llfTMl~UCI! CDIST&aT llFDllioATIDa AllO w•Llol!5 OF Tf!E 
1<1111• l'All&llETEllS 
f'I ....... DAT•••i.ooe• 
DTll • l'lillllollDO 
•TD • 1 llo GOOif'I 
...... -. 
IUflllWI • 7 
OPMD • aoOllO 
TOUD • .HoOOI 
THI • TlllO • Olll 
T.lt:SD • SO..•D 
TH:S • TH:SO • DTll 
D • llolDD 
1 ... 111, •• 
l•ITl-.111: 00 LOOI' TD FllD SOLUTIONS FOO THI! DIFFER.ENT 
IM.ut;S Of Tiit: OSc:l\UTloti &•&&£ DPHD . 
.... -.. 
DD 1010 &11•1•11111 
CALL SUB•OUTl•E .STSEl' FC• ILLOCATIOI llEllD•Y OF ARRAY 
lftllQDUU THE WIPIATIDll Cf Df'HO 
l•TllDllUCE HITIAL lr&LU!S OF lllllC•O•S 
CALL STSET 
D"' D • Of'HO + Zt IDI 
01'11 - o ...... Dlll 
IF I 1111 oG lo II GG f D lllll 
F•ll • lo4lllllDC 
Fii I • llo!l262aDO 
FIS I • So52IOIDD 
Fl41 • IS. ODD e llTI 
FCSI • 9SoODI • CTa 
FIAi • l!leDDD • lT• 



















PlllllY OUT lllPUT JllFQll ... TIOll 
11a1 Tt: (LP• 2001 
FOllMT I »tit 
11•1• u.P.·2111 
FllllMT 11111 
••lTI I U'o2121 
FllltlllA'' c s,a.• 111 .. u":'t•FD••U JID .. ' 
••IT£ ILPo21U 
FORM1 ISl&e~XAllXJ1aa&Ju1axa1• I 
11a1 TE C U 1olll I 
••IT! CLPo2 .. t 
FORRA1 f65X•••UKl•••ll 
•HT£ I LPo2151 •l•llll 
FQallAf UJ&ol51 
•Rllt: (LPo2D&I 
lllllTI I LPo 2001 
FOfU•11 110.1,•c11oa .. PAllAl'fTIEAS•a 
•Ill TI! I LPo 20' I 
Fa• .. , 145 ••• o•. 1•.1·· '"10• • llX•. THJD •• 11• ··DPHD •• , ' 
•IUfE C LPo2UI D o TH ID o THJ D o DP.HG 
F0111111 U5&o4F l!h5 I 
••IT£ I LPo 2111 
•ltl TE I L ... 215 I 
FDltMT ISt&o'Ulllt_llD .... a&OETt:llS'I 
11alTt: C LPo2141 
FOAM 1 c JT.a ............. i•·. c•. 9&. •u20 •• , ... •u•o•. , ••.• ""20•. 61 
1• • tlH41• •It 
I' l • FC el • RT• 
Y2 • ·FC II • aTe 
TJ • FIU • llTD 
Y• • FC 'Pl e RTD 
lllllTE I LPo2l51 lfl llol•h51 • fl o Tll • 19 o 14 
215 FDltNT CJlllel'Fl0•41 
c STlllT CILLlllG SUlllUllT lllES ro SOLVE 05 QPlllllZ( SEI Of ECIUlflD•S 
c 
c 
ltOllDF • I 
a~t.OF • I• OD•Oe 
111111& •• 
llTRAC • D 
111'1 S • llUllUll 
•v • tl\lfMJ'• 
DO SO .l•h ... fS 
.,,,,, • o.ooo 
'fSIGc .II • lo ODD 
SO COllT.1_,E 
C llllTllLILE lllllllUIADT' S llETHOD 
c 
&llJIK 41 • JOoO • OTR 
&Mal( 41 • , •• • DTlt 






1111111LIZ[ Gauss-111111011 llETHDm 
llETHD • 0 
CALL STU•T IFUllKI 
1000 CDllTltaJ' 
llltlTI I LPo201t 
STOI' 
, .. 
C aa1 a.1 u aa1aa.1&a•11a·a.i :u •••••• u a-& &&a ax.ax a•• 1ax.1a.1a:a x.11 a.1.1.a&aa.aaaa11 
C aaau u aaaa1x11.1 ••••• •• a1:a1aa u. •• a11Ja..a.111.11a&a11.aa x:a1 aaa1aaaaaaa1. 
c 
SUBMl&ITlllE FUlll< (FITlll 
c 
C TttlS SUllRDUTlllE HlS THE Sr:t OF ECIUAT lDllS ID 
C DE OPTJlllZP 
c 





























& • LE•GTH OF lllPUT &..1111. • u•tr11D•M 
8 • L!,.G1H OF C OU~l.~R L lllk • u•NO:•tl 
C • LEllG1H OF 01.TPllT Ulllt o LIONDllll 
0 • LE•491H OF F JaEO &.. l•s • IC~O•N 
DPHoDF+tD • OSC ILLIT-11111 AlllOL£ OF OUTPUT LlllK 
l<llD•. • a ao 11115 • .., DE(,. EE s 
PH•oPH4D • lllTEllllL lllGULAa PDSITIOto &T CO•FIEuRATl.ON 
IV Of· OUTPUT LIW-. e .Ull&IU:i•• • lll&OIA-lllS ••0 
DE(OltHS 
PH2oPH41D • lllfERllAL lllGULAR Pl>SITIOll &T CDllFIGURATIDll 
II OF DUTPU1 LlllK e U"""°"" o IUDllltS AllD 
DEGlllES 
f'ITll • FUllCTIOll VALUES a FlHllll 
THloTH10 • lllTE••IL AllCLE OF lllPUT LINK U CDllFIGUAAflDll 
Ii o CllQllll o llAOI AllS a .. o DEGREES 
U:lo~D • llHlllUll TRA as•ISS IOll ••GLE • •n•••D•ll • 
RIDI UIS 11111 Dl&AE ES 
41401140 • Tlllll!lllSSIDl ANGLf IT CO•FlGURATID• IV • 
UllKllD• ., I ADllllS 110 DE (,REE 5 
P 1 • SfllllGL FOii Pl 
LP • DUTPLT 
.... 1111 • p1111111111G F LaG • FD• tP•110 ·''• o t11E11E Is 
110 l'RlllTlllG . 
JllPLICJT ltllL•&I ..... a.z I 
DVIEllSJO• FllOl(ll 
Cll"llO.,CSTIPlf'( 2CI ·••o&u201oa .. 1111 ZOl oDELIXC 201 •DEl""' ZOlo 
I E••c2c.21••FOIJ••v.NTRAC.ltATRi.MASK,201• 
2 .,. ......... ULe.JWIR ··••Tlll, •llFLac; ... o"EP.c:ERFLelC• 
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• . :c .. 
.. • .. 
" • : .... 
., .. .. 
..... ;;: .. 
.. . .. .. 
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.. 
lJ g .... ~ ...... 
.. ... ·~ 
.. .. .... .. 
::i ~ .. :: 0 
"' 
0 
~ u ~~! . 
.. .. " ..... .. 
• 
t IC•• I .. f. • ..... .. 
noa w .. .. 
I o;i.:~ .. t: 
... ... • .. It .:I • I 
.. .. . .. . .. 
• z •:t0-1• .. .. lit ... z • •• ., .. 
.. .. ....... 
.. .. ..... . .. 
.. .. .. .. 
•• 
. .. • .. .. ::0 ...... C I I 11i4 ta • 
• =~= ui~ •• : • • Ill .. .... 
: I;; a 
--.... :I I I I I I I I -........ ,. •O .... 
0:!1:•~ I ::w ............ f .. • "'N" 4 •w ,_. 
• .... I I I I I I I. 111;111 :: i ! 
• I ... !: I ~· ...... ===:t:~ ... ! :1 .. 





























































aaaax u 11111.a11.a ••••• u 11.•••• a1.ax•1.1. •••••••••• a1a1.a11.xaaa.aa.1x1:uaa 
• • K PaKaaa F08 lllE S W&JtoU IS OF a· FOU••aA ... PL8llE llECHAalSll K 
• •• • n•rzA no• 1EC1111111Uu • 
• Naaua•Dl • s llETHOD • 
a 5AllSS••E11lO• 1tE1HllD a 
a CRA•o< .. DCICl!a K 
K GHEa ... o IPH o PM A•D 0 It 
• • 



















a EL DI' 
... 
M&Slt 
• LEaCi~T Ill' JllPUT Liii& o UNClllO•M 
• LE&CilH _. CIUPLER Ll&a • U&&•O•M 
• LE•GlM IF OUTPUT Lllllt o L&o<&OW& 
• LEllGTM IW F l&E9 LDC o UID .. 
• l•TE .. AL AllGULaa l'OSITIDa &T COWIGUll&TIO• I OF 
OUTPLT Llllll • uacaa ... ll&Ol&llS ••o D£GAEES 
• l•TEA•A&. Ulc;uL&& PllSITIO• AT CDllFIGURATIOll lW ~F 
OUJPlT LI• o CMD• • ll&OJAllS AMD DEGREES 
• l•TEHIL U5UL•• PDSITIO& ., ca•FIGUll&TIOtl II OF 
l•Ul Liii& o UM&llO•ll · o IUOJl.llS 11111 OEIOllEES 
• DIFFllllllCE •T•EEa .. H. &Ill> '°":Z o ICllD•ll 
• lt&&l•U• TUURISICIN AMOLi ~ u•&ilil• 
• '°l.alot:TP· Pl UIU&L TO ••i:ATAllC J.oOI 
• IUlll•UR T aa •SltlSS IDll &llGLE • 1<110•11 
• PAaA•ETEll Tl CDllWEllT Ot:CiAEES TO RAOl&llS o IT IS 
E•UAL tO Pl11ee . 
• PlllAICTEI •o :011wur· ••DllllS TO DECOllEES • IT IS 
E8UIL TD Ut,PI 
• au11ora OF ••••o .. s 
• l•ITHL sa..UTIOllS FO• u••llO••S • l'lllUllUU 
..... , .. Mi OUTPUTS FllOR SllEPI • IHT•a • 0 • 110 PRlllf.l•co 
• SUll °" sauaus • '"' SotlLLEll Ptll TKE 110111 ACClltlAIE 
THE SOL UT 10 IS 
• Pal•llaG OUTPUTS FaOll $TIPt o •TlllC • 0 o •D flalaTlllCi 
•TRAC IGT• I o Pa.111TllG 111.L Of' TttE ITEIATIO•S 
• PLIC FGll NlllTlmG WALUES OF FITfl 0 ll!"R oGTo D 'fHE•E 
&RE ••1"11"' 
• FUMCTUI• HLllES o FITlll 11 
.• ACCUHoCT FD• ClllWEllCiE.CE 
• llUROP Of' ITEl&TIOllS CAIHIED OUT O'f tttllllilllli DPHD 
• TME VALUE Of TllE IJlllCWO•ll CAii OI FlaED ay &SSIGNl&Ci 
11•s·a a v•Lul oF 1 • saw. ••sa1s1•1 • THIS l'IE&Ms 




l""LICIT ·aEIL•OI &-Roe•&-' 
tDMllD.,CHE"'Fl l&lokllUIZetoa"1al 211 oDILTltl aet.DELltlll Zlh 
I 1••121•211 •FGa.le llW ••1'a&C,Uta1,NAS&t 201• . 
:I •F"JletWU '• ...... ''•&Ta& •KPLAG••OREP,ttE •f'L•K• 
CO•"ll IV&LSJ,FLA•• oFllU• •ELDFo IETHDol< IL~ oCORDF ollAKI T oLEOUo 
I l'IKS ....... . 
C:llRaa..,coat,Flfl .......... o'f Sllil IOOh•TS 
CCIRaDa AoOoCoOoT•l oUI ... 114o0PH ... ll:Z•U l •Plo•'°RoLP 
I: •TEil llAL F Ull& 
DAT I 111 oLP'!l•a' 
c l•TllOOUCE coilSTU·Y lllFDHATIOll AllD WILUl!S OF THE 
C ""°"" P&llllii:tEaS 
c 
c 
P-1 • ••ODD • DIT 1111loeD11. 
DTa • Pl1l80oDDe 
aTO • &•DoeDO,PI 
....... 
• Ul'IUll • • 
....... ··-· O • l lo IGI 
,.H4D • 40olll0 
..... • ...... • OT• 
IUD • SSoODO 
UI • Ille • DTll 
C llllTI&LIZE DO LOOP ID F l•D SOLUTIOllS FOii lttE l>IFFERElll. WILUES 
C OF THE OSCILLITIO& H&E Dl'MD 
c 
•••••• 
OD 1800 &&•lo•llll 
c 
c CaLL 5UUOUTl•E. STSET FD• aLLC:C&TIOll .. E .. DR'f OF •••• , 
C lllTllODUCE fHE llllllTIO. OF llt'MI 
C llllla)DUCE IMITl,llL WILUES OF UllllllO•llS 
·C 
CALL STSl:T 
DPKD a DPtlO • 2oCDI 
DPH • DPHO • D1'11 
IF lo<k oGTo 11 GC YO 111 
Fl I I • 0.1009 llS l+ll 
Flit • 0.·121!UISD+U 
Fiii • lo1711:ZllD+C:Z 
Fl• I • ao. ooe 
Fl41 • l't 41 .e DJS 
FCSI • 40.-GDO 
FlSI • FCSI e DTI 
F&•t • SGoODe 
Flit •Flit• DTI 
IH COflTIWE 
c .. 
C PlllllT DU1 l.""Ul JllFOllllA T-IOa 
c 




IH P"llllMI I •t11 
•••n 1 Ll'•llat 
ID& P"llllMT &1111 
•Rift IL"•21ZI 
Ill P"lll"U IStao•lMl'UI HF8RIOATIO•I 
••ln 1 Ll'ollJI 
IH FGa"il , ••••• aaaU:lUUla&•••I" I 
••1n a Ll'o21& a 
aRl'IE l Ll'olMI 
2M f'CM:tlll'I casa.~•uNw•.,1 
••In a Ll'o2111 •i.Rllll 
201 FllllMT 16S&olSI 
••In 'LPoZll 1 
•RlT[ lL"•l•I 
:118 FllltlU T c IO&o • tlMO ... l'a llA ~T[RS 0 1 
alllll'. l Ll'o Ziii . 
2H FO.Mt 145.1.•e•e141••fltfit0••Sl1.ti•u1D• el2A••DPHD•e'I 
•Rift l L"•2IOI II o P'4 40 o U ID • 0""0 
Zit FllltQJ 155ao•Flloll 
aRl1t U.PoZ8&1 
•Rill! I Ll'oZUI 
au F08IO&l ······U•1t•O•• PIUIO!Tt:Q• 1 
•IT! I Ll'oZl•I 
21• FOlltU.1 ••2&a•a•. •1.·•••. ••••<•• ••••TH1•. JJ1.•ua•a ••••Pff2••'' 
........ 
11 • ff ZI 
tD • Fl !U 
IHIO • Fl•t • •TD 
UZC • Fiii • •TO 
l'H20 • F&ll •• ,. 
•Rift ILPoZISI Ito ID• CD o T'41D o U3D • l'H20 
21.S FORMT IJ6aolFlOo•I 
( , START CALl.ll•5 SUflllDUTl•E TD SOLVE Allt 10J11J10JZ£ SET OF fUUITIO•S 
c 
c 
ltllDF • a 
•ILDF • hllD-11 
... , .... 
•TRAC • I 
•PIS • •v•u• 
... 1111-
10 II .l•loWtS 
"'"'' ... , .. 
Yll51 .JI • lolDI 
II ClllU_,1 
c I•ITIALIZI .... uu1•ut•s aETHOD 
c 
c 
••I• SI • lloOOO • DTI 
....... SI • 90..0DI e lfl 
CALL Sl!l'T I FUIHll 




CllLL n1Pt IF .. al 
HM C•tllllll 




































SUalllltlr l•E FUMC IF 1Till 












• Ll•5HT IF J ... UT L bl. o UIOtl•D•ll 
• Ll1151H DF CGlll'LE• LI•• o UllK•D•• 
• LE•51H IF DUll'Ul LJMI. • ~•1.•U•• 
• LlllCTH W F 11<10 L 1111 e .k Ml .. 
• I•tEl•AL .. 5UL&a l'OSITJOa AT CD•Fl~URATIOtl II OF 
DUTl'"t LI• o U .... o llAOIA•S Allll OECill£IS 
• .l•tln•L ••c;ULAI POSJ uoa AT co•FI40URUIDfl I• OF 
DUTl'lT LI ............ ••c1••s ••o Dl5aEES 
• I•fllll•AI. UWL&I P:ISIT.IO• al CDllFic;URITJOll II OF 
llll'Ul Ulllt • U•&llOllll o 11ID1&115 IND DEC.REES 
• DllFFlaEllCI eETaEE• l'H4 &aD l'H2 o kllD11• 
• IOA&llOU• TIA llSIOISll• & llCil.l o UIUtllOtrll 
• P••Afl!TEI Pl EIUAL JD ••O&T&lll 1001 
• "INllOU• TIU aSfllSS IOM AllliLE o 1t•O•ll 
• FUllClJOll NLllEI • l'IT,.t 11 
IN'UClt llllALall A-ol.,Z I 
D l•l•llO• F lfllt 11 
CD•IODlllCSTEl'IFIZCI .... u1201ou•1111201 oDELT&I 20lo0ELIOlll20h 
l E•••2·0.211 oFOB.lo.llVo•fll&CoNt•a. .. •su201o 
Z •FtUX oHF L& To.Ji&• Yo •&T•AoltFL&IOollDllEPo l.E llFL• t:a 
COii..,• a.a.c.o.T111.uz ~ ""•o"" tl'H2.u a.P I••"lit•L" 
A • F 111 
•• Fl21 
t • FIJI 
TllJ. • Ft41 
uz • ~ 51 
l'IQ ...... 
l•TRDDUCI Sit OF EUU&TIOllS FOii Ol'lJfllZ&TIO• 
&I • Pt12 • OPH 
ll2 • PHI • Pl 
&J • otOSI PK2t 
a& • DCOSI Utl 
F iTIO( II • al • I'll• 
FITN 21 • U:t • THl • Q 
FITN 11 • c • osi11cua1 - D. DSI•UtCll 
F 1TIH41 •a • Oii!DC*OSQ•TcCeeJ.0••2-;.0DO•C•l>•131 
l • OeSD,•DS~RT CC••Z•0••2~2• OOO•C•DeDCDSc ftH41 I 
Fl.fNSI ......... a. 90•2. C•:t • 2oMIO••eC••• 
F 1.T N al • l l+&l•DC891 Tit 11 • a + Ceas 
IF ..... sr. II ••UllLPollOl KFU•••1oc•1.11 
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&Ka U &X l&a&ala&a &XllJl && la&ll& ll&& II& 111.&&&&&1.kll&&.l 11&&1 l&.&ll&&•X& 
·a a au•••••••••••••••• •a 111111 •••• a.11111aaaa111.1.a.11x11a.11111aa11.1aaa 
SU8111111fl•I ,.,. c.iPTollWo&o'I 
C TMIS IS a DIM•T Wl!RSla• llf' SUallOUT lllE 'CF ... 
C A llV.:,DUMI VlllSIO• OF F• I •AY al USl!D C DPJIDllALl.Y I TO SUP'PLY 
·C TD fl&lll HLllll ., Tt« FUlt 11011 al!llK F 11Tl!ao lllSTE&D OF USl•G A 
C "*'U•ot- Sll&llOUT-l•E Ta ff TMISo THE USE OF "°"& Rf:UUIR£S 
c suasTAWfULLY •o•E ·awUIHEAI TIME DUlllllG EldECUllOlh •UT sa~s 
C CDllSIDERULE STD•AGI IY llOT llE.UllllllG Thill THE JACDIUll fl&Tlll .. Po 
C 91! S'IOllEa9 TllE "lllt-11a111 UCo:AGI REllUl.RS THE USE OF FCIC'&o 
c TD SEE 111111 TD illE ............ I'll F&o SEE THE u sn llG OF ..... . 
c 
c 




c aaauu111aaa1aa.a1a1.au·aa1aaa 1.1a.aaaanaaaaa111a;aiaxx1.1axaaax1aaaaa 
C ••••••••••••••aaaa.aaaJ11&1aaaa1aaa1aa1aaaaaa1111aa1a11a1·1.aaa1a1aaaa 
c 
suatlDlllT 1111! CALC• '""' ... •LP'Ck I 
c 
c TlllS IS • _,, 11111111• "' sue••"''"' ·c1&.c:a. 
C A ••llllMY lllEllSIDll et Clll.CD ll&Y IE USEC IDPTIOllAl.LTI TD SUPPLY 
C Te •UI m ll1111•11All' DllAU11C lrALUEI OF T .. ELIM:•TS D' Tiii' 
c ... cae1u llATllUo l•Sf&&D OF :aLCUL&TIJIG THEii USlllG Fl•ITE 
C DIFFDllE1lCl!So •ST llSEllS USE FINITE DIFFE•EllCEI llOST OF THE TJ01£o 
-C Te Sft 110 TD llSE A Mll .... DUPMI CALCDo SEI THE· LlS'IIi11; OF OIAllGo 
c 





















a aa a.a 1a a11JE&&a1a aa au u u1x11 ua1aa1 a.1.aaaa.a1.1.a a.aaaa-aaa.aaaaaaaaaa&a 
SU8llOUT 1111 111111111 '" i.• oY olrS IGo IPTS oF lloFITSv oP'oLPCOl. t 
IUollU 2oT &olloSolo SlANllAll• Fo•r••• 
CDP1'Rl4iHT IC I l9FS .i.. ... CHHDLl!ll 1 
.IULT &S7S 
I 
.ie Po OIANDl.Ell &•O LEON .. .ilCl<SOlh 
a&PAllTAlll1 OF COAf'UT lllG &aD l llFOllllA1'10fl SC lt:MCES 
lll<LAMOOll !TATE UlllWE•SITh STILL•&lEll o Ot<LAHOOIA F4074 
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APPf:CXIMAlE SCLUTIO" '1 "•E•O o Yl142MJ 
• ~AL.UE OF X AT "HICh SCl.U11C1' IS CESJs;.Eo 
& TCLE.l'ANCE FOR EPS:OR ccn ~C:.L I" 0\IEli!( 
~ sua~·cuTtf\E Fero: EVlt.l..lJATIP-tG •u· .. CTICNS ..... OVEQK 
...... OICAT'ow FOD SUE~CUT lft.E D,,£CI( 
c -QQKSPACf MAT"IX FOR C\'E~K • wr•c~.9) 
s E~ACJ: FAm-•·•ETfF FO~ overac 
l=>PI Nll NG ~AOAWETE:> • !TEFS CHCSEP. F0'10 ·op Jh"T ING OJT P~T 
~UMBER Cf STem:;s IN SCL~JhG SYSlEN CF EQUATIONS 
~ .. E .. tJSI .. G THE ·suSl'Cut l .. E JC DC so 
s PQfNllN~ ~A~41f~TER • !1E~S CHC!E~ FO~ ~Rl"'TlNG aJTPUl 
~ htJ"BER OF FIRSt tl>OER L1"E•R DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIO .. S 
': "'"MBf'q OF n.c:.r. IN LC(AL CCCRCl,,.A.1ES ,, 
., £1'RQt:; ,-LAC FCS: SuR.-OU1 INE ·[Vf'QI( 
• CCUhlE~ FCq l~F USE CF s~e~CLTJNE· FC~I 
,,.PL.IC IT REAL•at A-H, c-z.) 
OJME~SICh 1Wk(201 , wK:£2D1 
OJ•ENSJC .. Xlf.t!LCl·.st. CYf:.C(8eB) • STIFLtB.ai .• Frr:vE(ISJ 
Dl"'fNSICN PPX( 7t • S:FYt 7) , ACX( 7) e· AC~: 7t 
DlME"'SICh XL1{3) t, Xflll5t3) , TH!i:3J , 0"5t3J , AL~C!) , CSAC3t , 
I Ell(:!t , ¥111;[3) • VY(3t • C.AJl(:?t • C"Yf.31 , .ll.,1~(3t 
ot11E111.s10 .. e1:3.e.·e1 • E"2t:?.e,a1, E3tJ.e.e> 
OlNEh.!IC~ ITC20J ,·JE(ZOJ • A14E(~4e24J e $9tA<2•e20t , 
I J!:lil'A-$6( I092Ct • GYQOG(20e201 • STIFGl2f),20I , 
2 FCS:VEGl20J , trr.eCllNIH20J • Nf'C\JNC(2CI , Y(22) 
OJ MEtrtSIGflli FCA'IEI C2&J .. CC2L I e •( lt:.9J 
DJMEN!trNFCJ;VER-(111 • JCJf'·ASGR:llellJ, G'U~;JCG~;11,111 • 
I SllF-Gj;(ll•ll} e LS:(fl J •LC( Ill , 122(!) 
I 
OIME~!ICN &X,&(21 • EXYB(~t 
01-eNS l'J" x••!Gc:e,e, , cvRcc.c.ui.e1 • ~TtFGCt.t:t.9> ,. Fa-11e-ct.e> 
•tte.11> : · 
COM'4n'-i1SUB l/O"fl:i ,~TD, lt-t l~ ,c; l JC ,g tY·, S:2X .11:1!2Y •r:;3x ,c:!.., ef:4X .~•Y, l'HZD, 1..,~0 
CCMN'Jh,SUE2/t~l.ALl.c-?,&l~.c~~.•L? 
C Oll»C f\ ,SUP.12 I jA, £8 ,c C. eOC, TH I • f .. 2, l t-3 
CCMfl90N,SUB3,R J ,A.£ 
CC~VC~IBl2/~f0J,.~~M2~ 




EXT E"'i'- IL F C".J 







qFAO ... AND wrtt·l'E CUT Tt-E C.IVEN •~Fos;w1i11c ... 10 CARRY ClJT ALL OF 
THE Rf,UIREO.CALCULAlJC~S 
O£AD tl~1l~OI .. UlfEL 
190 FC~MAT (41&:·.?DlOeOI 
A£-AO ( It... I !3 l •I .. , 
I NU .. 51 
1!3 Fc~••T ce1•.2c10.01 
• ~U~! e NuP e ~UV£L• • STEDCf e XMA e X•l 
•• ., • ""'U"9LU • lfrtD", LIL e. h2,. • .11.J 
X., TOL 
q£AO CJ..,,l~!I AA •FE • CC • 00 '· TtitO • t::•,l , ALI 
l!! FOF•&.t l•020.o • .1,301t:.o• . 
oc· l L.:t, ... UMfLlll 
RfAO (l,..el~'J 'IM5(LI • CSA:Lt e E-fl ... ) e XVISCL) 
l~e FC~•A1 [4015.0I 
I CCP..Tlfll.\.E 
:::t:FAO ( ta..i1lfDJ ll'J'(LJ •l-st,"'2"1 
RfAC :JN·,·t~OJ (l'!!(t.,l,L•1,tt2WJ 
tell FC""Al 120121 
ac 3 L• 1,,,..1,;Mecu 
J;;EAD t l"-,ll3) LRCLJ , LClL J 
lf3 FO~MA1 (21.•• 
3 CCNllNUE 
RE &.O ( JJl.,165) (Y(Ll •Lat •LIL) 
tt! ~OPMAl t•o20.o.1,•02·c~'•'•~~20.o., •• 02t.01 
•C:ITE CLFe25CJ 
l'!O f:OctMAT t I t·U I 
wo11e tLJ:.2fl I 
2!1 FC~"Al ,,,.,, 
llfQ I TE [LP •·2.!2) 
11'!2 FCFfl'Al (60X,.•h.i_P-\,;T O'l••t 
WC: I T'E" (LC ,2~3 t 
2!'3 fOJ;:MAT :bOX,'JIXJIJC.XXJCJl):X' 1 
WRITE (Le_ _ ,251) 
WOtTE CL"•2~f:I 
256 FOJOMAT c19x, • NJMEL'. 11x, • twuMS.',, 1 •, • ... u~ •., 10)[, • ... u,.a. .. •, ex. •sTEPOE • 
lel1JC,•JJ14A•et2Xe 1 JCtll 1 •') . 
WAITE (LP12S7) M .. MEl. • h&.i,,S , MJP , "U•EL" ·• STEJ=OE ,· XNA , X.Ml 
2!7 FD~ .. Al (17X115e10JC.el5el0Xef51.IOX,J~,!Fl5.4) 
WCITE CLP,CSll 
•OITE :u=.2se J 
Z!I! FCF:MA.1 c1aJ1.•J111J11•, 7x,•11t2"•· s.x.•,.t.wecu•., tx,•1t11c•, 7x, •LIL'• 7x. 
t•N2N•, 7Xe'..ll.J'• f,X,'"'J•s1•. 6)C.•)•, f,),•TCL•1/) . 
•l=ITE (LFe2S.:;) WI"'• ~:? .. , "!J .. 80U , INC • LIL , ,.2N •· Jl.J , 
I h\-NSI , 'x • TOL 
~~~ FD~~A1 :1oa,e110,F10.1,012.~·J 
Ws:illE ::LDe251) 
wOJ·TE (LPe2f:CI 
2~0 FC~lo!AT :28)(, ••••• 1ox; ,•ne• .1~x. •cc •,IQJ1;,•Co•;10)., '1Hl0 1 • ·8)[.,•0111111'. 
19X,•A.Ll'.,I 
•CITE" (LP • .CflJ A~, EE a CC •DO • lf'ilC , Clll e •Lt 























00 30 Lat ,hU.,FL" 
wPl1[ (L~•2t:!J '"~(L..J , C!•CLt , fll(LJ e X"l~ll I 
F0~MA1 :~3x,4c1~.~) 
CD .. Tlhl.E 
wP l TE (LP.Z!.l I 
wPITE (LPeZf'~l 
FQqMAT (58Jl,•T~E •tT• VE(TC~ 1 ell 
WOITE (LP.~ft) (IT(Lt1L=1.uz11t 
•l!ll'IE U .. F,2!1 t 
wR I TE CLP t26? I 
FC~~AT :58X, 1 1HE "18• vec10~··'' 
WAITE (LP.2t:f. t ( letL I •L:icl •"'~-'> 
FQIUll'A1 ( ~ll.2Clf I 
WA I TE (LP, 2!10 l 
WP11E (LPe2~11 
~ ITE CL~ e261! I 
FCQ~AT :5!SX1 •eOUh.CAQY l'.:CP-OIT 10"'15 1 ,~.~9-, ".Lf:', EJl,•l...C' •'' 
00 33 l =l •"'U"P.CU 




WQ I TE (L.P ,z7z) 
FIJ0'4AT <•e••'"ECTOP 'r(!...1 c~ l~ITl-L cc .. ::tTtc ... s•.,) 
CO 36 Lei 1Lll· 
W"JlE l·Ll',Z7!l .. ILi 
FD~~AT (55XeDl5.41 
CCNTl .. LE 
IhT~OOUCE CC~ST•~T l~FC~MATION 
~t ~ •.coc • CATAN~1.cno1 
OTP• P1,1eo.ooo 
RTD = l~0.000-'PI 
NUVS£L a NU~EL • 2 
M.A~ls:; 11 1112W - h.UWBCIJ 
•ASIC : WA.SI r; - 3 
XLTtlt a AA 
XLllU • ee 
XL1C3) • CC 
00 SO L=1tiNZW 
NBC\.INR CLJ· z C 
N8C'Ul\IC (L 1 z C 
50 cr· ... ;1 lNLE 
DD 95 Lst 9 H .. WF0t. 
NROUNQCLD(LI) a LS?(L :t 
NBCU,.C a.c (L,, ~ L.C (L) 
~5 CONTINL.E 
00 60'Lclefll2M 
~o &o •=• •"2" 
X•AS~tleltl • OeOCO 











Sl IFGlleMt • C.OCO 
e,c C"C .. llNl[ 
UNI s C•I • 2.oo~•Pi1~1~oco 
XENC2 • tSJfPDE o OTRllC~I 
00 70 L•le•I• . 
DO '10 lt:steMJll' 
A .. E (Le W J • OeODO 
70 CO .. TUu.e . 
00.71 L•l•t; 
CCLI a OeODO 
71 CONTl .. ll! 
INFCP•ITIC~ FCA OGEAP 
HG s i .oc-·09 
TOLG s I• OC;~CS 
MET .. : ~ 
MJTE~ a I 
·INDEX : 1 
INJTl-L17~ CC-LCCP TH~J~~r ·~TEDOt• CF l~PLT Ll~k MOTJO~ 
00 100 t•I •NCJlllS 
XENOI • XE,..DZ • IJIFLOA 1[ l J 
xEP..D • xe,_,ca-
c ... LL. L•RGC 
i:tPJC(11 s RIX 
PPYC 1.) z s;1·y 
ACX(l J = C.OOC 
ACY( I I ~ Ce CCC 
CALL PIEOI .. 
TH!( I I • THl 
TH~U.l. • ·y_,z 
TH5(3t· z TH3 4 Fl 
O•~(IJ = Ottl 
o•sce> • C•? 
CN~(31 = C•3 
A.L5(1J•ALI 
AL5(2J . AL~ 
-L~Cll = Al3 
Wt :i= OaOC.0 
.. = 0 
00 II~ J=l.~~~SEL 
K, ~ K t & 
Q2 : JI: .A - J; J 
Al a XIII + s; 1· 
c ALL A CCI=' -ex CK' ,ACY 'K, • t 11 l • AL I • ~ lX. ~I y. s:o2x. R2' y ,.PPir:. (Ii<: J. 0P'r ( K J • 
·1 PPX( JC+ I I t PPY ( K+ 1 t 1 AC JI (I(+ 1 ) •-'CY ( 1(-f J JI 
115 CONTlhlE 
AJCYA(I) • F~xuc:"+1 J 











RI • O.OCO 
~O II~ J•l•~~•SEL 
K s K t I 
A2 a ••a - Al 
R.t • a•I· + Jil 
CALL ACCPtACX(KJeACY(kJeCW~ 1 AL2 1 ~~-.~2' 1 ~3)1~3~.~~X(kl1PPY(Kl1 
IPDX(K+ll 1PPYCK+l l1AC)((K+ll1ACY (I(+ 111 
llf COfrtilfhlE 
IJJllYB( I) :s DDX(ll:;+ II 
9XY9C21 a FPY[K+I) 
qi • o.ooc 
00 117 .J2l1hU~S£L 
K : IC • I 
11;.2 • Xlfi'A· - A I 
RI s X•J ·+ S:OI 
CALL A (('P ( AC JI' (KI 1 ACY I KI 1 C tr.13 1 AL3 1 t:; ~ X 1S::·JY 1 1:4. JI, CiO Y, i: FX ( flC I 1 opy (KI 1 
lPPX:K+J),~l=Y(IC+l l1ACJ:IK+l l14CY(k+J ti 
117 CO~Tl .... E 
Ori 120 .J:&l1fllUfllEL" 
CALL 1us.iiA 1 fXL 1 ..... ,. Tt-5 ( j) ... JifSf J 1 ~ )Ut•SL I 
CALL !KE• (XL'TC.Jt 1 TH~(.J-J,(111~(.Jl1JU·~-( .JI ,c;YJOCJ 
CALL STIFF [XLTCJJ 1 Tt-~LlltX:11115(J11CS•C.J>.EWCJJ1Xw1~:JJ,O"'S(J)1 
l AL5C.111SllFLI 
DO IZl LL•l1f 
DO 121 Jl'll:sl .e 
EtlJ1LL,M~I :s X¥ASL(Ll1¥~I 
E2C.J1LL1•M) •·GY~OCLL1~¥J 
E3CJ1LL1~~J s S11FL(LL.~W1 
l~I CONTlfrrt4..E 
120 co .. 11 .. 1.E 
CALL A!SEWB CHU"EL"·"'ll(ll·•2'•.El .IT .1e.A•E·S"'•·x•ASGJ 
CALL A!SEfllB (NUWEL"'•"l"e·lril2WeE2.ITelBeA .. EeSfrAec:;YQCGi 
CALL A!SE~P (~U~£L~.~1w.w2W.E3.tT.1~.-~E.S.,&.5TIFGJ 
JN l T IAL tze THE F Cl:tlll.\ T ICN CF TH£ F c~ e 'I.EC lC .. FCR EACH 
ELEMEhT A~O FCR THE •EC~A~JSM 


















• - CC•CM3 
s o.oco 
s ACJi:(3i•!>CC:SClH21 + ACY(3J•OSl,,..(Tt·~J 
= - A(JC(~l•DCC!";TH3» -· '-C'WC!'J•O!th:1H3J 
= o. 000 
:r - ACJC.C3t·•DSlfl.(lH21 • ACY(~1•DCCS(TJi21 
s ACJC:C !I •CSIN t lH-3) - .ACY~ 5 t•DCC!C 11-t~ J 














CALL F°Cl:iCE (KLT(J lt1H!tJJ.C1115(.lleAL~st.J te."Xt.Jl.VYl.H .C'AX(JJ •. 
:>O 12• L•lel! 
I( I: Ill • ' 
C AV( Jt tll'WIS.( J) tfC'"UYE I 
.FOAYEICKI • F~\IECLJ 
12• CO""Tl ... l.E 
12! CONT I hl.£ 
CALL F C'~CE l C F C'!HiEI eFO'Hf'EGeFOr: VE CI 
CALL ... ~ED c~2•.••s1~.~~cu~~.N~GU~c •. xw•5(.J1:~•SGPI 
C•LL ~•~ED l~2•eWASl~.~BC~~.NSOU~c.cvco,.GY~OGRI 
CALL ~•~ED ,,.2 ... •ASI ,::,flofl!C\.!'.~s:; .... eouhC.ST IF"(.ST 1FGS:C I 
l.NlTl•t..IZE CC .. Of .. SAT ICN 
FltlriD_ CC .... OE .. !lhG .FA,.•WFTEIOiS FZZ " fXX Al'C FYY • 
CCNOEN~E VECTO~ f(W;.CE Fn-.~E~ TC FC'CVEC 
FZZ z - OTANI THI J 
FX:W s rC-5tN:Tt-:2)•0Sl,_..[TH31-01Ah:lt-ll•OCCS:TH21•:.>~JN( lH3JI' 
I CSlhlT~3-1H2'1 
FYY = (01A~[1Hll•DCOS[TH2J•DCOS{lt-~l-O~JfloflH2J•OCCSCl~311/ 
I CSl~tTH3-TH21 
FOr::\rECllJ s f(IOi\IESO(l I 
FO~VECC21 z FCRVER[2) 
FOS:YEC C3J s FCQVfl:i"(:! t•FZZ•F~fiiVER t. J+For:veqc7 ••FX" +FGS:.VEIH e t•FYY 
FORVEC(4 J • FCQ"EACS I 
F~r:vECC!I s FC~VER[6J 
FORVEC(61: FCAVERl91 
FOD..,EC(7) ~ F~qy£Q(I OJ 
FC~YEC :s) = FORVER( I l J 
CALL. REDUCE (w-.~1,..~A. tC.JIVA.SGF:tX.,ASGC.e•ll 
CALL S:f'CUCE [lf•SIRe .. ._ JCeCY~GGF<eG'WROGC.Wll 
CALL RfDlCE CWASl~eM• IC.STIFG~.SllFGCe•IJ 
1(7 z 0 
CALL OEE-C-lllP C••stc •. • .. •SGC.111ASIC1UL.MASICJ 
CALL OVERK CLIL.eFCNleJle'WeJIENOeTCLel ... DeCtLILe••IEf;J 
IF (lE~ .GT. 1281 GO TO 89~ 
IF (11'0 eLTe C .cq. IE~ eGT._ 0 I GC TC eee 
INITIALIZE THE ~OINTI~~ Cl1 0: THF OUTFUT 
IF Cl ehE • .Jl.JI GC TC ~Ill 
. .Jl.J z .JIJ + h2~ 
llCOITE [LFt2'!:11 
•Pl1E(LPt511j.t;) 
5~c; F"QS'UCAT CS6Jr.·•Jt•e 17Jte •THlO•' 
wS:-lTF tLPef:OCI XE,..Cl • THlO 
6CC FC~~•1 (~3~eCl~e!tFICe3e~I 
'llP JTE (LPe E:O I) 
:!>Ol FCl:.,AT r27x.•TH1C•. ex.•1.-.20•. sx.•1 .. 3c•. ex.••LL'• 9x. ••L3•. -. ••• 






e•ltt (LP.tOZI 1Hl0 e 1'H2'C • Tt-1.JD • AL& • AL.3 • (9'2 • 0•3 
6C2 FOSOlllAT l 20lle ?Fl Z •~ •-' ) 
c 
c 
c Wlf-ltE ILP.elOI 
t:lO FORMA.l c•ox.•ACC!:LERAllC~ CF SClllE ~C:IN1S ... THE' ,, A.NC.,. DIPECT lC ... c 
61Z 
I I . C 
wfll1£ ILP.t121 (&C•(tttrKl.ll'KK•l.NU~t 
lfRJ1'E. (LP.t121 lAC\'lllWKt.KIC.K•leNUJlll 
FO~MAT czea.7F10.21 





616 Ff"'IS:•Al t3aa.•PC'!ITIC'"' Y'F.CTrf;. OF SClfE PCl"l! ,.., Tt-E • "ND '\' DIREC11 c 
1()111~• I C 
Wllltt (LPetl'JJ CS:PX(tctc.KJ.~f"K•l .... U~) C 
·wfillE 'LP,(17l (Dpy;KICK),k.Kic;=l•tllUP) C 
e17 ,-0RlfA1 (~&R.7Fl0.2J ( 
wOITE (LClef2~t C 
629 FORMAT (JJe•tx.•INEi=lTl ... L•-,12.x.•OEfCR•ATIC~•, 9ll.•VE:LOCITY') (: 
DO !00- .Jlll•l eW&SIC ( 
WllUIE (LPef~C t FORVE(CJKl • YC • .IKJ • "fl .,,K+WASICJ ( 
e30 ~CP•AT (33X.3020.e1 t 
3110 CO'<ll ,.t.£ C · 
STC~E !0~£ C•lA CN DISC TC e£ 
USED el' ANCT~£H cs;(Gf:.IU 
wP1TE t10,2ccct ,.,,, en.1e1z1,e1 




WR.fTE( ti .20011 C1H5f Jet J ,ISl=l e3J 
2001 FO~MAT (30l~•el 
Wl:JTf ( 12e2002 I AllYA( I, • .. XYAC21 
WPI TE I u-.2cc21.BUAi11 • EXYe121 
2002 FOlii•.AT t~Cl~•C!• 









T~IO ~ SlEPDE • CFLD-t:IJ 
I CO CON°T I NLE 
..- ni; 11 • .>.2so• 
STCI' 
eee CO"TI "lE 
c HANOL~ f~o eLT. 0 eOJO. tEM .GT. 0 
C JTEW.S THAT ~AY ~ELP CllG~CSE T~E ~S<CEL~W S~OULC EE 
C OUTPJ.T "'ERE < 
c JND.TCL .M2•·• .v t ••• x. .. ec.ci IE' 
c 
wq I TE (LI='. ee~, l ND • IEA 
889·FO~MAT c1ox.211ot 









THIS Sl.IJPOUTINE DETE~•l"E~ THE Dll'ECTICh A•GLES FOR 
COU,EA LIN« AND CUTP\JT Ll""K· CA~f;.1£5 cut -TStANSFCS<JllllATIDN· 
OF -REVCl..UTE S:CSITICN! • DE1Ef:;•INE~ PCS IT ICP,. VECTCRS OF POINTS 
NOTATIChS 
A • I-UT Ll"IC Ll! .... 1H 
B • COUPLEI Llh• LE .. GT"' 
C • Ol. TPUT LIN a LE .. GTH 
0 • P:IX"fD LINK LEf\GTH 
Cl • DEUIEES TD ~&Cl ANS CO .. llEl'T f-01 
CZ • RADJA"5 TO CEGQEES CO .. VEFTEH 
Al.AID : PCSITIC~ A~~LES OF INPU1 LI~~ • ~ADIANS ANO DEGREES 
42eA20 • JllDSITtt~ A~GLES CF OUTP~T LI~~• qADlAhS ANO -D£tGQE£S 
Tt :TIO • CCEFFJCIEN1'S 
EIX.EIY z FCSITJC" VECTC~ CF REVClUTf • 
E2~1E2~ s POSITICN VECTC~ OF QEVCLllE ~ 
E!X.E~Y Z FCSITJCN VfClC~ Of PFVOL~TE E 
E4ll.E4'f = FCSITlt"- VEClCC rF At-VOLUTE C 
JICPL1Cl1' REllL•&CA-tt.c-z• 
CCf.rlllCP,./S .... ~l/C1 .c2'.AI[ .EIX .EIY,f~Jt.E2"1't E3•.E3"1'. E.•)(.£&YaA20.A30 
COlllll!CN/SUB 12/A .-e.c .o .... 1 ... , ... 3 
Al'• AID• Ct 
1NtTJ4LIZE THE CALCULAltCP,.S FO~ Ol~E(llC~ A~(LES £QQ COUPLED 
Ll~K A~D DVTPUT LIN< 
Tl • 01A 
T2 • OJC 
T3 a: t·•••2 - e••2 + C••? + D••21JC2.0D+OO•A•CJ 
,. •• 018 
TS a C<••2 - C••2 - A••2 - e••2•/C2eCD+OC•~•EJ 
T6 a OCOSCAl) + 13 - Tl - T2 • OCCS[•l I 
T7 • • 2e0D+CC • DSl~(AlJ 
19 a 11 + 13 - lleOD~OO + T21 • OCCS(All 
19 • 1• • OC"CS(All + CCCS(Al) + T~ - T 1 
'TIO.• 14 * OCCS(Al) - DCCSCAll + T! -t 1"1 
42 =- 2.00+00. DATA ... ( (-T"? - DS0''1("17••2 - •• co+oc•t9•Tl011.I' 
a c ~.oo+oc•T9 • t 
A.3 z 2.00+00 • 0.&1AN( C-T7 ~ DSOC1l (l7••2 - •• co+oo•i6•T8 I I/ 
l (~.OD+OOtTeJI 
A20 = A2 * C2 
A.30 • AJ • CC 
INJTJAlllE HAl\SfCR•Utll;" T( Fl"D 1'£1'CLUTE Pl:SJT IC" I/ECTOR!. 
Et .x = c.oc+cc 
Et v • c.oo+oo 





































£2Y • A • DSIH( II II 
EtUC • D 
Eo\Y a C:.CO+CC 
£3X a t•I • C•OC.t;:StA!• 






THIS SlBP.0\,TINE. ·OETE~lillllii.E!. TH!: Ah(;t..'l.AS( VfLCC IT IES ANC A ... GULA~ 
ACCELElliATICNS OF CO'.JPLE~ AND OUTP\..1 LlhkS IO:ESJECTIVEL'Y 
NOTATICN! 
02 s FC!511JCh .l._CLE CF INP'1T LINC: • '1101• ... S 
03 ':: PDS1TiCh 4t>GLE CF COuPLEf' LI""..:• SiAOIAJt.S 
0- ~ ~CSJTIC:.h A""CLE Cf OUTPUl LIN" • f:<·ADIANS 
~2 = AhGLLAR V~LCCl1Y OF t~Pl1 ll~• • RAD'S 
ct3 a. Afll:,U...AR VELCCl1'r Of- CCUt=-LE:Sii ·Ll .. IC e R•0.1$ 
R• a A~GLLA~ VELCCITY CF CUT~UT Ll~K • SiiAO~S 
AA2 • ANGULAR A'CELEGATICN C~ INFUT ll~K • ~•C/S••2 
AA3 :s ANGULAli ACCELECtATJON OF COUPLER Ll"llt • s:'AO,S••2 
AA4 .• •hG~LA~ ACC£LE~ITICN OF CUTP~T Llhk • ~AO,S••2 
Xb ~ LE•COTH OF l"PUT LINK 
JC7 = lF .. GTt-' CF 'CCIJPLfJ; LINI( 
X8 = LE .. GTH ~ CL1'S:\.1 LINK 




FINO t~E VAl~ES FOP ~! A ... 0 04 
A31 s ()f-.•R2•CSlf-..IC4-Ci>t , IX7•0Sl .. ft3-C4>1 
C'l4. ()t:•r<Z•D~IN(02-C3Jt , (Jl9•?str..rc4-C31) 
FIND 11-F 'IAL'-ES Cf #iA~ A,.C AM 
T4 a Jt:t•AA2•CSINC02J + XE:•J::2••2•DCCS(O~I + X7•Ff3••2•DCDSCC31 
I •f•R~••2•DCCSID•I 
T5 s , ,•DCC£(04 J 
l6 E >f•DSl ... (C41 
17. at••A2•oc.cisro21 - a&•r'2••2•0~1P11cc21 X 7•t;3 ••2 •OSI flttt C3 I + 
I XE•A•••2•0SIN:041 
le s •"•DCC!fC3 I 
TQ z >7•DSJN(031 









































•••• CT••Te - t~•T?I , CT6•Te - 19*151 
AETUAN 
·ENO 
xxXx l(X JIXXXJCXIUIXXXIUUC JfJI)( xx J(JrXJUt ••• ) •• JI., x JIJll ):Ir JIJI JtJ(_.JllXX ••••x Jlk~ ••.•••• 
JlX•••• JIX.~JCJIXXkXXXXJtXJtXXXXXJrXXX.XkJl JIXJr.JI a J'JCXJ' JIX JlXJlXJfJC.XJfXXXXXJlXXX XXX8a 
su~~ou1Jft4E •ccPrex.s~.•z.•a7.a1.v1.x2.,2.~1.e2.a1.•2.ax.AYa 
THIS S\.Bl'CUTINE CETEi;"I"£! HE ACCELER•TIC~ AT A 
POltlfT- •A• IF TkE ACCELE"AtlCN CF FCltr.;T •a•~tS kNCW'll 
OF A AIGJD BCDY I" T~l' ~LANF 
lllOT&:T IC"'! 
AX s ACCEl..E~A11C~ CF THE ~EOllRED PCJ ... 1 •A• IN 
lt-£ X CIJOf"CllC-. 









T~l' Y Cl..,,C11C" 
s GJVEh 'CCELE~A~IC~ OF PCJNT •A• 
• GIVE~ A"G~L•q VELrCITY CF e•F ··e· 
s: G JVl!N 'NtiUL.•R ACCELEJ.Al JCh Of IAS:. •AB" 
• POSlTICN VECTO~ OF PCl~l •a• 
a: PCS IT I Cft4 YE.CTCI: .CF PCI,.. T •fl• 
:c \fECTCiR .. fA" 
::s Ol~TANCE FCCW PEVOLUTE •1• TC _FCJN1 CF ~TUD'Y' OP' LINK. 
z,CtSTA~tE f~(v ~CJhT CF !TUCY TC ~E~OLUTE ·~·OF Ll~K 
J~P~lCIT RE•L•S(A-H,C-?I 
co,..111jt,,i.,sue~.l'F' i.A 2 
INITIALIZE TtE CIYISICN Cl' PA•Tl"110N INTC ELE~E•TS CF TH£ Ll~K 
llHD FIN> YEC10R C 
Al c CJll•RZ + X2•Rll,fR1 • r:\2) 
A2 c (~1•~2 • Y2•RJt~(R1 + R2) 
cx=a.1-e1· 
CT s: •C -· 1!2 
INITIALIZE DElERWth~lJC~ CF ACCELERATIC~! 
AX t e.111 - •Z••2•CX - ••Z•CY 
AY • E~ - •Z••2•CY + AAZ•CX 
QETl.i~N 
EHO 






























• MASI llATAI a FO• EAOt ELEWE"T • a Ill oll I 
• CIAECTIC" llhGLE FDR EAC~ ELE•EwT 
• lE•~TH Cf' EllCH ELElll!NT 
a •ASS OF EACH ElEMEhT 
••P1..1cn l'E•l•!llA-HoC-ZI 
DIMENSIDh xre.a1. 
INITIAL17E T•E FCA .. ATIC .. OF· lHE MA!S NATAia CF EAC14 ELE•ENT 
C • DCCS(YI 
Sa DSIPC:YI 
p : " 
xr1.11 • CZ•D•C••21,:!.ooo • r1e1.coo•7•P•S••2t,•e2.ooo 
xl1.21 • tz•t:•C•!l,3.ooo - r1e1.oto•z•s:•c•!t,•i?..ooo 
xr 1.3, ~ - c!11.ooo•z••.,•-=•s1,•62c.oco -
•<•·•• • - c2e1.ooo•z••3•P•s1,ss••o.ooo 
xr 1.51 • CZ•P•C••2t,t..ooo • C25eOCO•Z•S::•S••2 l7231.0DO 
JUle61 e: CZ•l=•C•st"6•CD.o - :2s.ooc•Z•P•c•s1;,c~1.ooo 
XCle71 a Cl51eOOC•Z••2•P•Sl;4620e0CO 
x11.e1. ;i: - c1e1.coo•z••'l•~•s1,s!!t••oeooo 
xt~••• = xr1,21 · 
xcz.21 • CZ•S:•S••211'3.0DO • CJ8l.OCO•Z•P•C••~•,•e.290DO 
xr 2.3 I • r 31 •• OD c•Z• •2•P•C. ,.620. coo 
cc2 •• , • c2e1.oco•z••2•~•c•,E~••o.coc 
x12,5a • xc1.e1 . 
xc 2.61 • CZ•P•S••21,e.ooc • C~!.OCC•Z•~•c••2·1,231.ooo 
Xl2•71 • - Cl9leODO•Z••2•P•Cll'•62CeODO 
xc 2.e1 • t 1e1.ooc•z••·~•c•c ,,!SS••o.ooc 
Jll3ol I • 1111031 
XC!.21 • JCl2,31 
XC3131 • l!l.ODO•l••~•Dl,J4;C5.0DO 
Xl3••• • c23.~oo•z••••Pt.11~•ao.ooc 
XC!!•!> a - JCC l•7t 
Xt3•61 • - Jll2.7J 
xc3.71 • - Cl9eOCO•Z••3•Ptl't9SO.oto 
xc J.s1 • c 1J.o::>o•Z•• ••"t'l:?Pco.oo< 
., ... , .. , .... 
aci1.21 • xc2.•• 
JCt4.31 = X(!,4t 
• , ••• 1 • CZ••5•Pt,~Z•t.ooo 
xc•.s1 • •c1.e1 
xc•.6> • xc2.e1 
XC4.7t • - XC3e81 
xc•.a1 • 1z••!•Ptl'11cf9~000 




















acs.21 • •12.11 
Xcs.31 • JCl~e5t 
xrs.•1 • xc•.e1 
XC!.51 •·xct.11 
ac!.61 • xc1.21 
KC5e71 • - •lleJI 
•rs.•1 • •U·•• 
ale,11 • Jllloet 
•16eZI ·a Xl'ZoU 
xt·a e3 I a XC3 .at 
xc Ee• 1 • •c•.et 
. XC6.51 • Xl!e61 
xc ~ .e.1 • •c2.2t 
~t6.7) • - x:2.~1 
JU6e8l = Xl2e4) 
.,, •• , = .,.-.,, 
x::7e21 • Kt2.71 
Xf7.31 = JrC3e'11 
X(7•41 c XC•e7J 
1C.C'1.51 • X(!.71 
XC7.61 • JC(6•7' 
xc7.71 • xr.:!.~1· 
XC7e81 • - XC!141 
•ce.11 • >:c1.e1 
xce,2t = x:2.1:, 
XC •• 31 • XC3e81 
xc:e.•1 IS •t•.e1 
1((8.5) •. Jl:t~.11 
xce.e1 • xc~.e1 
1c::e.7• IS xc7.e1 





SUP~0~11NE ~·E•rz.v ••• w.x1 
THIS ~le~o~TINE DETEA"l~E5 THE GoYFCSCDFIC ~A1AIX CF EACH 






• GYQOSCCPIC ~Al~IX FOR E•CH ELEME~T • 
• DIFEC.T IC~ ... GLE FDI' E&C• ELE:•E•T 
s LE .. GT" CF £~CH ELE~E~T 
: AhC:t.a..-.s; \tELCClt'f CF EACI- ELE"E"l 
r: "ASS OF EAC ... ELEWE~T 
l~PLICll ~EAL•Sta-H.C-Zt 
Dl~ENSJON ~<e.at 
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ow--0-1-10--101•1 l~O>CICOOI IOUI IUO~KIKOICIKIOl>CIOIKI 
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w--------------------ww•-••----------------------WWK K>C N MX >< >C >C>CK K K >CK MIC>CIC IC)()( ICIC M ><MN>< IC.X >C>CMM IC K X IC>C >C >CX >C~ IC X 
231 
Xtle3t • - IJel)D09'J•Z••2'•C•R,210'eOCO - l~OeODO•f•OJ'C7.000•~•z•.•2) 
I -311.000•¥• •2•1••.1•R,•62'C.oco l•S 
I(, ••• s - u•Z••?•ces;,21c.ooo - ,~.ODO•E•OJ'(7.0DO•P"•Z'I 
1 -2E a .ooc•v• •2•2••3•R,!55• •o. oo.c t•s 
l(C·1.s1 • - (f•A,CP•Z l•Y••2•Z•Qilf..COO ••c••2· - ( 12c.ooo•E•1>" 
I ( 7. OCO•l=•Z• •;!, •2!:. ODo•v• •••Z•~l'Jii ! •• CDOJ ·~· 2 
Ktl.61 s - C£•A,IP•Zl4V••2•Z•R'6•GDO-llO.OCO•E•O,C7.000eiP•Z••31 
a -2!. aoc•v••2•z•o12! 1. ooo 1•c--s - u•z•s:n.ooo 
XCl.71 :z •• oco•u•7••2-C•filJ'I05.000 - t60eODC•E•O.l',7.000•P•Z••2t 
1 +1s 1 .occ• -v• •2• 1• •2•Rl'•620 .oco ••s 
•t 1.e·t = - u•z••~•c•c,z1to.ooo + c ~.ooo•E•D;t.,..ooo•o>•Zt 
1 +1a1.ooo•v••2•1••3•S:.l'S5••o.ooc >•s 
JI{( 2.1 t • tE••.l'CP•Zl-\1••2•2•1il"3eOC0-1'20.ooo•£•Dl'(7.000•P•Z••3• 
1 +1e1.ooo•v••;•z•r.,•tt.2.ooct•c•! + !..aoc•l..•Z•R.l'l.•·ooo 
xc2.2~ ':t 'f*Al'(S:tZJ-V••2•Z•eil'JeOCOl•S•~2 + C 120. OCO•E•OJ' 
1 c1.ooo•e•z••3,-1e1.0~0·~••2•z•G,•t2.ooo,•c••2 
x:2.31. - ·~.OCO•U•Z••"'•S•Q.l~IO.OCO + Cfo.ooo•E"•Dl't7.000•P•Z••2• 
1 -3_11.occ•v••2•2••2•v•~20.oco J•c 
•<?·•• S: - u•Z••l•S•Q.1210.0::>0. C.?.oco•E•D.1'(7.000•P•Z• 
I -28 I .oo C •V• •:< • l••:?•"l'!a~• olll C• OD C I*<: 
xc2,51 s - (E•Al(P•Zl•V••2•Z•Q/6.0CO-ICO.OCO•E•0.1(7.000•P•Z••3• 
I -25e0DC•'4••2•?•R,2!le000l~C•S + \J•Z•R.1'7.COO 
x:~16J • - IF•AJ(D•Z l4'1••:?•Z•Q:/~.cco t•S••2 - ( 12c.ooO•E•0.1' 
1 ( 7. CDQ•C• Z• •3 I •2!:• 0 DO• v• •2• Z* ~I' 2~ l~ 000 I •C•• 2 
xr2.7~ ~ 4.oco•u•z••2•s•oJ"1os.·o:>o + te:c.o'.'.>c•e•o,t7.ooo•s:>•z••Zt 
l +l!l.ODO•Y••~·i••2•A.1•t2c.oco>•C 
xc2.e1 = - u•z••!•s•c~2so.o~o - t~.oco•E•D~C7.o~o•o•z1 
t •u11.ooa•v•it;•1••3•R..1'55••o.ooc t•c 
xt3.ll = ·~·OOO•l•z··~·c•~.1'210.0DC - (tC.ODO•E•~~r7.000•P•Z••2> 
I -211.onc•V••2•Z••2•Rl'462CeODOl•S 
X(3.21 z 1~.coo•l•Z••2•s•r,7·10.ooc + .ceo.oco•E•O.l'CT.ooo•o•z••21 
t -.?11.occ•~··2•Z••2•R.1'•62C.ODOl•C 
.X.(3.31 e 192.0DO•E•OJ':35.0:'>0•P•Z) - !2eOCO•Vt•2•Z••3•RJ"3•t5.00C 
., 3.4. 11.ooo•e•O.l't:?s.ooo•P> - .c.~.coc•v••2•Z••••Q.1'18•Bo.ooo 
x:3.5> ~ •.ot:o•u•z••24c•cu10~000 + .tE-c.ooc•E•o,r1.ooo•P•Z••21 
I +l5l eODC*\!••2•2••2•R.l'.•62CeOCO l•S 
xc .!•6> s •.oco•tnz•·~•S•Q,tos. ooo - re,c.ooo•E•D.l't7.ooo•P•Z••2J 
I •1t·1.oco•v••2•z•·~•R.1'•6~C.OCO>•C 
X(3.71 z 1ce.ooo•e•Ol'C35.0DO•P•Z> • 19.oCO•Y••2•Z••3•Cii,1980eOOO 
s - •• ooo•E•D.1(3~.0DO•PJ - 13.0C0•~••2•Z••••R.l'l3960eODO 
u•Z••!•C•~.1'210~0&0 - l3.C~o•E•0.1'(7.000•P•ZI 
Xt3.'51 JC(•·' J 
I .-2f 1.00 C•V• •2• l••3•S:0.,~5•40. 000 I •S 
x:4.z) • U•Z••3•!•Rl'Cl0eOOO + 13.0CO•E•D.1':'1.0DO•P•ZI 
1 -2e1.occ•v••2•l••?•R.1'55••o.ooo>•c 
XC4.31 a Xl!.41 
Xf4.4) a 3e0CO•l•E•0':~5.CCO•PI - ~••24Z••~•~l'~240.0DO 
xc•.51 s u•z••3•C•~.1'2EO.OCO + (3.DCO•E•OJ't7.ooo•~•ZJ 
l +le leODC•V••i•Z••.?•R.l~!••c. CDC t•S 
xc•.6J = u•z••3•s•Fu2eo.ooo - C3.o·oo•E•DJ'C7.ono•P•Z t 
), +1EleODC•Vt•2•Z••3•R/~S••c. ODCt•C 
xr•.7> s - xr3.~> 
xt•.e• • Z•E•O,C?.o~o• 0 > - v••2•z••s•~,11cee.oco 
JC( •II c JC(J.!I 
X(.2J•"XCl.f:t 





















., ! •• , • •ca.et 
•t~.!tt . 
•r • • '• 
• , !..6. : .. ,, .21 
.,~.71 . - ., ... ]. 
•cs.at • x11.•> 
., t ••• • X(21'5, 
•t ~.z1 • acz.e• 
•16.31 • - Xl2.'1't 
X( f. ••I • lU2.!I 
•&6.5t = X(2. II 
•t·6.61 • X(2 .. 21 
•t "-• 71 :;;: - xi z.~ • 
Xt6.81 • xt2.•• 
XC 1.1 I • - XC3.5l 
.~C7.21 a - Jl:(J.fl 
KfY •3) = XC3.71 
X( l •• J ·-•t3.e• 
x:7.51 • - XC3.I) 
x ( 7.6, z - xc:s.21 
., 1. 71 • JCC :! •31 
X(7.9) a - >rC3.4) 
XC 8 •' ) ::; Xf 4 15t 
X( e.z I s X(4.61 
X05 •3) s Xt3.!) 
X( e ••> z X(• 11! I 
X( e.!51 :: .,.,,, 
xca.6t z X(• .2) 
JrCEe7t s J ( 7 1 l!!U 





SUEF--EJ\J·l-l·fr\lf. AS SEW Et NI 1 .J2• .J l • t •IT• I e.T el #J• AT1A.) 




f\U~fER CF ELE~EhTS I~ TtE WEC~ANtS., 
SIZE CF .,.n:1x 1 • .J2 = .... e •. f\UM8ER [_f CCLVfli1NS OF 
ttATi:ctx T A.P..C A 
.Jl = tr.L•eESO CF f:.CWS CF tl'ATRJJI la '"'C Cl ~ .Jl : hi•& - • 
E ~ ELE'"E"1.l MTl=IX IN GLO'itAt CCC~ClN.tiTES • E(Nl.9-.BJ 
T : J~~•~GfME~l CF •-T~ICES E lh CIA(O~AL FORM • TCJ2,~2J 
... ~LICIT REAL•8CJ-"1C-Zl 
DJMENSIO~ Etf\1.e.e1 • Tt~2.~2a • 1•t2•.201 • AT1At20.20, 





























LL • I 
- E II 
JJ a I 
00 l l•leltri.I 
.. • 0 
DO ~ ll•LL ..... 
N • M + I 
.. 2' .. 0 
DO 3 L•.i.Je•lr 
NZ :r Ni • I 
TCkeL) z Elleh.~ZI 
:! CONTl .. l.E 
'2 CO,.T_INl.E 
.J.J s .... +· e 
.... c Mii' • f: 
LL z LL • 2 
I CO ... TthUf" 
00251=-1.24 
DO· 25 .JZ l • 20 
suw ~ c.oco 
ar :IELJ) ·"E· Ot Su• z T(t,fBl.J)) 
~~ T.&(J,JJ ~ SU"+ Tllet,:.J11 
::>O 26 Jtle20 
DO 2t. .1•1 e20 
SUM s. C.000 
IF llB(JI .~E. 01 SU~= T-CleCJl,JI 






TMIS S\.~J;Qt,..119'E CETEFll'l"-ES T .. E FOFCE VfCTOS:. CF EACH 












s. FO~CE VECTC~ FOJ; EACh ELE~ENl • x:et 
s LE•GTH CF E'CH ELEMENT 
OJA'ECllCN ••GLE FOF EAC ... ELE•EhT 
s AttGULAS: VELCCllY OF CEt-llEP. Of flA~S OF EACtt ELE .. ENT 
z AhGULAS: ACCELER:•llCN CF CE ... TEJ< OF WASS CF EACH ELEMENT 
= LJ~fAR VELCCllY CF NODE I IN X DIRECTIC~ 
• Ll~EA~ VELCCJTY CF NOOE I I~ Y OJQECTJCh 
LlhEAR ACCELE~A110h CF ~tDE I I" X Dl~ECTIO~ 
z Ll"EASt ACCELEi<AllOftlt CF .. coe I IN ... DIRECTION 

































INPLIC IT RE~•Sl A-H, C-Z I 
DIWEh51C .. •ce• 
INITIALl~E T~E FCR•A11C .. CF THE FCRCf ~fCTCR FCR EACH 
ELEIOENl lh GLCP.AL COC~Ol .. •TES 
CC c DCCSC'I' I 
SS • DUhl 'r I 
.... 
X(I). rP•V•Z•A/~.ooo-s•l••,2.0D04\••2•2••2•A1'6.000l•CC 
. I :-P•V•Z•AJ'2e GOC- l•l•A/2•00(-U•Z ••C•A/ 'J. OOC I• SS 
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•" 11E c-L~-,2cc i• 
•RITE (L.;::>1?0&Sl 
~oce Fc=-.•1 c :!.2x.• XL' ,1 ~x ,·o~~H-• ,15x., 'E.,., 1Ax,•i=cs1• .1-1 
DC 2 II(: le NE 
•PlTF (Le.2oc~J JiLCI(, • CfC'tT...-tK..l • f:W( tc) • OCSltl<J 
.2C.C:<:.. FCC.WAT (74:l.,407Ct8J 
2 (C""ITJ..,\..E 
•C!lE CLS:,·2001l 
•=- 1 TE (L D, 2C 121 
201&1 F"c~11A1 :~2x,•axo•.17'•,•-::;.yc•./t 
-~tTE (L~.201:!1 cxc I ~y; 
2013 FOD~•T t~•~.co2c.e1 
INl11Al12E CC~STi~T l~FC~~•T'JON 
PJ ~ t.oco • c~1•~:1.c~c1 
fl.Ulll2 = t l 
<.ALL l..1'-111 (~E .... CTE,,..D..,,Jl,F J 
.....•......•••......................•.....•...................... 
•~ITJALIZE ·oc L((P 
·····•·•····••••·•··••·················•···•···········•·····•···· 
or 99s~ ,.=•·"'~~s 
··················~······················~························ QfAC tll 11'-FC~N,TIC~ F~cw r.rsc 
(. •••••• -............................................................ t:. 
C:-FAC:. tl::l,20"-0l IYI !Mt.r.),•qllf·::'t,h:H J 
2o•c Fcs:w-1 1!?01"'.e> 
QE"( (11120~1) (lt-tt.: ll'l"Je'"l"=l .. 31 
21•l F~~~41 t3Ct5.6J 
cE•O c 1c·,20,c> _.,., .. , t • , ,,..,•c2• 
GEAC ;13,2042) 8XYB:lt, BJfYR;C') 















............. " ..................................................... . 
::>PH.-l Cul l"ltFC"~WAll('Jrrr. f":O.:w DlS.C lf ""'fC£SSAJ.Y 
··································~······························· If Ct-~FJt-1 .EC.."."·)~(- .. -::~~:"' 
•CJ1( (Lt.·,.COt46 :'t"J:"'1"'1•"'1""=1,~C11. 
?Oi4• f"("C .. Al :11Cll.J) 
.,:<flt. (L~120•~1 ('Th~l ... !•J1U1M=l13i 
2"0t! F~~111AT !.!'OK.~Dt~.~· 
WS. l TE cu: .20t6J .-)[v• C 1 l .... .., .. (2) 
•rttE (LP,2a•t-• .. E)'.'r'i-(1). ,..., .... ~(21 
20•t i::-r;;;:Ji'.\l !o\l)Jl,2C'l!l.b) 
20.t.~ C::'IP..lltd.~ 
••••"•••••••-••••••••••••• •••• ••••• •••·•••••• •• ••e"' •*•• •••••••••••••• 
·~J•,.J "!"F-.A'•~f("l:tltAl l(P.. ~,t.~Alrlf:Tf~c;· 
....... ··-· ........................................ , ........ ·-· ...... •· 
..,, 
FVY 
:')Sl!"d TH~(2J •·o~:·: , .... ~: 1t-PJ J-CT•flt:T ... f.:I t) •occs:lHb :21 I• 
C~.I ~ ("!"" r-- t:? >-~I I I/'." r. J "O; 1 Ht: 3 J-P l- H·Cc t C. I J 
,~,.~,1~~t1tJ•t<~~t~ ... E :211•c~rst1Ht:~1·-~11-cs1~:1~~'2>t• 
c: (!! s ( 1 t- t: ':! )-PI • } /".:: s I·,:~ -: ... e ~ '.:' 1-c·1- T !-'! f: .£) ) 
F'll .:;. - :-:'ta~( T ... 6 :ti J 
....................... ,.. .................. it.c•••••·············,····· 
CA~~y r:11 1;J~S~~CW-TJ~~ c~ : 1~~roE~GF~T lC OEPE~Cf~T 
:..f""'!="C:A~1Zft'" C(CC~J,..&l[S 
•• •• • • • • •,. • •• ••' • • • •' ••* • .. ~ • .,. & • • "•• ••- • • • • •• •• •• •. ,...a•••••"'•••••••• 
CALL cr":l~ ~ti.,,..:.i ..... v~t.Y2> 
a 4 a 4 • * I • ._ • • & 4 • •• • • ... lll • • • • .f -<. • * • •II" • I •• "• •·•-. •-II • ••• a # I' 4 • f • • •• # a. • • 1111 1111 •• 
Fr~.,. vEr1ci: CELC: or c£.rrc;.,z.rn:'"''i CF ~EC ... At...15"' 
JN GLCEA~ (((~Cl"'A~~S 
................................................. ~ ............................ . 
CALL ~LILC (~21l~t,AY~~.~EL~eXIKe¥J¥.T~ll 
.......................................................................... 
,:r_:::.1r1 VF:1ri: ~~LFC rF C~.>:::.-,,t.TlrN~ tf: CLE~Ft-1~ 
·~ GL(fAL ccc~~l~A~E~ 
.......................................... •••••••• •••.•:e ••••••••••••••••• 
(ALL lfLL"'l~ !F"1C£LGeCE:..f:C1•~:JTf,,.,O.,.). 
................................. ,, ............ ll••··················· 
Fai-., 'llEClGt. C:Fl. EL r.F C(.f=.C~.,AllCP.S CF E'Ch 
FL:"UEl\.l 5.£~-AC:•T·flY ft- ';L(f11~ C.CGF-.CJ ... .ITES 
.............................................. _ .... ~ .....•••......••• 
CALL PE~LCE ( "E ,P..:.1~ .r=l ~c .r:E:Lf'L) 
a:--tlE (L::..7c.('CJ 
al'.. Ilf {Lr',2QOl1 
•;;l T=: (L~ 12C4.F:l 
?~-C.~ l-Cf"'AiT :'-JX. ·~~=rr-- .. 1.,1rr: ... ·-.it.ClQO:. Cf EL€"1oEt-"J~ IN G'tC:JAl COOR~l ... ATE~' 
11 
•QJTI=" ~Lt.:.,2C~C) :~Dclfi_!.;,t••f'=J1"'CEl1-=l,,..E~ 
2'0!:0 FrJ:MAT : 5)'..~Cl~,t;) ( ··················•111•1• .. •••"-•••····· .. ····· .. ·········"··············· ~r~~ ·vec~r~ B~ a~ n~Fr~..,•11r~s sf EACH 
ELE~E"'l I~ LCCAL CLQ~[!"-&lt~ 
....... , .. _ .................. ., .... ~ .................. ,. ... t!•••••··········· 
•'"' I'T~ { l =, 2 CC I l 
_.J:OJ'TE :u:,;0'!"2J 
2'."'I~~ F(J:&l.&1 lol\2Jt.•~f;_f-{~lofA11:::h \o!:CT:tt Cf Elf .. EP..l~ '" Lt.CAl coq_~Cl .... 4.1£5'1 







Of• t~ .1• I .trwOf 
VY t JI a Of L'F L ti •JI 
lC l C ... 1J11.t.r 
CALL. 1'-.lftt ITf-lt(lt.1QI 
CALL W\..L.WlV (TA.'YV.P'[ ... Cf,r..'>EJ 
~ r1f (Lf" .~C!C) :eec "I ... ~ 1 ·""DE. 
4•••······························································ ~(1~11 'lrE'CtCJ;. cc CF COlf,fCICJE"lS , .... LC(AL' ccccc1h.&T@S 
................................... _ ................................... . 
CALL ~Cr. tC.XL(l).hOfl 
CALL •t.Lll'l\t (c.P.ic::.cc ... ct, .. tfl 
DC 15 •~1,._,DE 
Cv:letlll a CCttO 
15 CC.,,l1~l.f 
• Cf'"' 1 JJ.l.E 
•f!'ITE CL~.2001) 
.~ r1E cLc.zc~o• 
2'0fC .-.rc .. AT Co\2JI, •coeFFJt IC~'T \o(( TO~ Cf· flfllfE'f\l~ '"" l.CC.~:... C001'ClN.\1£?;'. 
•CllF CLCeZ0'50) (((Y( ... ,ll1T=l1~~Et,J:-l1f\E). 





22C0 FQL.,..,'l C22~.•EX.ll'•lfJ1,•EJ1.l?•e1-:i•.•SIG"l'115Jte 1 SiGM2'115'Xe'SlC.¥? 1 1 
DC: 20 1=-1, fl'E 
DC 21 .at 1hCf 
YY(JI •CV(l1.JI 
CI COt..T fNl.E 
CALL Sl~f:!S , .. v.nEPTt-(Jl.~C'5i(IJ,fll(lt1EJCll(l),EXl2lll1SIC:Ml{ll1 
l 'SICallf2lJl,SlGlf'3tlll 
WS:llC CLC:,z:i'eot E•tltll. EX12(1) ,· ~l(Wl(JJ ·, Sl('-'2(1). :51Glf'~:•• 
Z?ec Frcw..,T (12X.~020.et 
Z.1(111,Jell z [Xllfll • 1 OO•Of 
Z7;•,J12) a fJt'.12:.IJ • t .. Ot+Ot. 
zzcw.1.!> • 5JGMJll• 
zz:•.•·•• z !JG~2:1• 
Zl O•el 15> • ! 1Gllf3( U 
•o COPl.'Tlt.t..f 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c J';JTIALIZ[ H-E FJNDIP.G c:~ rcs1110 ... VEClC'S:.S CF WC\IJ"'IG .JGINTS CF 
( OfFC~•tc •Ee~·~·~· ' ~f• C15T ... ,C£! EEl•EE~ JC(h'T! ANO AXIAL 
C ~EFCQ••llC~ CF ELE•£~~S 
c ······~···················-······································· 
c 
>IKL( l t :c c.:>CC 
XJCL,2) • .XL(21 
•=ITP: (LC.2CC1J 
...... TE CLD.2:?!1il 
;t2!-'i FCe<•Al ( 8Jl1 1 AXTAfll'• ~·•'J:.l~(IJ'• :;x.•.AX'l'.A(2l'e A>l1'~2'~fl>'• c; 
ix. 'fUiYA( 11•. Ex.•e-1=t~• •• tll;X, 1 t1XYf(2t'. ex.•C:2'-t2-I'' 
or 25 •=a.a 
VV'Clt • C'4'(2,fl 
c 
'~ Cf"hfl""lE 
CALL Ot:..·.Jn ')Jl\..1•ta.?lY,, ... ,.,,v.Q .. C,O~s:t.cwc,cYC1•lt-E•I 
•CJf1£ (LC.230CJ ... ..,.,.,. 1t1s;.:1• ........ , ••• J04"1:":&J. AJCY!tCll 
l~ICC!t , E•~fC21 , N2~t?I 
2~CO F0~114~ t 4J.~01~.1J 
vu: ... 1) = AJCYA( I, • I .:>::H·G-' 
uu1•.~ • = J.J~n •·• 1.C">•'l• 
\JU:ll1:!l • •XYili!il • leO.,•C:• 
UUlll14J = f;2S(I) e t.0.')•04 
'-·llJfWe'::t = BJ''U!ll l • J.O'l•C4 
Utltlll,f-l: Folli::2J • leC'l+04 
U\J(lt,1'1 :c E-JlYl!(2) • Je'O!l+!U. 
~u:M,~1 = ~i~C~• • 1.c~·c• 
•~ITE a.;-,.-cOJI 
•PITE (LS:,23•c;a. 
lt]a~ ~("'.i:Wj.T : ••• 'Jll."-E•' I 
•ICIT~ ;L ,,131501 :XL"if~~J>1J==l•""EJ 




;:. l'"" C., AT : ? ~JI , 1 AA I .& LI ' , ~ !'.. JC • 1 A J" I AL 2 • ) 
C.&.Ll .>[::'A IXL1C.\,1l'L .. Ea,.._f,.\XIALI •'JI lAL2) 
•:;illE :L,•?~!01 :AXIALl:Jl.J.:l•""'f:.I • ;l-,!A.~2;1'.~.11:=-l.t.~1 
2~EC 
< 




·•••&•••·····························~·············••*•··········· JN111ALllE CALCULAlif~~ TC ~tM~ l~f LE~GT~ CF THF DEFCo~EC 
£.LE"ME"tlil! A((.(-ODJ""G TC Ti--E 5HA°'E Flf';.CTJCN! 
c ···················~··~····~····················~·········~······· c 
trF'JlE :LP,CCC!l 
•t:ITE (L.i:,23c;;) 
2.!li9 f!(}o::tu ... 1 C•••1'fLE"-C"T'• ~Jl, 1 AJNTE"l'•l•X,•CE!"Al' t 
t1 = o. coo 
=tEQ.:; = CeOCO 
AE"DO :11: leOO-C! 
er•:> t=l,Pl.E 
" : XLfi.Fa(JJ 
o· = C\rfl,~I 
D : CV; f ,4) 
::..=C'tCJ,f) 
Cl = C"t.:l.7) 
C2: f'y(f,el 
CCI :s OCAOME" :F1,1o1,9i,Ji!=:=>~.~fc~.e1=r:.c~ •• Ei;..11,c,G,"::l102') 
Al..,TEI ! I l s CCI 
:.tE~AL.(11 ":. Al•TE1.(J) • .tXlAL2tJ) 
..rr1rr (L0,,2l;(Q) I. Al~Ti::1:11. ~f~Al(ll 
2'4Cr FC£-flll.a1 :J3J1', IJ5,C02'leE) . 
ZZ'l"•l ,el .s FOESAlCJ) • t .'l':•02 
4C er.NII Nl,.1=: 
99~'1ii CO, Tl h\.~ 
c 






•c; Tl£ ClS: ,2001) 
_,, JTE [Li: .~4f;el 
21t'9t FC..JOllAT (17X.•O!_GJ1'.l 7Ji. •E.XJI •.11x,•1:•1.c•.1cx. 'SIG•l' .1ox. •s.1c.1112-• ,1 
1:.>••'!1(•3' 110~,· '<f:S•t..'l 
•fOtlTE (LP1ii4t;~I 
2•ir;-~ f'Ot:•aT C:Jex,•10-6• .11•.• •o-6•.11Jir.•1·_0•c•.11x.•10•0• .11x,•10+0•.11• 
lt'to-2•1 
DfCCHI J • !TfPOE • Ofl~&Y:N:?ht 
llO 60 t'zJ tfiil.."S 
ll'QfT!' (L0•2$CC• r">EGO(KJ I tZZ(IC1l ·l•-·L--· ·~· 










)fCRCt<•IJ s CEGl;fl). 5TELO~•:JFL(Ji·TCKJ•CfL(,,tr-.2P...l 
t.C (f\p,,T INl.E 
aQ llE (LC::120001 
""ITC CLP,2CCI I 
-~I TE (L::ll• .411j;o!I 
1111:; ITE (Ll=t2•9t;iJ 
oa e1 II'-=: I ,hUlf!: 
•OITE [LP, 2!: 00 J 
ti CC"-llhl.!' 
•"1'TE (LCt2<'00> 
•P JTE :L~ .Poe I, 
•OJlE Cl.F.2•ti!U 
fiO ITE fLP.2&'ic;> 
oc f2 ••• , .. u.,~ 
r.EG= :t( l ~ l l { Kt 2' el.) t\.: I t '! J 
wQJTE (LP1Z~OOl "lEG~(tlJ • czz:•.3,l) 1L=l 1f!:I 
t2 cnNTl .. l:E 
we ITt Clr:'.,20001 
llFtTE (L~.2cc11 
•f:JTE \LC't2~4!'1 
2!:-•~ Fcqwt,T ( ecx.•oeGF>•.1ci,•al(YA(1'1•. !X.'~IR(ll't qJC, 1 AXYA(2t'. e•.•F; 
12oc11•, t;Jl,•exve:11•. ~x,•=>1cr2•••. 11ii•,•ex"re121•. sx,•r.o2c:i.:21•1 
WS>ITE [l~t2!t'91 
?~•~ FCS.•&1 C?oa.• 10-41 ,1 l) ,•.1c-a•, 11x,•10-•• ,11J1.,• 10-••, t••• • 10-••.11) 
l • I ] o- .. I. I 1 Ji: I • Io- .. ,; I I 1 )I, I I c- •• ) 
DO 63 lr..::a.I ,,..i..;fl>S 
•R.JTF CLP,2!5!S01 CEG~(tc:J , cuuttc,L ••l•t .er 
25~0 FO~YAT : •x,Fle3t2X.fFJS.~J 
t3 Cf;lJ1ol1""\.f 





Sl.. 11 ~C\.11P.f l."'"' Cf\U.,EL~ •• , .... 2.1T,ft 
THIS SlPSO.CLlt,_,e ~oi;: .. 5 Tt-E 6-SSf,,e'Llf'C ... T~J)ll 















,.,(lf .. , .• ("'" 
"I 





• =C•S OF "'"OIJ •F• , t-1 • t • "-UlftLf 
._'Jlfl"'~J:; ',J t=l(•H~TS :lf ,.EC ... .t ... ISlir 
a <CLL"""~ (F "-Al~J11 •F• , •2 : 5 • t.iiC')E 
.... COE! CF .. ec. ..... ,.,,,.s-. 
•$St•PLI~~ WAlCI• • .Ft•l .~~) 
s. FLAG l.S£C 'Tf: FCct_, _.._T~lll. f • ITChU"fl..EI 
11 IS f'')t..:AL TC •a• FOJ:; SYNE1"A:IC \.iN.T li'•TR'IX 
Jl IS. E::U'L "2• FQS: A .. U .. SYMET~IC O"'f 
IMOLICI~ ~E-L•er•-~.C-Z• 
:'.JtVf"t.~ ICt. f'(lfJ,lf2l • IT.!l'\1.."f:LEI 

















:JO l I: 1, WI 
"Jf' 2 .J::I .M2 
F( I ,.J) = OeOCO 
~ C')"-111,..\.E: 
t cr''l"''-F 
1•:tllAlZIE :>CT~:.111•.lll[~ ;.r. l"·lT CCEFF ICl~,._1! 
, . 
t! 
L " I 
tc: s 11 
!lC' ~. I =-111111! 1 
J = J • l 
IF (llCLl .re. 2 ··~c. I .Fe. K) •=J•2 
Ft I ., .J » = I• OC 0 
IF (I .er;. • J J:J-4 
IF. (I 1E.O. fl l L ~L+ I 
1F ti .Ee. 111> .. =-..+e 






sue,;.0"1tl'E cc .. oE cv, ........ v.,, 
T~IS !lq~c~tt~E FJ~~s T~f C~FEt-~E .. l V!-CTC~ OF CEFC~YAlILl~S 
rec., tt-~ fN'lf=-E...,nE .... T \.r:CTC= C!=' cecucrP. GE1<.f~AL 1zt:-c ccroop...JAt.i::s 
""Cl A 11 C"' S 
.. 
s ~lZE CF Vf(TC~ V 







• \FC1CA OF AfDV<FC CCCJC1~A1E! • tl~I 
• VfCTCD OF !J'ECEt.')fNT c.rcroaP.AlE! • TYOd 
•t .x.?.,.! .s.. F•so•111FTEF! 1-cc T..,a .. srci:o.MJt tCh 
l•~LlCJT ~E•L•~l--~.c-z• 
01.l!tEN·SION ,.l•I • YYChl 
cc~~c~,cc~~••·x2.x~ 




YY( 11 • Y CI I 
YY:2t • Y(2• 
YY(:!I • a:3 • ..,, 3 I 
Y"f(4) . 'f( JI 
YY(51 ;: Y( 4) 
Y'l(6) :; 'Vt '5) 
YY(71 . ll • 1'(.?I 
... ., cet :Y2•YCll 
YYf91 = YC ~ l 
Y't'( 10 I = ..,, 71 









A( l) .;. -:;.oc~ 
A( 21 , c.ooo 
A::?! I. • ""l Or l I 
At & I Ir; 'rl oc 11 
•t !> = 'fl Ol 31 
Al61 a YlOt• I 
Af ?I a Yt 0(5') 
Ate) • O. ODO 
"''"' 
• '110( 6 I 
Al l<il • c.ooc 
Af Ill • YI Of 7 I 
At 121 • .,.1c:e1 
~: l.?) E ., , or c; 1 
A.(141 = c.occ 
At l!t·j a: '1IOlI01 
A: te.t s t.OOC 
.. , 171 • o.ooo 
., , Ill . o.occ 
A( 191 • YIO( 111 
A:201 a OaOOO 
,,.,TIA~IZE F(J:.~J'G ex • ('I' .... 'Ji 91 
CT s YI.&: 11 
CY : Yl2t2) 
jl:\I a -.. JI ( 21 




















"'ff=!'.lult11;E FIJILD :'rlCitYlltVl2.•.c>.c"t,Fll 
TMIS ~\.f~OLTINE :UILC~ 1 .. ~ '>E.F(C1"'#1IC't"- \oEClO~ CF T._.E 
~Ec~•"1s• • ~cs111c~-1~cLE-vec1~~ CF wEc~•~1s~ • cooR~t"•'Es OF 
JOINT I CF CQ~OL£0 ·~c C(!ITJ(~ A~GLE (~ crucLeq 
._.l".'l'TA11C~~ 
YIO a CEFCiS.MAT IC" VfC1c·c: OF llEC~• .... IS~ I""' GLCBAL-CUC.:t.Ol,,,.A1E! 
Y 10111 I 
Vil .. l=CSllJCfrli #~GLE~ c~ M!f(l"A"'l!W. v11:Jl 
Y\2 :: FC'SITJC,,. v~ctc~ IN GLC.EAL CCQi:tCJ .... 41E~ Of JOl"'ll 1 
CF CCUFLEF • Yl2C21 




ccc~or~•TE~ • •:201 
~ , ·~~ y cc~~ot~•TES I~ GLC~Al ccr~cJ~ATES oc 
JCIN1 1 CF CcvPLE~ 
~CSl11CN •~GL£ CF CCVFlE~ ll~K 
~ IZf' OF 0{ LC~O 
1wDL1c1~ g£~L•BC•-~.c-z1 
:ll '!'E" S JCllil 't l 0: I I I • 'fl 1 : 3 1 T l 2 ( .: I • J ( 20 t 
























SL;e14Gl.1l-~E lrlLMl\I (&,'e,C,•J,t12J 
THIS SleFCUTJ~£ DRE•ULTJDLY A YEClCF 
... ,~,. "• .. tc oe1•1~ ~ec1c~ "Q" 
frl.OTA11C""S 
A 
"' .. ,. 
• 
"'ATl:Jl( • ~:"'1•"21 
:: S: C•~ CF J 
s CC!Ll.¥NS CF 4 
VECTCP."tl':•2• 
'E5LLTAN1 ~f(lC~ • ~C~lt 
lUPLICll ~EAL•9(A-h,~-?t 
:>lt1f~S IC"' ,.~.,1-,N2J • \I:.,~ J , '<PU I 
l~ITIAlllE VUL~ICLJ~&l!C~ 
DC J 1.1:11•l 





































QCl> • c.ODO 
ilr I J:r. l •11« 




···~·,,, •• , ••• ~··••X7•~XXX••XXXXX>••••>••••····~~,xxx••··········~ 
>•X•X~Jl)S)a))J))XXX))XkXW•X>X)YX)JXXX•XXX>•X)1XJJXXXXXXAXX~XkAXX• 
S\;8J;Cl1H-E RfOuce ''-·•·=·<> 
Tt-tts 3l~i:;.cuTtl\£ (AJ;PIES (tl PAS.TlTIC~l ... C Of 'lt(.(T(~ ~ INTO 
THQEE" \ECTCJ:! C 
~CTATfCNS 
"'~v9f~ nF ELE~f~1S Of 
.. = !IZE CF \IECTOs; C 
0 s OEFC~JirATl(~ ~ECTOQ OF 
CCQJ;CJN•1£·~ 
c z OEF(j:JirATf[" VECTG~ CF 
cco::;')(frl..4.TE": 
lM~LICIT ~E•L•e:--~.C-2> 
Ot~Eh!JCh C(lf) • c~-~.e> 
INJTfALIZE Pl~TJ1tC~1~G 
L ~ 0 
OD :a I =l •"" 
DC 2 • ~ l ,e 
L = L + 1 
Cl l,JI • OIL I 
2 C0,..11"11..E 




~EC""'"•"'IS• I"" GL(~A.L 





SUBS:C''-ll"IE lCA"- :TH. Tl 
THI~ SlP~C~ll~E rc~v~ T~E TQA~~FC!f CF T~E ~~-~S~CW~ATJON 
"ATRIX •T• TC 9~ LSFO I"" TH£ '!OUAlJC""- lDE-L) •. :11 '• ::1E.Gl 
""'OT•TICPl.S 
TH a. OQSITICN •~GLE OF ELEWEhT • RAtJAN~ 
T ~ T~.&P.S~CSE CF T~E T~A~SFL~~•TJC~ WAT~lJ • l(~.e->· 






























INITIALIZE SPACE FOO 1 
00 I l :t, 8 
on 1 .J=-1. e 
T:t.Jl = o.oc:n 
I ~C" T 1 ""l..~ 
cccs:Tt-• 
O!l~( lhJ 
Tr 1 • I I z 
TC I .2) s: Y 
lt?.11 = - y 
T( 2" .2') = X 
T ( .? •:!I :r I •OD 0 
Tl4·•• ; 1.occ 
T: 5 .s) s:: JI 
1·r ~ , .. t. I z 't" 
T~~.Sl z - V 
,, 6 ,6) & Jt'. 
1( 7e?J z J.000 





SUFS:O\ITl"-E ucc tc.xL.•) 
THIS SLe~OLllhE FOC!'4~ THE p.;vF~s= GEC"'fTF;JC Jr.liTRl)t' CF 
THf FL[~E .... TS . . 
"'40T•T IC~S 
c = ·~VER$£ CF 1~€ GE~M~T~lC ~jT~l) • cc~.~· 
N = hUMBER OF nEG~£ES CF fFEEDCM OF ELE'4E~T 
~L : LEPl.GTH Of ~LEflrF~l 
lMPLJ~IT ~E•L•3CA-H.t-ZI 
DJYE~SJO~ C;h.NI 
INJlJALl2E FC~~•llCN CF WIT~tx -c~ 

























OC' l .,. •1, h 
(.{' ,J) = o.oco 
I CP"'°'T l~L£ 
1C :s XL ••2 
., ~ •L..••3 
'Z t XL••• 
• '=' XL••~ 
cc1.1a • 1.000 
C( 1.11 • 1.00-c· 
(( 3,31 1.oco 
ct•,•> s c.~oo 
Ct~.1 • r - 1.ooc,1.iL 
cr~.s, a: - cr5,1 t 
c<t,21 't - 1c.ocb1v 
c f t • J , : - t. co.o, x 
ere:.•• ; - 3.0'lOl(~.CC'l•Xl! 
ct ti.~ l - c' ~.2, 
c 6,~, = - •.a~a'x 
c 6,1!, = 1.oco,t2.c·">0•"1CLI 
C ?.2J ~ 1!.CDCIZ 
c 1.~) ~ e.oco1v 
CC7,•> : 3eOCO~f2.0~0•~t 
cc.,,.e:1 'Z - cr1.~1 





ere .• 61 




I 1 ODCIX 
- f::. cno1• 
3.000IZ 
- 1.Ct>C,1(2eCC'l•YI 
C ( E, 2 I 




sues;.01.111 .. e ~l~ESS rc.t.,..£,E)(l ,EXC.SJCJ.51(2.SIG.?I 
T ... IS Sl!'FtCLlt'"f CElFF~INES Slc.•J"-! A"'C Sl~ES5ES 
Jr\ilC"l,.TIC"'! 
c ~ ~ECTCP -llH l~E Cl'}EFF-ICIEl\.1~ C~ 1,.E ~ .... APE 
fUr..eTtO"'I! ~ CIBI 
H s (i:.C.5!:-5ec11c .. •L CCS:TJ-
x :: PCSITIC"" CF Sl"Al._,S A .. C ST-~fSSES 
E .a •CDULUS C.f EL•ST lCITY 
FXI •' SlqAI"' OlE TC T~A~SV~FS~ FCPCE~ 
EX? . Sll:tA. IN D\..E TC A.J(J AL F Cf:CES 
~JGt ~ !1~ESS DUf lC ~XI 
SIG2 s !ll=tE!S nl:E lC EX2 








































l-NJ11Al IZE CAl.C\;LATI C .. S 
F'l s CCJl•H • c:•a•~.ono•H + cc~J•~.oco•~•x + c:71•12.ooo•~·•·•~ 
l • c&e••zo.coo• .. ••••! 
EX? Cl~ I 
SJ<;tsEJtl•E 
SIG2 ~ FX2 • E 





SU F JO.l.l, l I "'-IE i: E F c; C : XL , ) l , Y 1 t 1 .. , C , P I •P C , (;JI' • Q 'i, JL hE • I 
1~1S S\0CCL11~E Fl~~S T~E ~CSJllC~! C~ ~~E ~CVINC JCJ~TS 
o~ T~E ~EfC~WfO ~re~· .. ·~~ •NU T~E Cl5T~hC£! P~l~FEN JCl~TS 
OF THE D~Fl~•ED ~ECH•~I~~ 
,.....,,.,l(h5 
XL CCOW~tr-.iAlES Jh THE" 1l Cl'-ECilth J-.. -LOCAL CCCROJhAlE~ 







~ CCCIC!DJh,"!"E .... GLCRAL cco.sootN•TE .CF JCJ"T 1 CF 
F\.E .. E,..1 
~ , ccccio1 "~ .... e .... GLCBAL CCCFC '"AlE CF Ji:l:J l'l.T J CF 
ELE•ENl 
z F(S111Cfr\il lhGLE CF £LE~f~T 
• CCEFF1Cl£P.T VECT('le> • CC91 
s·~CSlllC~ ~~(TC~ GF JCl~T I CF tfFO~~E[ FLEMENT i; l ( i) 





• PCSl11C~ \~CTC~ (F JCl"'l C Cf •ECHANIS~ 
>L 
• OJSlliNCE! t&ET•EF.h .JOI "'lS Cf Tt--f C.EFO=-•EO 
"ECt-tANISflt • JCLNEw: t-.·J~fL""' 
z ~lwe~~ CF ELE•~~ts 
JVDlJCll Qf•L•et4-H,C-ZI 
~t~~~stc~ <:e1 , ~1:21 i:,z:2) t JL.:.,I , JCL"'l(W{3) 
.... 111.&LJZE C'•LfULATI( ... TC F'JN:> YE(ll.RS COl ANC: ~2 




































SIN1f\ • DSl-.iC 1Ht 
:>O I I •I .2 
JI 2 J1L l It 
WJl • CU't • ((J).tJ' • c:•1•x••~ + C(6)•,••.:! + Ct?••w••• • C(81•J*•~ 
~·•cut• ccsa•• 
A\(11 • x•COS1H • UX•C~5T~ - -••Slhl~ t Xl 
Jallt • ••Sl~TH • UX•SINT~ • WX•CC!T~ • YI 
I COlriiTlh'-'£ 
INllt&lllE CALCULATJCt.5 l"C FINC ... E. LC:l'G1f"I O·F aE1o11c ... 1s 
JllL NE•l t > s OS CRT .(RI: 11••2 • ;:;2( I) ••2 ). 
JtL~£•C2"1 s D!Qf;llCIOl(iJ-S.l(l))_e•2' t Ci.itZl-.::?~tJlJ••21 





SUP.~OLTl~E J:fFR• (0... .c.~.fl.UllfL.4XIALt. IXIAL2) 
TtUS Sl.fas;C\.illNE CETES:~l'-ES Tf-:E AJi::l.AL OEFC?.!Jo,llC,. 
'3F E4C~ ElEMEt.T 




4Jl AL 2 
OL 
.. CCEFFITIE~ ~ECTO~ • Ct"U•EL1et 
: ~U~BE~ OF ~LEWE~T CF -fC~A~ISM 
.. LFPE~ l~TEG~-L LIMIT • 1~~ LCWE~ Ll~IT IS ZEQC 
= hE• LEHGl~ n~ Flt.CH ELE~E~~ OL~ TC AXIAL DEFC~•ATICP.. 
•xt ALI C-.EfllS:L. J 
s AXIAL DEFCnw&TICh .OF E•C ... fLE.,Ehl • "JrfAL(""V.,.£LJ 
a: 1ii:IGJC LENGTH CF EA°CH f.LE-r•l • !>L(Nf.ltEL, 
1~PL1c11 Re•t•~c•-~.c-z• 
~l~ENSIOh C(~U~EL.8l • ~(~U~ELl • •XIALlthLMEL, , A•IAL2(~U~EL, • 
l CL:•uwfL, 
INITIALIZE T~£ FJp,.:OJP..C: er •XIA.LI .... o. A)f.liL2 
00 1 I a 1 ., ht.. WEL 
4Xl-'LIC1J a CSOf:TCt.OtCCl~~l*•2) ll RCl I 









•• , ••• ,.>,,,,.~>•>•>,,,,., •• , •••• ) •••• , ••• ,., •• ~,·······~·········· 
00lJ9LE .l=IOECl!IC~ FUNCTl'.Jlt. fl(M) 
COM•~~ OeP1G.Ol1C2 
0CUBL£ ~IOfCJSIQ~ •• o.~.G.c1.c2 
Fl • C!Q~l(l.O+ID•Z.0•0•••3.0•G•x••l••·O•Ca•x••3•~.o•02••······~· 
R:ET~h 
END 
l#Sl ~O~ll~E ~••E - CC•C~f 
<--------~--~----~--~---------------~~--~~--~-------------------







L•TES1 J:iEYISIQJli, J•J1.1J,U:v 1. 197E 
\..Sit.GE' 
c 


































CALTICLS ·~·'llVE ~c~af~G (~1~AP~LA110h 
- FlNCltC,.,,t>C&.OC-£ ,,. ••• e.a.~i:Ho.~E~r .~"'.'::coc;.JER-l 
t(.ADJ:.E - ESTlll'ATE CF Tt£ lh1EG~•L CF f (X) FR0'4 • TO e. 
!Cl.TC'UTI. 
- A SlhtLE-A~GU-f~l ~E•L FU~CT IC~ SUF?CC~~A~ 
Sl.:CS::LtE:> en 1H£ l.Sf'CO• (J'f.Pl..lt 
F Wt~l SE OECLAP~O E•TEQ~AL lh 1~( , 
- ~~~E~ICAL. l~TFC~ATIC~ CF A Fl.:~CTlr~ USl~G 
CALLlllri'- F~CGS:A"-
A9!! - , .. !! Tac E.~OPCJfl.1! (F Tttf lhTEJ;v''AL OF 
JhTEGICATJCP.,. ( IN~U.TJ 
A[Qq -· CESl~EO AB!CLllE E~ACQ I~ lHE ~~S•E~. CINDUTI 
Jiifs:;R - CESIREO RELAlJ\rE ES:ClOQ J." lHE &.~SWEFi• (l ... Plt• 
t'S:J;.C~ - f.STI•ITfC BCUfoD CJrr. ltE AfSCLUTE EPROQ CF 
THE OUTP\;J ~L'4fEW:: • DCA.Ot:E.· (OUTPUT) 
lfll :- EJ:l;C~ J:As;.:Aflltf'lt=t:o. CCUTIDIUT) 
•A""J1.'l~G £s:t;:;~i: t•l 1H f=- IX I 
·JFR =es ... ~LIES THAT CNE C~·MC~E 
Sl~GULA~l11fS -E~E SUCCES5FULLY HA~OLEO. 
!ER z 66 l~FLIE! ~HAt. lh SC~~ 
SuBlhTEfiv•LCSJ. T~E ESTIMATE Cf' Tt<E 
l~TEG'>AL ~•S ACCEPTEC ~E•El.Y BECAUSE T~E 
E~Tllil41.EO E,.J:;OF •AS !MALL• E'IEN THOUGl-t NC 
J:ifGUL4i:;· BE~A\rJ(F w•s Rf(.CO'lllZEO. 
lf~Mtf\AL Ef\:RC~ 
IF• = 131 HCICATES F41LU'<£ DUE TO 
l~SUFFtCIE~l l"'TEP~AL 'C~Kl~G STO~•G£• 
ll'R = 132 lhCICATES F41LUfiE BE DUE TC 
1cr ~J(~ ~CISE IN T~E FU~CTIC~ (qEL4TIVE 
lC Tl-I.. Gl~E~ ~FRCq REO~JFE~EJrr.TS, CA 
DUE TO •N ILL-EE~avec INTeG~AND. 
IE~ = 13:3 I ~Cl CA lES T.tOT ="EQ~ IS Gl:lE:ATE~ 
THAfl. O.l, (C .. ERfi IS "LESS lHAt>. O.Oe OR. 
s;,EFFO IS TCC 5"'11LL. FCF 1Hl:_ PRE<IS·ttN OF 
T ... E MACH! ... E .. 
c 
c 










































Cf'll>• U•!L fCJU'flhE'! - \..ES:'TS1.UGETJO 
"'0TA11r.... - Jf\f"CSO•ATIOt.. c" Sf;.f(t.IL fr\ClATIC"' ..... n 
CC~VEhTIChS J~ *\AIL•BLE I,., THE MANUAL 
lhT~a>UCTIC~ C~ l~CC~G~ l•SL QCUTl~f J~EL~ 
fil'EllAllHCS le DCADAE CA~e 19' ll•NI' CA~ES1 ta,._,OLE .l\JM~ 
CODYRIGH1 
DISCD .. Tl .. LITIES. SEE ocn ... EH ~EFE"EfllCE FC!; FULL 
DETAILS• 
2. t~F A~LATl~E es;,~o~ PAS:~•ETEF ~f~~ ~UST BE IN Th£ 
lhlEliiVAL t~J.0,0.1 t Jf\CLl.SfYf'L '• fCA EkAlifPLEe 
SiEIOA = Oel INCJCATES TtAT T.tE E~fJMATE. CF THE 
!flilTE:GctAL I!: TO 9£ COPPE:CT TC (Iii( CIGll 1 •HE'DEA!: 
kfAQ :. .CCCI CALLS FDA F.C\.'Si DIGIT~ CF ACCUl;:A(Ye 
IF CCllOS:F CETEs: .. n-~-es , .. ,., TtF QEL.ITIVE ACCU."ACY 
ctEOUIREM!::,.,15 CA"'-.,..Cl BE !All~FlfC, IEJ;. JS SET TC 
1331 ·CSOES:~ !:~CULC ftE LAR(E E .. OUG .. THAT, WHEN AOOED 
TC l-00e01 t ... r ~£SlL1 IS A NU.,E:ES: GQEA'TEQ 1HA""1 
1co.01. 
3. TtE AeSOL'-'lE f'.s;.J:..ci:. P.\S..IMETES:.. AflClA. SH'CULD eE hON-
Nf'(;ATIVE. lh CJ;CEIC TO ClV£ I ftE#SCNAP.LE VALUE F~ 
AEQD• THE lSE: "\..ST KN(• 11-ff AJ"~A(Jt:lllAl~ ~AGll.i.JllJOE 
CF T~E l .... lEGJ.AL PEING CC114PU1!D. I,_, MAtii.Y CASES .IT IS 
SAT1SFACTCFY TC USE •£~~ a a.o. i~ T~JS CASE• CNLY 
T~E AELATl~E E~~C~ HECLl~E .. EhT IS SAtJSFJEO fN THE 
CC .. CVTATI Ch~ 
•• . E~E~ •HEN IC= IS hOl EC~AL 1C o. CCAD~E IClElUQNS THE 
BEST ESTl~ATE THAT ~AS eee~ CCWFU~ED. 
C~CTlhG FFC~ T~E COCJllE~T ~EFEF:fN(E; A YERY CA~TIOUS 
VAflri aCULO ACCECT CC~C~E Cflri\. ~ IF IE~ 15 0 CR 65• THE 
•E~EL" F:El!"Ct.•ELE .. A ... •OUL.0 ..:EEP ltfE FAITH El/Eh IF 
IEF IS 6E.. Tt-E 40VE ... T~t:cus ...... IS OU.TE OFTft.: i:tJ.:SHT 
Jtii. ACCEPTl~G CCAO~E ,ve~ IF IE~ 1~ 131 a~ 132. 
- I~~~ eY IMSL• I~<• ALL RIGHr! QES£0VECa 
C ••J;RAti.ll' 
- l~SL .~~~AhT~ (hLY T~AT JMSL 1ESTING ~AS eEE• 
A~PLIE"O TO T-... 1.S CCDE"e hQ 01~~ tiA~C::ANTY. 








!:.)OUBLE S::~ECl510h FU ... C'll(" ... '_OC:A:>PE CF.A,E_.11ei:1:1.REC"<C,E~rocR,1cs..A~ ..... 
1 .. ~,. ·~· 1-7, 
SPEC lFICAllCh~ FC~ •~GU~FNT$ 
l~TEGE~ IE~ 
or-ua. E ""fC IS ID~ F.~.F.A~~R.~E~.r.F~~CF 






SPECl~ICA11Ch! FO~ LCCAL VARJABLES 
I BE ~'S \~OJ .1111 AX1 ~ •"'llX lBL • ll'X~l GE• IBEG.1·1•~NL.EF1 
1 ... 2.rr1.1STED~.IE'"'C.1STEP1L.Lfl't. J"T. [STAGE .... 









OOUBL.f CllJ.f:(C I! 10~ 
<>DUl'll.E PllfC IS 10• 
·~Ct.Bl..£ PAECl!ID~ 
DCU!I.. E P~fC IS ID~ 
:>0UBL.E PRECISIC~ 
fat .~CLC:: • f"O\,J;P~ •' f._ .... u ... c •D•E •Al Tl. C.• 
S1EP•~.STE0~~.~TAGE..CURES1.FhSIZE.HRERli. 




"t2C.0N\ll •A I TIKIE .... f: IGl'IT .t::EGLA '°•.".iECLSV ( ~ t LOGICAL 
DATA 
I 
A l1LCW .ta'~. A I 1TC1. • .JUMPTL.•A:aTs. •••TllL_. MXS1&1 
'' •l cc ••.• soo, .1co •• c 1 co .L'·o•-..1 c. 30-' 
DATA 
l 
c; ... t 1 ) • JO"": 2, • ,.,__ (.?) • p,. c ... , , 
e7&•2005001e3•~E2!2C0 •• ~43751CG.a12~33G5DO, 
z.£~'::'. p' ·"ALF. c ... E. T •C .. FO\J~ .F c'"u;s-s. TEN• HUfli 





IE" = C 
c.AORE a ZEJ;C 
ecu:cr. a ZE~O 
cus;est s zua: 
(.U0ES1 i: ZfC C 
VINT • zes:;.c 
LE~GT~ a c•este-AI 
F !t:ISl E Jlf CL 1A.ELE STAlEVE.._T 
IF fLE ... GTH efOa 2EQOJ GC TC 21! 
IF .t~EF-S: .GTe Pl .cc:i:. qEJ<lt: •Lle ZE~Ot <:O TC 41C 
HR~RP : REs;P+ HU~ 
JF (~ES:~ .ec.. ZfQQ • At..Oa t-RFRq eLfe HU .. I GC lC 210 
Es;~'" = -.e:1a• 
ER~~ • c~esc•e~~• 
STEF"'f'.i a LE-.G1H/ :T110••••XS1GE I 
STEFhM = DWAXICLENGT~.~·~sC•l~C•E~Ce•t•TE~ 
STAGE = .. ALF 
IST•GE = I 
Ft.SI 2'E : ZEFC 
DO EYECI :: ze~c 
~£GLAR : .F&lSEe 
BEG = • 
FBEG : FC HEG I 9t1Al.F 
TSll I : FMG 
lt=IEG a I 
EDt1; :s E 
FENO z flED"l*~•LF 
1Sl2> : FE"O 
I EfllD = 2 
Tt-E GIVEN l"'TfQVAL CF INTEGJ\~1"10~ 
I~ lHE ~l~Sl INTE~~AL C~lliSIDElli.C.. 
! AIGHT • .FAL~Ee 
Jh\i'E5:11CA11("1 OF ,,. l=JiRT ICULAr: 
SUFl~TE~~AL BEGJ~S 41 THIS POIN1e 
to STEF : ED"' - eE~ 
A.STEP s OAB~(Stt:P.1 
IF CAS1EP .LTa STEP14ti.) GC TO 205 
H~ER~ * STEF-~•+A!TEP 
IF tHR(RJ; .Ea. STEPNlf' Gt 10 'zos 
T( I •l J ~ FBEC + FEt.I> 














L • I 
" • I 
H?CC"-1# • eF AL !Ee 
AtTKE~ :m: .FALSE. 
1!5 L .. I : L 
L .. L + I 
... ? • h•I\. 
Fflo. • .._. 
!STEP • (IEH - IBECI/"' 
lF (l!lEP eGl. 11 GO 10 2! 
11 -= I f .. O 
IEWO = re .. o ... 
CALCt..LATE Tt'!E titEXl lJ'<A.PElOIO SUM• 
T(L.J It lllt-1Ct4 I~ EA5£0 ON •h2• + I 
EOLISPACEC 1'01 .. lSo HF~E. 
N?· • h• i ~ 2• •( L- I). 
Jwr t IEP.=> .Gt·e .. A..'CTSt GC 1C <OO 
HOVP.. r STEF,Fftt. 
Ill~ lf:f".O 
F"I = CH 
DC ?O Jzl ... 2 12 
1 SI 111 t c 1 S (I I I 
TS{Jll-lt = f~EO~ - Fl • Hr.VNJ 
Fl a_FJ•T•C 
lll=ill-2 
f I 1: J 1-1 
~C COfrrr.l" I hlE 
ISlEP % I 
2~ I STEP2 z I BEG + ISlE F!-1'2 
suw r ZEQO 
SUlllAB~ z Z fQC 
oc 30 Jsts1e~2.1END1ISTEP 
SUM: su~ + l~(lt 
su11111es = SVlllASS + t•PS:TS(J J) 
!C COPHtpr,,\.f' 
Ttl1I) & TIL-t.lt• ... ALF+SUflll'Ft.. 
r•·es :& TABS•t-ALF+SlJVAES/FI\. 
..... "42 
IT z l 
YIN1 z SlEP•11Leil 
TAP.TL .. : T olPS•TE ~ 
GET r:.-E'Ll"lfloA.f;y VALl.E fCI: •VINT• 
F~C• ~A!T T~APElOIO suu ANC U~OATE 
THE E~~CF QfQ\.l~E•ENT •E~5C~L• 
FO~ T~I! ~UEJ~TE~~Al..• 
F~SIZE : CWAJfl(FNSIZEe!>Ae!tTILel I JI 
ElfGL :::. ·•5TEP4FfrrfS lZE•tEN 
EPGCAL t S1-GE•t¥AXltE~~A.[~~R•CA~S((Ul=EST•VJN111 
FEXTRP s c ... e 
00 35 l•leL-'1 
FEXl~P a FfXT~P•FCL~ 
.CCvPL.ETE f:.C• l .lht CCLUMt..i L. CF *14 
olJ:O-JO .. Y. 
T<l.LI ~ 1fLel1 - l(L-1.11 

















.EA~E~ : AS1E~•CAEStT(~~LJJ 
tF fL .Gt. 21 GC TD 40 
f4:lEQQ • tAeS+Dl•DABSCl: l1ill 
PP~Ll~l~A~Y OECISIO~ P~OCE9'J~E 
If L c C ANC T.t 2, l l s 1 ( I• I I, 
G( TC. I?! TC F-OLLC• UP THE 
l JIJ:l=f: 5.S IC~ lHAT I"" TE~ <:iQANO IS .. 
Sll=,IGl-1 LI"£• 
IF IHf'EQA .ec. , .. BS) cc TC 135 
GC TC I !I 
410 D~ 45 1=2.LWI 
DIFF .s: 2Ef;C 
CACUL.ITE ~E)~ R~TlCS FO~ 
CC ... UMhS I•••• ,L-2 CF T-TABLE 
~AflC l ~ !:El lG Zt;;PO IF OIFFE~E"CI 
lN LAST TWO E~T~IE~ OF COL~NN I~ 
A&Cl.iT ZE~C 
HR:Es:o s 1olETL.,+OAE!tT(l-l •Ll 1 
IF :HS:EPR· eNEe TA8TLV' DtFF = 1U-1.LMl).fl:t-l.L! 
T~t~t.Ltf'll ¥ OIFF 
-~ (.n...,1 JNl'E 
IF ~CAfS(FCUJ:O-T( 1.L"41JI •LE• H2fCL> GC TC t:::> 
IF CT( I .LWJ I 1EC. ZE~Cl GC TC ~5 
IF {D.t.es:T-C-CABS(-J(l.L"'llll .t.t. Jt; .. P1L> ~c TC 1::?0 
IF CL eEc;. 31 G.C. lC I~ 
t12CC.hV ::z: .F,L!Ee 
IF :OAE5Ctt:.1,LlllltJ-,.(l,L-21ll'TCt.L~-l>J •U:. ~ITTCL1 GC TO 7$ 
~o lF (~EC:LAJ:I' (( tc 55 
IF (L eECe • t GC 1C I! 
~q~~~ % E~GL•f~~E~ 
s .. If" lfPJ;ER eGT • t:FOGO•L eA"C.• Mrc-ERt:i •""'E• F~~L I GC TC 175 
GO 10 1•~ 
(C JF , ... 2~c ... v1 GC TC 6-5 
AITKE~ • eFALSE• 
t12CChV • • TCl.E• 
f! FE'JCT~P ~ FOuJ; 
70 IT s. 11 + I 
Vl~T = 51EF~1CL1ITJ 
CALflC~5 ~cveER( EXl~APCLATJCh 
E~gER ~ OAl!ISCST£~1'lFE);TQP-C"'-El•l( 11-1.Ll l 
IF :E"~E~ .LE• EhGCALJ GC ~C ltO 
HqE~~ s E~•L•E~~E~ 
IF tHf"ff:iJ; .ec.. ERG...• c;o TC If~· 
IF ll1 eECe Lfft J GC TC 125 
IF lTC ll1l.lil I .ec. ZE~C~ Gr TO 70 
l'F (T( IT1LMI a eLE.e FEJTQP1 CC TO I~~ 
JF (QAESCTClt,L~ll,FCl.CO-FEXTJ:;.PJl'FEXTr:;.~ ,LT. 'JTTCL1 
1 FEXlCD • FE~T~~•FOUD 
GO 10 70 
l~TE~~-~D NAY ~~VE ~••4LPHA TYPE 
S J1'(ULAJ; JlY. 
QESLLTl~G l~ ol PATIO CF •Sl~G•· 
Z••(ALPt-A + I 1 











IF (AllKE~• cc 1( en 
~2C0""Y ':" eFAL $F.:• 
AJ1KEN_:s .TRVE• 
tC ffJ'lRP c T(L-2el"l) 
IF" (FEJr.lRP eGle FCt.F~!J GC TC C5 
IF tfElllfJ;:P ell• AllL.C.•) GC. TC 175 
... 
IF (DAeS(FEJC1Q0-1tL-3.Llfl lt,1'( l•L'"ll eCT. t-2,.CLI GC TC 17~ 
Sl~G • F£X'Jr:;P 
FE-XTlll t [,.._[, CFEllCTQo - Cf..E I 
AJT(lt a ZEAC 
OC !5 Js2' 1L 
AllCll :i: 'T(l,lt + ('TC1.1J-T(l-l1l lJ•FEXlllll 
PC It= TC lel-1) 
::::tFCll 1:r A..lTCII - #JT:J-1) 
E~ COJl.ll ""-\.f 
IT s 2 
~C Vl~t z ~lEF•-IlCLI 
EDC'Et ~ €RREC•FE~T~1 
~QE~~ ~ ERCL4fRRE~ 
It= (EJa.ei:; .GT. EJ;UCAL ... ._.t. KCEs;.f; ·""E· ES:GLI GC. TC ;;5 
[Ct z: ll.\X0(1~0 1 t-~J 
GC 10 1!>0 
<C.JTc11+1 
IF :11 .eo. l.Ml I GC TC 12~ 
IF Cll .GT.~) C:C 1\J 100 
H?NE.X 1 : FCl..:C' 
SJNGNX % Sl~G•Sl~G 
ICC IF (H2"'EX1 1Lle Slf\G"){) GC T( 105 
FFXJ::;o = SING"'-'X 
Sl~GNX s Sl"~~X+Sl~G,.._){ 
GO 10 110 
lCS fEJ'TCOC: H2 .... f):l 
H2~fX1 = FCL~•H2~EXT 
I 1 O 00 l l 5 1=111 l, ... 
s:::J+I) • 2fQ( 
~s;E~Q s 1AETL"•C•f5(CJF(l+t )J 
Jr: (t;qERC •""'E • TA S1LJO I:(: I+ I) 
1 l!i CC>-Tlf'lll.E 
HlTFEX = -H21CL•FEJT~t 
OIFrt•,CIFCl+·a> 
IF ~qtLJ - FfJCTPl:I aLle H21F-E>O GC 1C. IC~ 
JF ;:'"°~L-1 J-f.EXTl!IF .LTe l-'21fFX) GC TC lC~, 
Et:Hol:f'P c .\ST£S:•CABSl::>JFtL) J 
FEXl~J = ONE/:~exrpo - C"'E) 
::>C"' 120 l=ITel 
4lltlt = "IT(tl + EIF:Il*'FEXTJllll 
DI F \I I = • IT ( I ) - I IT: I- I t 
lLO CCN1J P.,,l£ 
Gt TO "iO 
cu~~E~T 1~APE2CJC s~~ ·~c RE5ULTlhG 
EXl~A~CLAlEt ~ALUES 010 ~OT GIYE 
A ~~ALL E~C~G~ •~F~EP•e 
•r 
f .A""( (C,._l~CL C"F. N(ISE SHOVLC 
( ~ECI~ HE~E. 
I~! FEJIJQP = r>MAXl!F~f"Y[t./:::.;:p ... AJTLC'lii"I 
PPf'VECI: = [:i-t:Fo 
IF (L .a....te !') GC TC l~ 
IF _(L-11 .Gle 2 .. A.hD. JS'TliGE .LT. fll'XST (EI GC TC. 170 
ERQET • ERREQi'(FEXl~C••C•A>iTBt...-l.J t 
HPF.~R • ERGL•ERAfT 
IF tEi:iS:E1 .Gl • E~GC4L .•fll.[e ~fPi:: .1':E. ECOGL I GC lC 170 
GO 10 I!> 
C l~,.E!~Af>..C ..... S J\..MI= (~EE NOTES-I 
I !O J-IQf"t::) = E~GL+f~QEC 
JF tE~J:f;;::: .G1. E::WGC-L ~A"'C· "'1Qf::~J: .... E. ERGLI GC lC 17C 
















OIFF = DA.BS(lft.lt1•(t=",.,.•F="') 
GC 1!:l l~O 
l:!~ SLOPE" (FE~t-F~FGl•l"') 
~aEG2 ~ FBEG•FBEG 
DO 140 I=t •• 
(f"-Tf(~AP.D !S :5;TJ:.AJG~l LINE 
TF~l lHIS AS.SLa.4~1JCN BY CC..,PARJP.,,G 
Tt-1: \l'LlJf OF 1HE Jt-.TEG~At-.tO AT 
FO~~ •~~ ... CC~L~ CHrSE~• DQJNTS all~ 
T-Hf. VAL.1..F Of- lt1f ~TRA JGHT LINE 
l"lfi=;FCLATlhG Tt-:E. INT£GRANC -.r Tf'IE 
l•( E~D PCJ~l~ CF T~C SUB-lt-.TE~~•l• 
IF 1£5T rs f:A!;SEr'),. ACCEPT •VINT• 
Olf·F = OAeS(F[6EG+=- .... tI l•STECI - FeFc2.:..i;p.[ ll•SLCPE) 
~ec;q : TAeTLflil+OtFF 
IFl~~E~~ .~E. T-~Tl~J (r. TC l~~ 
140 ·CON11Nl.E 
C.C 10 lbO 
NCISE ~AY ee CC~l~Ahl FEATU~E 
ESlJWAlt: ... Cl.SE L'5\l'EL ev (.("fl'PAAJfli,G 
Tt-E V""'-l..E OF lhE. IP..TEGJ;AND ,.,. 
FO\..~ •Pl~CC~LY CHCSEN• cc1~1s •11~ 
ThE \I' •L...\.E OF lHE !lRA IGHT L lfllE 
tP..1f::FcLAT1-...G Tt->E INTe~qA.NC Al Tt-E 
T•~ EhOPOl~~S. l~ SMALL ENCUGH, 
C AC(£P1 •V.tNT• 
145 SLCS:E c (FE~C-FEEGJ•1&0 
F~E~2 : F8E~tFBEC 
I = I 
150 OIFF = C.AeS:ftBEC+QJ-4:1J•S1EDI - FFEu;-s;p,,tt>•5LCC>EI 
1 ~~ EPqes:? ~ o"'.1i•1 CERJOE~, ·~TEP•CIFF, 
..,.qEq~ : EPGL+~::u;E~ 
IF (Es:;;:CEF eGTe E~G-CAL ·.•t..O., t-kERS: .f'll[. E~GLJ GC TC l 7~ 
1 :: I+ t 
IF ( J •LE• 4 I GC TC 1 ! ") 
l€R ;; t6 
NCTE - HIVIN~ F:;:fYEJ; eLT. EHQEt;- C. I~lE~~~-TJC~ CVE~ CL~?E~T SUE-
IS AP.. Alfll'(Sl CEf:Tlll,._ SIGfrril C.F C 
RECl~hJ~G T~OUBL~ •IT~ JN ThE FUhC- .c· 
TJC~ ~ALUESe ~E~CEe A •ATC~ FC~• C 
c 
JNTEJ:VAL SUC.CES~F"Ul' 
AC[ •~l~T• lC •CCIORE• AN~ •ERqER4 
TC •EF~r~·- T~~ ... SET u~ NE~T sue-







1ro caCIOE • c.t.ci:::~ • "'"' 
-:'APC'- : EF;s:iC50 + fRf.E i: 
JF (~ ICHT I GO TO lf.5 
ISTAGE z ISTACE - 1 
IF CI~ lAGE .EC.• CI GC ,.~ 22CJ 
RE'Gl..Af', s .s;fGl...SVt IS1ACE > 
BEG: EEGl~[ISTAGEl 
ED""' z: FJ~l5f I !TAGE t 
CUl;ES1 s CUJ:EST - ES1:1'5TAG£+1) + 'Vl,_,T 
IE"'D • IBEG - 1 
rE"«l .- TS( IENO) 
l~EG = IP.ECSCI5TAGE1 
GC 10 l!!C 
I(~ CUS:EST = Cl..RfST • ~l,,_l 
STAGE = ~lAGF+SlAGf 
lEt-:!> z: IBEG 
lBEG: IEECSCISTAGEl 
E'O"' = EEG 
BEG= BEGJpr,.(JSTAGEJ 
FENO : FaEC: 
F8EG IS 151JBEG> 
Ge TO ! 
l 7C c;E"GLAQ • • T::;o\..Ee 
lP..TECFATJCl'I. C\l'E~ CIJ:;.Ji:Ef\ol StJ-tI"-Tf?.VAL 
IS \..~SUC.CES!~t.L. ,_A::t.C ~~elNTE"".Y'L 
FCF Fl.P1HER SLeCI\ 15JC.t.. SET JP 
NE')l:"l ~\,IEI .. TERVAL• .. 
175 IF (151.t.Ge .tc. WXST{E) cc TC 205 
IF (AIGHl) CC TC te~ 
RE"GLSVllSTAGE•l I = QE<;LAR 
BFGIN( IST AGE) :s B"EC::. 
IBE'C5115TAGE) ~ IBEG 
STAGE c STA~E•~.t.LF 
1 EC QIG ... T • .• Ts;t..e. 
BEG" z: (8EG+ECfi'l.•M4LF 
19EG z tleEC•IE~Ol/2 
TSllBEGt z 1!119EGl•~'LF 
F!!IEG : TS: I BEGI 
IOO TC 10· 
If~ hNLEF1 =c- IeEG - 18EG!(l51.t.G£) 
tF (IE,,.'l+~P.,.LEFT eGE. WAJl"l!l GC TC :::oc 
11·1 = JEEG!( I STAGE» 
II -= IE'«> 
D~ 190 l=IIl.JBEE 
I I s 11 + I 
TS( JI > z 1 SC 1) 
Jc;C CChllNUE 
~o •~s i=teeG.11 
TSt It l) .:z lS( 1 t 
111 s 11 t + l 
I~! CO"'-Tl~U.E 
IE~t s ll!fl.O t I 
IBEG z IE~C - ~~LEFT 
FENO a F"AEG 
FREG &" lS(Jeeca 
FINHd ISTACEI • fO" 
1:.0,_ = FEC". 
sec:-. fEGlh:JSTAGEI 
?\E"Gl"'C ISTAGF) :. ED,._ 
Cf"GLS'V(ISTAGE I 11: Qf;LAC 
ISTACE s ISTA(E + l 
R~GL&A s REGLS~flSTACEJ 
ESl(ISTAGE> K Vl~T 
CUS:FST z Cl.:J:EST t E51(1'51AC:F I 
CC TO ~ 
C ~AILLJ:.£ TC HA ... DLE GIVE"" 1""1TEGJ:i.t.-







JEO :. 131 
GC' TC ii~ 
IE~ = 13? 
GC Tn 21~ 
IEQ = 133 
C.t.Oi:oE : CU~E~l + " ..... , 
cc .. ni=.E : CACCE 
CO~l.l rr.LE 
IF (IEJ: .NE• Ot CALL lE~15T (1£~.f~DC.t.C~EI 
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